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The Ginzburg–Landau~GL! equation is derived for the spatially inhomogeneous order parameter
~OP! of the 3He type superfluid Fermi liquid~SFL! ~composed of electrically neutral
fermions with tripletp-wave pairing! for a uniform flow of the normal component of the SFL
with a velocityvn!2Tc /pF ~Tc is the temperature of phase transition from the normal
to the superfluid state, andpF is the Fermi momentum!. The derivation is based on the
integrodifferential equation for OP, which is valid at temperatures nearTc in the absence of strong-
coupling effects. The main results are the corrections for the coefficients of the OP gradients
in the GL equation~caused by the fact thatvn Þ 0!, which are calculated in the
perturbation theory. These corrections, which indicate the deformation of the OP due to the SFL
flow with the velocityvn , can be not only comparable forvn!2Tc /pF , but also greater
than the so-called nontrivial strong-coupling corrections to these coefficients, depending on the
value ofvn , and hence can be of practical importance for describing3He–B at low
pressures, when the strong-coupling effects are weak. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-777X~97!00103-5#

1. INTRODUCTION magnetic field and the SFL flow! on the OP deformation in
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In this paper, which is a continuation of our the previo
publication,1 we consider a superfluid Fermi liquid~SFL!
consisting of electrically neutral paramagnetic fermions w
triplet pairing. Superfluid phases of3He are examples o
such Fermi liquids. We confine our analysis to SFL near
temperatureTc corresponding to the phase transition to t
superfluid state. In contrast to Ref. 1, we assume that
external magnetic field is zero, but we have a spatially u
form flow of the normal component of the SFL with a v
locity vn ~the velocityvs of the superfluid component is as
sumed to be zero!. The analysis is carried out on the basis
the Landau method of a Fermi-liquid, which is generaliz
for SFL in Refs. 2–4.

Our aim is to derive the Ginzburg–Landau~GL! equa-
tion for a weakly spatially inhomogeneous order parame
~OP! of the SFL with a tripletp-wave pairing taking into
account the corrections to the coefficients of OP gradient
the GL equation. These corrections are due to the flow of
SFL normal component, which leads to a deformation of
OP for high values ofvn ~a similar effect of an external
moderately strong, magnetic field on the coefficients in
GL equation for the SFL under investigation was studied
us1 for vn50!. We disregarded the weak interaction betwe
the magnetic dipole moments of fermions~near 3He
atoms!5,6 and the ‘‘strong-coupling effects’’ which are wea
in 3He-B under low pressures~see Refs. 7–10 and the litera
ture cited there!. Consequently, our approach must be app
cable above all to3He–B under comparatively low pres
sures.

The effect of external perturbations~such as applied
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superfluid phases ofHe was reported earlier~see, for ex-
ample, the monograph11 and the references cited there!.

In the present publication, we will prove that the SF
flow leads to the emergence of correcting terms to the co
ficients of the OP gradients in the GL equation even for fl
velocitiesvn smaller than a certain critical value~namely, for
vn!2Tc /pF , wherepF is the Fermi momentum!. As in Ref.
1, we are interested in the corrections to the coefficients
only the terms linear in the OP in the GL equation~without
writing explicitly the nonlinear terms!. We will compare
these corrections with the so-called ‘‘nontrivial’’ correction
to the same coefficients associated with the strong-coup
effects.8

In Sec. 2, we will write the general integrodifferenti
~ID! equation for the OP with a small spatial inhomogene
for a SFL with a triplet pairing~the spins of a pair is equal
to unity and the orbital angular momentuml of the pair can
assume any odd value!, which is valid at temperaturesT
close toTc ~in a uniform external fieldH and in the case of
the normal component flow at a velocityvn!. This ID equa-
tion, which is derived in Ref. 1, is transformed in Sec. 2 to
form convenient for deriving the required GL equatio
which will be obtained in Sec. 3 in the case ofp-wave pair-
ing (l51) for vn!2Tc /pF andH50. The results which we
obtained will be discussed briefly in the conclusion.

2. INTEGRODIFFERENTIAL EQUATION FOR THE ORDER
PARAMETER

We will use for the initial equation the ID equation fo
the OP of the SFL under investigation of the3He type@see
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Eq. ~40! in Ref. 1#. This ID equation is valid in the general
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case of triplet pairing of fermions~s51 and l is any odd
number for a pair! at temperaturesT near Tc , i.e.,
(Tc2T)/Tc!1 and has the following form in the limi
V→` ~V is the system volume!:

Da~R,k!5
1

~2p!3
E d3qL2~ uk2qu!H Db~R,q!

Fab~q,2q!

D~q,2q!

2 i
]Db~R,q!

]Rl
E d3Pd~P!

]

]Pl
FFabSP21q,

P

2

2qDD21SP21q,
P

2
2qD G

2
1

2

]2Db~R,q!

]Rl]Ri
E d3Pd~P!

]2

]Pl]Pi
FFabSP2

1q,
P

2
2qDD21SP21q,

P

2
2qD G1ga

~3!~R,q!J .
~1!

Here

Da~R,k!5E d3r exp~2 i rk !Da~R,r !,

whereDa(R,r ) is the OP for a SFL with a triplet pairing:

Da~R,r !5Da~x1 ,x2!5
1

2i
TrsD~x1 ,x2!s2sa5L2~ ux1

2x2u!ga~x1 ,x2!. ~2!

Here (sa are the Pauli matrices (a 5 1,2,3); R 5 (x1
1 x2)/2, andr 5 x1 2 x2 . The functionsga appearing in Eqs.
~1! and ~2! are connected with the anomalous distributi
functiongs1s2(x1 ,x2) for quasiparticles in the coordinate re
resentation through the formula

ga~x1 ,x2!5~1/2i !Trs g~x1 ,x2!s2sa

and the functionL2 is the anomalous Fermi-liquid amplitud
of interaction~introduced in Refs. 2–4!, which is responsible
for triplet pairing of fermions. While deriving Eq.~1!, we
assumed thatL2(ur u) has a sharp maximum forr50, and the
values ofDa(R,k) change insignificantly over distances
the order of the sizejc;\vF /(pkBTc) of a Cooper pair
(vF5pF /m* is the Fermi velocity andm* the effective
mass of a quasiparticle; here\51 andkB51!. Equation~1!
also contains the Dirac delta-functiond(P), and the last term
in ~1! is a nonlinear term written~without taking into account
the gradients ofDa! in implicit form since we will be inter-
ested here~as in Ref. 1! only in the linear part of the ID
equation~see the detailed discussion in the introduction
Ref. 1!.

The ID equation~1! contains the following functions:

D~p1 ,p2!5@j0~p1!1j0~p2!#
224j2, ~3!

Fab~p1 ,p2!5Fab~p2 ,p1!5@12N~1 !~p1!2N~1 !

3~p2!#wab~p1 ,p2!2@N~2 !~p1!1N~2 !

3~p2!#xab~p1 ,p2!, ~4!
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wab~p1 ,p2!52dab@j0~pi !1j0~p2!#1
4jajb

j0~p1!1j0~p2!

2 i2eabgjg ,

xab~p1 ,p2!52jS dab2
jajb

j2 D1 ieabg

jg

j
@j0~p1!

1j0~p2!#

(j5ujW u). The functionsN6(p) are defined as

N~6 !~p![
1

2
@n~0!~j0~p!1ujW~p,H !u!6n~0!~j0~p!

2ujW~p,H !u!#,

n~0!~j !5@exp~j/T!11#21, ~5!

wherej0(p) 5 «(p) 2 (vp1 m), andm is thechemical poten-
tial. We assume that the Fermi liquid obeys the isotro
energy–momentum relation«(p)5«(p)5p2/2m* . The
quantitiesja appearing in Eqs.~4! and ~5! differ from zero
only in the presence of the applied magnetic fieldH and
depend on the Fermi-liquid exchange interactions~see Sec. 4
in Ref. 1 for details!.

We will assume below that the external magnetic fieldH
is zero, and henceja[0. In this case~for vn Þ 0, vs50, and
ja[0!, the ID equation~1! combined with Eqs.~3!–~5! can
be transformed to

Da~R,k!52
1

2~2p!3
E d3qL2~ uk2qu!Da~R,q!G~q!

2
i

4~2p!3
E d3qL2~ uk2qu!

]Da~R,q!

]Rl
H qlm*

3 F ~vnq!

«~q!2m

dt~q!

dj0
2

r~q!

«~q!2m
2
dr~q!

dj0
G

1vnlFdt~q!

dj0
1

~vnq!

«~q!2m S r~q!

«~q!2m
2
dr~q!

dj0
D G J

1
1

2m* ~4p!3
E d3qL2~ uk

2qu!
]2Da~R,q!

]Rl]Ri
H d i l Fdt~q!

dj0

1
~vnq!

«~q!2m S r~q!

«~q!2m
2
dr~q!

dj0
D G

1
qiql
m* Fd2t~q!

dj0
2 1

2

«~q!2m

dt~q!

dj0

2
~vnq!

«~q!2m

d2r~q!

dj0
2 G1m* vnivnlFd2t~q!

dj0
2

2
2~vnq!

~«~q!2m!2 S r~q!

«~q!2m
2
dr~q!

dj0
D
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2
~vnq! d2r~q!

n

-
o

2
r~q!

2
dr~q!

1v
dt~q!

OP

w-

f

«~q!2m dj0
2 G

1~vniql1vnlqi !F ~vnq!

«~q!2m S d2t~q!

dj0
2

2
1

«~q!2m

dt~q!

dj0
D

1
1

«~q!2m S r~q!

«~q!2m
2
dr~q!

dj0
D2

d2r~q!

dj0
2 G J

1
1

~2p!3
E d3qL2~ uk2qu!ga

~3!~R,q! ~6!

@cf. with the ID equation~42! in Ref. 1, wherevn50 but
HÞ0#.

Equation ~6! contains the functionsG(q), t(q), and
r(q) defined by the formulas

G~q![
tanh~j0~q!/2T!1tanh~j0~2q!/2T!

j0~q!1j0~2q!
,

t~q![
1

2 F tanh~j0~q!/2T!

j0~q!
1
tanh~j0~2q!/2T!

j0~2q! G ,
r~q![

1

2 F tanh~j0~q!/2T!

j0~q!
2
tanh~j0~2q!/2T!

j0~2q! G . ~7!

It should be noted that forvn50, the ID equation~6! is
transformed into the equation derived in Refs. 12, 13 si
j0(q)5 j0(2q)5 «(q)2 m,r(q)[0,G(q)[t(q).

3. GINZBURG–LANDAU EQUATION FOR A SUPERFLUID
FERMI LIQUID WITH p-PAIRING FOR vN Þ 0

Proceeding from the general ID equation~6! for a SFL,
we derive the GL equation for a tripletp-wave pairing
(s51, l51! for vn Þ 0 in zero magnetic field. For this pur
pose, we introduce the SFL order parameter, i.e., the c
plex 333 matrixAa j (R) by the formula5,6,14

Da~R,k!5Aa j~R!
kj
k
. ~8!

Using the approximate equality~see Ref. 1!

L2~ uk2qu!'a2buk2qu2, ~9!

where

a54pE
0

`

drr 2L2~r !, b5
2p

3 E
0

`

drr 4L2~r !, ~10!

we obtain from~6! the equation for the matrixAa j (R)

Aa j~R!
kj
k

52
bki

~2p!3
E
0

2p

dwE
21

1

d~cosu!ninj

3E
0

`

dqq3HG~q!Aa j~R!

1
i

2

]Aa j~R!

]Rl
Fqnlm* S qvn cosu

«~q!2m

dt~q!

dj0
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«~q!2m dj0
D nlS dj0

1
qvn cosu

«~q!2m S r~q!

«~q!2m
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1

8m*
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1
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D D

1
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m* S d2t~q!
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1
2

«~q!2m

dt~q!

dj0
2
qvn cosu

«~q!2m

d2r~q!

dj0
2 D

1m* vnkvnlS d2t~q!

dj0
2 2

2qvn cosu

~«~q!2m!2 S r~q!

«~q!2m

2
dr~q!

dj0
D2

qvn cosu

«~q!2m

d2r~q!

dj0
2 D 1q~vnknl

1vnlnk!S qvn cosu

«~q!2m S d2t~q!

dj0
2

2
1

«~q!2m

dt~q!

dj0
D

1
1

«~q!2m S r~q!

«~q!2m
2
dr~q!

dj0
D

2
d2r~q!

dj0
2 D G J 1@O~A3~R!!#a ~11!

@cf. the ID equation~45! in Ref. 1, wherevn50, but
HÞ0#.

At temperatures close toTc , we can expand the function
G(q)5G(q,T) @see~7!# into a power series inT2Tc :

G~q,T!'G~q,Tc!1~T2Tc!
]G~q,T!

]T U
T5Tc

1
~T2Tc!

2

2

]2G~q,T!

]T2 U
vn50

T5Tc

. ~12!

The value ofTc depends onL2 and is determined from the
linearized integral equation for a spatially homogeneous
@see Eqs.~6! and~8! for ]Aa j /]Rl 5 0,]2Aa j /]Rl]Ri 5 0#.

Thus, assuming thatvn!2Tc /pF and retaining the prin-
cipal terms, we obtain from~7!, ~11!, and~12! as a result of
analytical calculations in the perturbation theory the follo
ing GL equation for a SFL liquid with thep-wave pairing~of
the 3He type! with corrections to coefficients of gradients o
Aa j (R):

FTc2T

Tc
1
1

2 S Tc2T

Tc
D 2GAa j2

m* vn
2

2«F
S «F
Tc

D 2 7z~3!

5p2 F1
12

Tc2T

Tc
2

i

«F
S «F
Tc

D 2 93z~5!

49p2z~3! S vnk ]

]Rk
D G SAa j
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2 a l D «F

S TcD 10p2 F S
2

186z~5!

49p2z~3!

m* vn
2

2«F
S «F
Tc

D 2D S vnl ]Aa l

]Rj
1vn j

]Aa l

]Rl
D

1vnl
]Aa j

]Rl
G1

7z~3!vF
2

80p2Tc
2 F12

930z~5!

49p2z~3!

m* vn
2

2«F
S «F
Tc

D 2G
3S ]2Aa j

]R2 12
]2Aa l

]Rj]Rl
D1@O~A3!#a j50. ~13!

where z(x) is the Riemann zeta function. In Eq.~13!, we
assume that the chemical potentialm(T)'«F for
T'Tc!«F5pF

2/(2m* ). For vn50, Eq. ~13! coincides with
the GL equation from Refs. 5, 6, 12, 13, and 15, while
vn;2Tc /pF the perturbation theory is not applicable, a
the obtained corrections become of the same order of m
nitude as the initial coefficients in the GL equations~for
vn50!.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have disregarded strong-coupling effects which
known to stabilize~see, for example, Refs. 6, 10, 14, and 1!
3He-A under pressuresP.PPCP'21.2 bar~the pressure a
the polycritical point of3He for H50! and are weak in
3He-B under low pressures. It should be emphasized in
connection that the main results obtained by us are the
rections to the coefficients of the OP gradients in the
equation~13!, which are associated with the effect of a un
form flow ~with the velocityvn! of the normal component o
the SFL of the3He type with thep-wave pairing. These
corrections are not reduced only to ‘‘elongation’’ of the sp
tial derivatives]/]Rl→]/]Rl 2 i2m* vnl /\ in the GL equa-
tions in the second-order perturbation of OP gradient~see
Ref. 8!, but contain an additional contribution. The corre
tions in Eq.~13!, which are additional as compared to Ref.
can attain;10% of the value of the coefficients forvn50
even forvn!2Tc /pF , and hence can be not only comp
rable with, but also larger than ‘‘nontrivial’’ corrections8 ~de-
pending on the value ofvn! to the same coefficients, whic
are due to strong coupling effects in3He. Consequently, the
180 Low Temp. Phys. 23 (3), March 1997
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equation can be important above all forHe–B and indicates
the OP deformation forvn Þ 0.

Finally, it should be noted that the ID equation deriv
by us in the form~1! and ~6! is valid in the general case o
triplet pairing ~s51 and l is any odd number! and hence
cannot be used for deriving the GL equation not only in t
case of p-wave pairing, but also when the effects
f -pairing (l53), which can play a significant role in supe
fluid phases of3He ~see, for example, Ref. 17!, are taken into
account.
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Scattering theory of superconductive tunneling in quantum junctions
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A consistent theory of superconductive tunneling in single-mode junctions within a scattering
formulation of Bogolyubov-de Gennes quantum mechanics is presented. The dc
Josephson effect and the dc quasiparticle transport in the voltage-biased junctions are considered.
Elastic quasiparticle scattering by the junction determines the equilibrium Josephson
current. The origin of Andreev bound states in tunnel junctions and their role in equilibrium
Josephson transport are discussed. In contrast, quasiparticle tunneling in voltage-biased junctions is
determined by inelastic scattering. A general expression for inelastic scattering amplitudes is
derived and the quasiparticle current is calculated at all voltages with emphasis on a discussion of
the properties of subgap tunnel current and the nature of subharmonic gap structure.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~97!00203-X#
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The tunnel Hamiltonian model1 has for many years bee
a main theoretical tool for investigation of tunneling ph
nomena in superconductors.2 However, interpretation of re
cent experiments on transmissive tunnel junctions3–5 and
complex superconductor-semiconductor structures6,7 requires
more detailed knowledge of the mechanisms of the su
conductive tunneling than the tunnel model is able to p
vide. Particularly informative are experiments on superc
ducting quantum point contacts with controlled number
transport modes and transparency, such as controllable
perconducting break junctions8 and gate-controlled
superconductor-semiconductor devices.9 Since only a few
transport modes with controlled transparency are involve
the tunnel transport; the experiments provide precise and
tailed information which can be directly compared wi
theory.

The first attempts to develop a theory of superconduc
tunneling beyond the tunnel Hamiltonian model10–13 were
made in generalization of methods applied toSNS
junctions14,15and superconducting constrictions16,17based on
the Green’s function methods. In these theories, the junc
Green’s functions are directly found from the Green’s fun
tion equations which are supplemented by special bound
conditions representing the tunnel barrier or by matching
superconductor and insulator Green’s functions at
superconductor-insulator boundaries.

In the first studies of the Josephson effect inSNS
junctions18,19another method of calculation, based on exp
sion over eigenstates of the Bogolyubov-de Gennes~BdG!
equation, has been used.20 A similar method has been als
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semiconductor junctions. In the absence of inelastic sca
tering the method of using the BdG equation gives the sa
results as the Green’s function method.21 One might then
expect that the Josephson effects in superconducting j
tions can be explained on a rather simple quantu
mechanical level. Following this idea, the quantum
mechanical approach has been successfully applied
calculation of the direct Josephson current in different kin
of mesoscopic weak links24–28 and tunnel junctions.29–31

This method was applied for the first time to voltage-bias
junctions by Blonder, Tinkham, and Klapwijk, who consid
ered quasiparticle tunneling inSIN junctions as a scattering
problem in BdG quantum mechanics.23 Later, the quantum-
mechanical approach has been found helpful in invest
tions of more complex phenomena of quasiparticle transp
and ac Josephson effect in voltage-biasedSNS junctions,32

mesoscopic SIS tunnel junctions33 and mesoscopic
constrictions.34

The quantum-mechanical approach based on the B
equation is adequate for describing the physical situation
mesoscopic junctions, where the inelastic scattering effe
are weak and most important is the coherent electron dyn
ics. Because of the quantization of transverse electron mo
in mesoscopic junctions,24,35 1D models for the current
transport through the junction may be appropriate.

In this paper we present a consistent quantu
mechanical theory of superconductive tunneling in a o
mode quantum constriction~Fig. 1!. We consider the dc Jo
sephson effect and also dc quasiparticle tunneling in
voltage-biased junctions. In the latter case we focus atten

1810181-18$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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on a detailed calculation of the subharmonic gap struc
~SGS! of the tunnel current.33

Following the Landauer approach,36 we consider super
conducting electrodes as equilibrium reservoirs which e
quasiparticles into the constriction. Scattering by the junct
goes into two channels;~i! the normal channel in which th
outgoing quasiparticles remain in the same branch of
quasiparticle spectrum, and~ii ! the Andreev channel in
which quasiparticles change branch due to electron-hole
versions. The current in such a picture results from the
balance of currents carried by scattering states origina
from the left and the right reservoirs. Here the magnitude
the current is proportional to the transmission coefficientD
of the tunnel barrier.

The imbalance of currents in superconducting junctio
can be created in two ways: by establishing a difference
the phases of the order parameters in the left and right e
trodes or by applying a voltage bias. The basic fact conce
ing the flow of equilibrium current in the presence of a pha
difference, which was established by Furusaki a
Tsukada,29 is that a bulk supercurrent is, upon approach
the tunnel interface, transformed into a current that flo
through the superconducting bound states which appea
the tunnel interface in the presence of the phase differen37

and which provide transmission of the Cooper pairs throu
the tunnel barrier. The balance among currents of differ
scattering states is not violated, although the scattering
plitudes depend strongly on the phase difference.

Application of a voltage bias gives rise to more fa
reaching consequences than just the imbalance of the el
scattering modes: the scattering states themselves are m
fied in a nontrivial way. This follows from the fact that th
scattering amplitudes, which are phase-dependent at equ
rium, become time-dependent in accordance with the Jos
son relation,38 dw/dt52eV, when voltage is applied. Thus
in the presence of a constant voltage the superconduc
junction behaves as an effective nonstationary scatte
whose transmissivity oscillates. This property of the sup
conducting junctions gives rise to ac Josephson effect; h
ever, it is also significant for dc quasiparticle transport,
cause the quasiparticle transmission through such a sca
is inelastic.

The physical mechanism of inelastic quasiparticle tra
mission through voltage-biased superconducting juncti
has been first considered inSNS junctions,32 where it has
been explained in terms of multiple Andreev reflectio
~MAR!: the normal quasiparticles, which are confined b

FIG. 1. SIStunnel constriction.
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the static electric field due to sequential electron-hole c
versions at theNS interfaces, similarly to acceleration of th
electrons in an ordinary potential well by a time-depend
electric field. Similar arguments can be extended to the t
nel junctions.39 However, in tunnel junctions the scatterin
theory approach is more appropriate because of the quan
nature of quasiparticle transmission through the atomic-s
tunnel barrier. This introduces a side band spectrum of s
tered waves where the side band energies are shifted
respect to the energy of the incident wave by integer num
of quanta of the scatterer frequency.33 Such an approach is
familiar in the theory of quantum scattering by oscillatin
potential barriers in normal tunnel junctions~see, e.g., Refs
40 and 41 and the references cited there!.

The tunneling through all the inelastic channels~normal
and Andreev channels! constitutes a complete picture of su
perconductive tunneling in biased Josephson junctions—
incoherent part of the side band currents, which corresp
to the direct quasiparticle current, and the side band inter
ence currents, which correspond to the alternating Josep
current. An important aspect of this picture is that the A
dreev bound states are involved in the current transport
gether with the extended side band states, which give a m
tiparticle character to the superconductive tunneling in
subgap voltage region. This multiparticle origin of the su
gap tunnel current was first pointed out by Schrieffer a
Wilkins.42

The structure of the paper is as follows. After formul
tion of the problem and discussion of the quasiclassical
proximation in Sec. 2, we consider the problem of elas
scattering in Sec. 3 as a starting point for construction
inelastic scattering states in biased junctions. The solutio
the elastic scattering problem allows us to calculate the
Josephson current, which is done for completeness in Se
In Sec. 5 we construct inelastic scattering states and deri
continued-fraction representation for the scattering am
tudes. In Sec. 6 we derive the nonequilibrium current. In S
7 we discuss the origin of the excess tunnel current in
large bias limit. In Sec. 8 we present a general analysis of
subgap tunnel current. Finally, theSGS is analyzed in
Sec. 9.

2. FORMULATION OF THE MODEL

We consider a superconducting quantum constrict
with adiabatic geometry43: the cross section varies smooth
with the coordinatex on the scale of the Fermi electro
wavelength 1/pF , and the size of the cross section is com
parable with the Fermi electron wavelength~Fig. 1!. The
lengthL of the constriction is assumed to be smaller than
superconducting coherence lengthj0 :

1/pF!L!j0 . ~2.1!

The Hamiltonian of the constriction is assumed to ha
the form

182Shumeiko et al.
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1@V~x!1ew~r ,t !#sz1D̂~r ,t !, ~2.2!

where U(r ) is the potential which confines the electro
within the constriction;V(x) is the potential of the tunne
barrier; A(r ,t) and w(r ,t) are electro-magnetic potential
D̂(r ,t) is the off-diagonal superconducting order parame
given by the matrix

D̂5S 0 Deix/2

De2 ix/20 D . ~2.3!

We assume that the junction is symmetric. The choice of
units corresponds toc5\51.

It is convenient to eliminate the phase of the superc
ducting order parameterx(r ,t) in Eq. ~2.3! by means of a
gauge transformation:

exp~ iszx/2!Ĥ exp~2 iszx/2!→Ĥ, ~2.4!

which allows us to introduce a gauge-invariant superfl
momentum,ps5¹x/22eA, and an electric potentialF
5 ẋ/21ew.

There are different scales of change of potentials in
~2.2!: one is an atomic scale over which the confining pot
tial U(r') and the potential of the tunnel barrierV(x)
change. Other scales are related to the changes in the s
conducting order parameter, the electromagnetic field p
etration lengths and the length of the contact: all th
lengths are large in comparison with the atomic length. I
convenient to separate these two scales by introducing
siclassical wave functions,44 which vary slowly on an atomic
scale, and by including rapidly varying potentials in a boun
ary condition for quasiclassical wave functions. To this e
we assume that the solutionC(r ,t) of the Bogolyubov-de
Gennes equation20

i Ċ~ t !5ĤC~ t !, ~2.5!

with the Hamiltonian of Eq.~2.2!, has a quasiclassical form

C~r ,t !5(
b

c'~r' ,x!
1

Av
expS ibE pdxDcb~x,t !,

~2.6!

wherec' is the normalized wave function of the quantiz
transverse electron motion with the energyE' ,

S p̂'

2m
1V~r' ,x! Dc'5E'~x!c' ,

c'~r'5`,x!50,

and p is the longitudinal momentum of the quasiclassic
electron,p(x)5 @2m(m 2 E'(x))#

1/2; b 5 6 indicates thedi-
rection of the electron motion. We assume that the cons
tion has only one transport mode; an extension to the cas
several unmixed modes consists of additional summa
over all transport modes in the equation for the current. T
coefficientscb in Eq. ~2.6! describe the wave function
which vary slowly in thex direction and which satisfy the
reduced BdG equation
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in the left ~L! and the right~R! electrodes;v5p/m. The
potentialsps andF describe the distributions of the electro
magnetic field and supercurrent in the electrodes. In the p
contact geometry these quantities are small due to the e
of spreading out of the current.16,45 We will therefore omit
them,ps5F50. For the same reason, deviation of the sp
tial distribution of the module of the order parameterD from
constant value is small in the point contacts; we will the
fore ignore it,D 5 const.

The functionscL,R
b are matched at the constriction by th

boundary condition31 ~see also Appendix A!:

S cL
2

cR
1D 5V̂S cL

1

cR
2D at x50, ~2.8!

with a matching matrixV̂

V̂5S r deiszw/2

de2 iszw/2 r D . ~2.9!

The quantitiesd and r are the normal electron transmissio
and reflection amplitudes due to the barrier. Here and furt
w is a gauge-invariant difference in the superconduct
phases of the right and left electrodes:w5xR(0)2xL(0).
The matching matrix in Eq.~2.9! satisfies the unitarity con
dition

V̂V̂151. ~2.10!

The boundary condition in Eqs.~2.8! and~2.9! is analo-
gous to the boundary condition used in the quasiclass
Green’s function methods~see, e.g., Refs. 11 and 46!. This is
a very simple equation for coupling of superconducting el
trodes, while retaining the main features of the Joseph
effect, except for effects of the resonant tunneling.30,47,48

3. ELASTIC SCATTERING

In the absence of time dependence in the phase dif
ence at the junction,ẇ50, Eqs.~2.7! and~2.8! describe elas-
tic scattering of quasi-particles. The scattering states can
constructed by using stationary solutions of Eq.~2.7!, which
correspond to elementary propagating waves with ene
uEu.D:

cE
ba5exp~2 iEt1 iba~j/v !x!uE

d , ~3.1a!

uE
d 5~2 coshg!21/2S edg/2

se2dg/2D , ~3.1b!

where

j5AE22D2, eg5
uEu1j

D
,

s5signE, a56, and d5as. ~3.2!

The vector functionmE is normalized, (u,u) 5 1; the brack-
ets mean that the scalar product is in the electron-hole sp
In Eq. ~3.1! there are four elementary waves, which corr
spond to the same energy, as illustrated in Fig. 2, and wh
are labeled by quantum numbersb ~direction of the Fermi
electron momentum! anda5sign(upu 2 pF) ~the electron or

183Shumeiko et al.
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hole-like branch of the quasiparticle spectrum!. The direction
of propagation of each elementary wave is determined by
sign of the probability current. The probability current de
sity j p , which is defined by the conservation law~the conti-
nuity equation! ]ucu2/]t1] j p /]x50 for the BdG equation
@Eq. ~2.7!#, has the formj p5(c,szc). For the elementary
waves in Eq. ~3.1!, we obtain the explicit resul
j p5bd tanhg. According to this formula, the relation
d5b is satisfied for the waves propagating from left to rig
and the relationd52b is satisfied for the waves propagatin
from right to left. Therefore, the incoming waves from th
left ~L! and the right~R! have the form

L:exp~ is~j/v !x!uE
b , R:exp~2 is~j/v !x!uE

2b , ~3.3!

while the outgoing waves have the form

L:exp~2 is~j/v !x!uE
2b , R:exp~ is~j/v !x!uE

b . ~3.4!

Correspondingly, the incoming quasiparticle can be scatte
into four outgoing states: two forward-scattering states
two backscattering states. One of the reflected waves bel
to the same~electron-like or hole-like! branch of the quasi-
particle spectrum as the incoming wave and constitutes
normal scattering channel, while the other reflected w
changes the spectrum branch and constitutes the And
channel. In a similar way, transmitted waves constitute n
mal and Andreev channels. The structure of the scatte
states then becomes

S cL
2

cR
1D 5S d j ,1

d j ,2
Deis~j/v !xuE

21S abD
j

e2 is~j/v !xuE
1 , ~3.5a!

S cL
1

cR
2D 5S d j ,3

d j ,4
Deis~j/v !xuE

11S cf D
j

e2 is~j/v !xuE
2 , ~3.5b!

~for brevity we have omitted the time-dependent fact
exp(2iEt)!. In Eqs.~3.5! the indexj51(2) corresponds to a
hole-like quasiparticle that comes from the left~right!, while
the index j53(4) corresponds to an electron-like quasipa

FIG. 2. Quasiparticle spectrum and position of the incoming states: 1~3!—
hole ~electron!-like quasiparticle incident from left; 2~4!—hole ~electron!-
like quasiparticle incident from right.
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ture of the matching matrix@Eq. ~2.9!#, the symmetry be-
tween the scattering statesj51 and 2 is

S abD
2
~w!5S baD

1
~2w!, S cf D

2
~w!5S fcD

1
~2w!. ~3.6!

Analogous symmetry exists also for the scattering sta
j53, 4. Using the unitarity of the matching matrix@Eq.
~2.9!#, we can find the following relation between the sca
tering statesj53 and 1:

S abD
3
~g,r ,d!5S cf D

1
~2g,r * ,d* !,

S cf D
3
~g,r ,d!5S abD

1
~2g,r * ,d* !. ~3.7!

These symmetry relations allow us to find all the scatter
amplitudes if one of the scattering states is known.

Let us find the explicit scattering amplitudes for the sc
tering statej51. After substituting Eqs.~3.5! into Eq. ~2.8!,
it is convenient to split the resulting equation, using the
thogonality condition, (u1,szu

2)50, into two independent
equations for the normal scattering amplitudesc, f and for
the Andreev scattering amplitudesa,b:

~u2,szu
2!S 10D5~u2,szV̂u

2!S cf D
1
, ~3.8a!

~u1,szu
1!S abD

1
5~u1,szV̂u

2!S cf D
1
. ~3.8b!

Calculating the scalar products in Eqs.~3.8!, we find the
explicit expression for the Andreev amplitudes in terms
the normal amplitudes,

S abD
1
5
id sin~w/2!

sinhg S f
2cD

1
. ~3.9!

The solution of the first equation in Eq.~3.8! is given by

c15
r sinh2 g

Z
, f 152

d sinhg sinh~g1 iw/2!

Z
,

~3.10!

where

Z52
d

d*
~R sinh2 g1D sinh~g1 iw/2!

3sinh~g2 iw/2!!, ~3.11!

D 5u du2 is the normal electron transmission coefficient of t
tunnel junction, andR5ur u2512D is the normal electron
reflection coefficient. It follows from Eqs.~3.9! and ~3.10!
that if there is no phase difference across the juncti
w50, the Andreev scattering channel is closed:a5b50. It
is worth mentioning that the Andreev reflection is also abs
if the normal transparency of the junction is equal to ze
D50. If, on the other hand, the junction is completely tran
parent for normal electrons,D51, there is no Andreev for-
ward scattering,b5c50.

In the presence of a phase difference at the junction
quasiparticle scattering is accompanied by the appearanc
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tence of bound states by investigating the poles of the s
tering amplitudes, Eq.~3.10!, at imaginaryg corresponding
to energies lying inside the gapuEu,D. Assumingg→ ig in
Eq. ~3.11!, we have the dispersion equationZ( ig)50 or

sin2 g5D sin2 w/2. ~3.12!

The bound states correspond to a positive value
sing : D sing5Im j . 0. This condition has two roots:

g5g05arccos~AD sin w/2!, g5p2g0 ~3.13!

or

E~w!56DA12D sin2 w/2. ~3.14!

The wave functions of the bound states can be constru
from elementary solutions of Eq.~2.7! with uEu,D, which
decay atx56`:

wE,R
b 5exp~2 iEt2zx/v !uE

n , ~3.15a!

wE,L
b 5exp~2 iEt1zx/v !uE

2n , ~3.15b!

where

uE
n 5

1

&

S eing/2

se2 ing/2D ,
eig5

uEu1 i z

D
, z5AD22E2, n5bs. ~3.16!

The bound state ansatz has a form similar to the ou
ing part of the scattering states@Eq. ~3.5!# with the coeffi-
cients satisfying the homogeneous equations in~3.8!. These
coefficients are

f52
d sin~g1w/2!

r sin g
c, ~3.17a!

S abD5
d sin~w/2!

sin g S f
2cD , ~3.17b!

whereg is given by Eq.~3.12!. We note that the bound stat
spectrum is nondegenerate. The coefficientc in Eqs.~3.17! is
obtained from the normalization condition for the bou
state wave function,

E d2r'E
2`

`

dxuCu25
1

z
~ uau21ubu21ucu21u f u2!51,

which yields

ucu25D sin gS 11
D

R

sin2~g1w/2!

sin2 g D 21

. ~3.18!

What is the origin of the bound states in a tunnel jun
tion? According to Eq.~3.8!, one can regard these states
resulting from hybridization of the bound states in the sh
ballistic constriction24 due to the normal electron reflectio
by the barrier ~cf. effect of impurities in the SNS
junction25,26!. Let us consider a smooth constriction with th
length exceeding the coherence length,L@j0 . In such a
constriction the supercurrent density and the superfluid
mentum are related by the local equation,Js(x)
5(e/m)Nsps(x), and they are both enhanced in the neck
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the constriction due to current concentration~for simplicity
we disregard the effect of suppression of the superfluid e
tron densityNs by the supercurrent!. The local quasiparticle
spectrum in the presence of supercurrent has an additi
contribution6vFps(x),

20 which gives rise to a shift of the
local energy gap~Fig. 3!. The spatial bending of the ga
edges forms the potential wells atE,0(E.0) for quasipar-
ticles with electron velocities directed along~opposite! the
current. The bound states in these potential wells are sim
to the Andreev bound states in theSNS junctions.49 The
difference is that here the bound states are caused by
spatial inhomogeneity of thephaseof the order parameter
while the original Andreev states are caused by the spa
inhomogeneity of the modulus of the order parameter. W
decreasing length of the constriction, the number of
bound states in the well decreases. The short Josephson
striction corresponds to an infinitely narrow and de
d-potential well which contains only one Andreev level.24

4. DIRECT JOSEPHSON CURRENT

A convenient expression for the tunnel current resu
from statistical averaging of the current operator written
the Nambu representation50:

FIG. 3. Spatial configuration of the edges of the superconducting en
bands in a long constriction:Emin , Emax 5 6D 1 ps(x)v. A potential well
appears in upper~lower! band for electrons moving in a direction opposi
to ~along! the supercurrent.
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3@d~r2r 8!Tr ^Ĉ~r ,t !Ĉ1~r 8,t !&#J
r5r8

, ~4.1!

whereĈ is a two-component field operator

Ĉ~r ,t !5S ĉ↑~r ,t !
ĉ↓

1~r ,t ! D , ~4.2!

andTr is a trace in electron-hole space. The angular brac
in Eq. ~4.1! denote a thermal average of the one-parti
density matrix of the superconductor.51 At equilibrium this
matrix has the form

^Ĉ~r !Ĉ1~r !&5(
l

Cl~r !nF~2El!Cl
1~r 8!, ~4.3!

where Cl(r ) are the eigenstates of the steady-state B
equation@Eq. ~2.5!# with the quantum numbersl. We note
that the definition of Fermi distribution functionnF here cor-
responds to the distribution of holes in the normal metal
the ground state all energy levels above the Fermi levelE
. 0) are occupied, while energy levels below the Fermi le
(E , 0) are empty~see also the discussion in the next se
tion!. In the quasiclassical approximation@Eq. ~2.6!# the av-
erage tunnel current calculated at the middle of the junc
has the form

I52e(
l

nF~2El!(
b

bucl
b~0!u2. ~4.4!

The current in Eq.~4.4! can be calculated either at the left
the right side of the junction, because the equality

ucL
1u22ucL

2u25ucR
1u22ucR

2u2, ~4.5!

due to the unitarity of the matching matrixV̂ in Eq. ~2.10!,
holds for each eigenstate. The current in Eq.~4.4! consists of
contributions from the scattering states and the bound sta

I52E
uEu.D

dEuEu
2pj

nF~2E!(
j
I j~E!2 (

uEu,D
nF

3~2E!I bound~E!, I ~E!

5e(
b

bucb~E!u2. ~4.6!

When calculating the contribution from the scattering sta
it is convenient to consider the transmitted current of e
scattering mode:

I j~E!5H e~ ubj u22u f j u2! j51,3,

e~ ucj u22uaj u2! j52,4.
~4.7!

The symmetry relations@Eqs.~3.6! and ~3.7!# yield

I 1~E!5I 4~E!, I 2~E!5I 3~E!, I 2~E!52I 1~E!. ~4.8!

The currents of all the scattering states with a given ene
therefore cancel each other at equilibrium.52 Substituting
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trode, we obtain the following expression for the current
the bound state:

I bound~E!5e~ ubu22u f u2!52
eD2

2E
D sin w. ~4.9!

A useful formula for the current of the single bound sta
which allows direct evaluation of the current from the bou
state spectrum, is given by equation

I ~E!52e
dE~w!

dw
, ~4.10!

whereE(w) is the bound state energy band@Eq. ~3.14!#. This
formula is derived in Appendix B. Taking into account Eq
~4.9! and ~4.6!, we write the total current in the form10–12,53

I5
eDD sin w

2A12D sin2~w/2!
tanh

DA12D sin2~w/2!

2T
.

~4.11!

Thus, the Josephson direct current in tunnel junction
carried only by the bound states, which is similar to t
situation found in the other kinds of short wea
links.24–26,28,30It follows from Eqs.~4.6! and ~4.9! that the
nonvanishing total current results from the imbalance of
bound state currents due to a difference in the equilibri
population numbers. Creation of a nonequilibrium popu
tion makes it possible to control the Josephs
transport.28,31,48

5. INELASTIC SCATTERING

Let us now discuss inelastic scattering in voltage-bia
junctions. According to our assumptionF 5 0, which is ex-
plained in Sec. 2, the applied voltage dropV is confined to
the constriction; in order not to complicate the problem,
have also disregarded a small time-dependent voltage
duced across the junction by the ac Josephson current~self-
coupling effect54!. This implies the following dependence o
time of the phase difference:

w5w012eVt. ~5.1!

The appearance of factors with periodic time dependenc
the boundary condition@Eqs.~2.8! and ~2.9!# gives rise to a
more complex structure of the scattering states than in
~3.5!. In order to satisfy the boundary condition, the outgoi
part of the scattering states in Eq.~3.5! is to be constructed
from the eigenstates of Eq.~2.7! with different energiesEn

5 E 2 neVshifted with respect to the energyE of the incom-
ing wave with an integer2 ` , n , ` ~side band structure!

S cL
2

cR
1D ~0!5S d j ,1

d j ,2
DuE2e2 iEt1(

n
S abD

j ,n
uEn

1 e2 iEnt, ~5.2a!

S cL
1

cR
2D ~0!5S d j ,3

d j ,4
DuE1e2 iEt1(

n
S cf D

j ,n
uEn

2 e2 iEnt. ~5.2b!

For brevity we use the notationun5uEn. While the incoming
state is itinerant, the outgoing states can be either itine
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un in a single analytical form:

un
65

1

A2 coshGn

S e6gn/2

sne
7gn/2D , ~5.3!

egn5
uEnu1jn

D
, Gn5Regn ,

jn5H AEn
22D2, uEnu.D,

isnAD22En
2, uEnu,D.

~5.4!

To find the scattering amplitudes in Eq.~5.2! we consider the
boundary condition Eq.~2.8!. It is important to mention tha
this boundary condition was derived without regard for t
energy dispersion of the normal electron scattering am
tudesd andr , which means that now this assumption shou
be valid for the entire interval of relevant energiesEn . Let us
first discussj51 ~hole-like quasi-particle coming from th
left!:

S 10Dun2dn,01S abD
1,n
un

1

5r S cf D
1,n
un

21
d

2 S 11sz 0

0 12sz
D S fcD

1,n21
un21

2

1
d

2 S 12sz 0

0 11sz
D S fcD

1,n11
un11

2 . ~5.5!

It is convenient to separate the equations for normal
Andreev scattering amplitudes in Eq.~5.5! using a procedure
similar to Eq.~3.8!. The equation for the normal scatterin
amplitudes then becomes

rc1,n1~d/2!~Vnn11
2 f 1,n111Vnn21

1 f 1,n21!5dn0 ,

r f 1,n1~d/2!~Vnn11
1 c1,n111Vnn21

2 c1,n21!50, ~5.6!

where the coefficients

Vnm
6 5

~un
2* ,sz61,um

2!

~un
2* ,szun

2!
~5.7!

have the explicit form

Vnm
1 52

exp~2~gn1gm!/2!

sinhgn
S coshGn

coshGm
D 1/2, ~5.8a!

Vnm
2 5snsm

exp~~gn1gm!/2!

sinhgn
S coshGn

coshGm
D 1/2. ~5.8b!

The equation for the Andreev scattering amplitudes i

a1,n5~d/2!~Unn11
2 f 1,n111Unn21

1 f 1,n21
1 !,

b1,n5~d/2!~Unn11
1 c1,n111Unn21

2 c1,n21!, ~5.9!

where the coefficients are defined as

Unm
6 5

~un
1* ,sz61,um

2!

~un
1* ,szun

1!
, ~5.10!

and have the explicit forms
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i-

d

Unm
1 5

exp~~gn2gm!/2!

sinhgn
S coshGn

coshGm
D 1/2, ~5.11a!

Unm
2 52snsm

exp~2~gn2gm!/2!

sinhgn
S coshGn

coshGm
D 1/2.

~5.11b!

As can be seen from Eqs.~5.6! and ~5.9!, the inelastic scat-
tering possesses a specific asymmetry: the forward scatt
waves have odd side band indices and backward scatt
waves have even side band indices, as illustrated in Fig
Correspondingly, bound states with odd or even side b
indices are induced either in the right or in the left electro
We note that the scattering to any side band consists of
mal and Andreev components.

It is instructive to compare the superconducting scat
ing diagram in Fig. 4 with the scattering diagram of norm
junctions. In the normal limitD50, all the Andreev ampli-
tudes in Eq.~5.9! vanish@Un

650 in Eq.~5.11!# and Eq.~5.6!
split because V150 in Eq. ~5.8!, which yields
f n5cn2150 for all n Þ 1. Thus, the side band diagram
Fig. 4 reduces to the elementary fragment shown in Fig.
This fragment corresponds to the scattering of atrue hole,
meaning a particle with spectrumEh52(p2/2m2m), ac-
cording to the BdG equations~2.2! and ~2.5!. In the ground
state,T 5 0, these holes fill all positive energy statesE . 0,
while the negative energy states are empty. For the electr
the corresponding diagram is sketched in Fig. 5b. In t
diagram the chemical potentials in both electrodes are eq
while the energies of the incident and transmitted states
shifted by eV. This difference from the conventional dia
gram of normal electron tunneling in Fig. 5c~where the
chemical potentials in the electrodes are shifted relative
each other, while the scattering is elastic! appears after sepa
rating out the superconducting phase in Eq.~2.4!; the con-

FIG. 4. Scattering diagram of voltage-biased superconducting tunnel j
tions. Solid ~dotted! arrows indicate scattering in the normal~Andreev!
channel. Filled triangles indicate superconducting bound states. Trans
sion ~reflection! occurs into side bands with odd~even! indices.
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bn5lUnn11
1 cn111Unn21

2 cn21 ~5.13b!
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l p
ventional picture with shifted chemical potential can be
stored by means of the gauge transformation of the nor
electron wave functionc→exp(2 ieVt)c.

When superconductivity is switched on,DÞ0, the in-
coming quasi-particle consists of both electron and h
components, and therefore the scattering diagram is a c
bination of the diagrams in Figs. 5,a and 5,b. The electr
hole conversion, which leads to the appearance of elec
and hole components in the upper and lower transmi
states, must also be taken into account. Continuation of
process creates the whole superconducting scattering
gram in Fig. 4.

From a mathematical point of view, Eqs.~5.6! and~5.9!
for the scattering amplitudes are second-order differe
equations which cannot be solved exactly, except in spe
cases, e.g., a fully transparent constriction (r50), where Eq.
~5.6! reduces to a binary relation.34 In general, it is possible
to find asymptotic solutions using a small parameter. In
present case of a tunnel junction, there is a natural sm
parameter—the transparency of the tunnel barrier:D ! 1.
However, a straightforward perturbation expansion with
spect to this parameter gives rise to divergences, which
similar to the difficulties encountered in of the multipartic
tunneling theory~MPT!.42,57,58In order to formulate an im-
proved perturbation procedure, it is convenient to rew
Eqs.~5.6! and~5.9! in terms of the parameterl5D/4R, the
true small parameter of the theory, as will be seen la
Accordingly, we introduce new scattering amplitudes

c1,62k5
lk

r
c62k , f 1,6~2k11!5

lkd*

2R
f6~2k11! ,

a1,62k5lka62k , b1,6~2k11!5
lkd

2r
b6~2k11! , ~5.12!

which satisfy equations

cn1lVnn11
21 f n111Vnn21

1 f n2150,

f n2lVnn11
1 cn112Vnn21

2 cn2150, ~5.13a!

an5lUnn11
2 f n111Unn21

1 f n21 ,

FIG. 5. Scattering diagrams of voltage-biased normal tunnel junctions: s
tering of normal holes with spectrumEh 5 m 2 (p2/2m); represents an el-
ementary fragment of the diagram in Fig. 4 forj 5 1 ~a!; scattering of the
normal electrons with spectrumEe 5 p2/2m ~c!; conventional diagram of
elastic electron scattering in biased tunnel junctions; the local chemica
tentials in the electrodes are then shifted byeV ~c!.
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for n.0. For n,0 it is necessary to make the chan
Vnm

6 →V2n2m
7 , Unm

6 →U2n2m
7 ,(n, m.0) in the above

equations. The equation forn 5 0 can then be written as

c01l~V01
2 f 11V021

1 f21!51. ~5.13c!

Let us now turn to the second scattering case in
~5.2!, j52 ~hole-like quasi-particle incoming from the right!.
According to the symmetry relations of Eq.~3.6!, the scat-
tering amplitudesj52 differ from the scattering amplitude
j51 by w→2w, which in our time-dependent case mea
thatn 6 1→n 7 1. Taking into account this symmetry an
also the property of the scattering amplitudes in Eq.~3.6!, we
introduce new scattering amplitudes

f 2,62k5
lk

r
c̄62k ,

c2,6~2k11!5
lkd*

2R
f̄6~2k11! , b2,62k5lkā62k , ~5.14!

which satisfy the following equations~for n . 0!:

c̄n1lVnn11
1 f̄ n111Vnn21

2 f̄ n2150,

f̄ n2lVnn11
2 c̄n112Vnn21

1 c̄n2150, ~5.15a!

ān5lUnn11
1 f̄ n111Unn21

2 f̄ n21 ,

b̄n5lUnn11
2 c̄n111Unn21

1 c̄n21 , ~5.15b!

c̄01l~V01
1 f̄ 11V021

2 f̄21!51. ~5.15c!

Equations~5.15! differ from Eqs.~5.13! by

V6→V7,U6→U7. ~5.16!

In the case of electron-like quasi-particles incomi
from the left, j53, the symmetry of Eq.~3.7! involves trans-
formationg→ 2 g, which means transformation of the coe
ficientsV6→ 2 snsmV

7, U6→ 2 snsmU
7 in Eqs.~5.6!

and~5.9!. This transformation allows us to relate the scatt
ing amplitudes of this case to the solutions of Eqs.~5.5!:

a3,62k5
lk

r *
s62kc̄62k ,

b3,6~2k11!52
lkd

2R
s6~2k11! f̄6~2k11! ,

c3,62k5lks62kā62k , ~5.17!

f 3,6~2k11!52
lkd*

2r *
s6~2k11!b̄6~2k11! .

In a similar way the scattering amplitudes of electron-li
quasi-particles incoming from the right,j54, are related to
the solutions of Eqs.~5.13!:

b4,62k5
lk

r *
s62kc62k ,

a4,6~2k11!52
lkd

2R
s6~2k11! f6~2k11! ,

t-

o-
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f 4,62k5lks62ka62k ,
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e

b 52e2gn 12l
2e2gn11

f . ~5.28!
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c4,6~2k11!52
lkd*

2r *
s6~2k11!b6~2k11! . ~5.18!

According to the symmetry of the coefficients in Eq
~5.13! and ~5.15!,

Vnm
6 ~2E!5V2n2m

6* ~E!, Unm
6 ~2E!5U2n2m

6* ~E!,
~5.19!

all scattering amplitudes with positive and negative incom
energies are related by the relation

an~2E!5ā2n* ~E!, ~5.20!

and similarly for the other amplitudes.
Let us now formally solve Eq.~5.13! for n . 0 in the

form55

f 2k115~21!k )
i50

2k11

Slc0 , ~5.21!

where the quantitiesSl are defined as

S2k52
c2k
f 2k21

, S2k115
f 2k11

c2k
, ~5.22!

and satisfy the recurrence relations

S2k5
V2k,2k21

1

11lV2k,2k11
2 S2k11

,

S2k115
V2k11,2k

2

11lV2k11,2k12
1 S2k12

. ~5.23!

The quantityc0 in Eq. ~5.27! is given by

c05
1

11l~V01
2S11V021

1 S21!
. ~5.24!

It is convenient to express the functionsSn in Eq. ~5.23! in
terms of the relationSn5Vn,n11

6 /Zn , where the denomina
torsZn(n Þ 0) satisfy the recurrence relation

Zn511l
an

6an11
6

Zn11
, an

65
e6gn

sinhgn
, ~5.25!

~6 corresponds to even/oddn!, and to defineZ0 as the de-
nominator ofc0 , Eq. ~5.24!:

Z0511l
a0

1a1
1

Z1
1l

a0
2a21

2

Z21
. ~5.26!

Using the above notation, we can express the coe
cients of the normal forward scattering,u f nu2, in the form

u f nu25
eg0

coshg0uZ0u2
eGn coshGn)

l51

n
1

uZl sinhg l u2
.

~5.27!

The equation for the coefficients of the normal backwa
scattering,ucnu2, differs from Eq. ~5.27! by exp(Gn)→exp
( 2 Gn). The relation between the amplitudes of the Andre
and normal forward scattering in Eq.~5.13! taking into ac-
count Eqs.~5.22!, ~5.23!, and~5.25!, has the form
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n S sinhgn11Zn11
D n

In a similar way, one can express the solution of Eq.~5.15!
for n . 0 in the form

u f̄ nu25
e2g0

coshg0uZ̄0u2
e2GncoshGn)

l51

n
1

uZ̄l sinhg l u2
,

b̄n52egnS 11l
2egn11

sinhgn11Z̄n11
D f̄ n , ~5.29!

where

Z̄n511l
an

7an11
7

Z̄n11

,

Z̄0511l
a0

2a1
2

Z̄1
1l

a0
1a21

1

Z̄21

. ~5.30!

We note that Eqs.~5.29! and ~5.30! differ from Eqs.~5.27!
and~5.28! by gn→ 2 gn everywhere.

Equations for the scattering amplitudes with negat
side band indices,n , 0, can be derived in a similar way, an
the result differs from the above equations for positive s
band indices@Eqs.~5.25!–~5.30!# by the substitution

gn→2g2unu , nÞ0, ~5.31!

which is introduced everywhere except inZ0 and Z̄0.

6. QUASIPARTICLE CURRENT

In the nonstationary problem under consideration,
density matrix determining the current@Eq. ~4.1!# is time
dependent, and its dynamic evolution can be described b
equation similar to Eq.~4.3!,

^Ĉ~r ,t !Ĉ1~r ,t !&5(
l

Cl~r ,t ! f lCl
1~r ,t !, ~6.1!

Cl are now solutions of the time-dependent problem, E
~2.5!, whose initial conditions correspond to the eigensta
of the initial Hamiltonian with the eigenvaluesl, and occu-
pation numbersf l of these initial states. We consider th
inelastic scattering states,@Eqs.~2.6! and~5.2!# as the propa-
gatorsCl(t) in Eq. ~6.1! with l corresponding to the com
plete set of the incoming statesl5(E, j ); according to the
assumption about local equilibrium within the electrodes,
incoming states possess the Fermi distribution of occupa
numbers,f E j5nF( 2 E). Thus the current@Eq. ~4.1!# takes
the form

I ~ t !52eE
uEu.D

dEuEu
2pj

nF~2E! (
N52`

`

eiNeVt

3 (
n52`

`

(
jb

b~c j
b~E,n!,c j

b~E,N1n!!. ~6.2!

The current in Eq.~6.2! consists of a time-independent pa
N50, which is formed by incoherent contributions from a
the side bands~the quasiparticle current! and from a time-
dependent part,N Þ 0, which results from interference amon
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difference between the side band indicesN is an even num-
ber since the side band index is either even or odd, dep
ing on the electrode; therefore, the time-dependent cur
oscillates with the Josephson frequencyv52eV.

In this paper we concentrate on an analysis of the tim
dependent quasiparticle current. By analogy with Eq.~4.7!,
we calculate the current using the transmitted states,

I5
1

2

e

p E
uEu.D

dE
uEu
j

nF~2E! (
n52`

`

3F (
j51,3

~ u f jnu22ubjnu2!1 (
j52,4

~ uajnu22ucjnu2!G .
~6.3!

Using the scattering amplitudes introduced in the previ
section through Eqs.~5.12!, ~5.14!, ~5.17!, and ~5.18!, we
express the current in Eq.~6.3! in the form

I5
e

p E
uEu.D

dE
uEu
j

nF~2E!(
odd

~Kn2K̄n!, ~6.4!

where

Kn5l unu~R21u f nu22ubnu2!,

K̄n5l unu~R21u f̄ nu22ub̄nu2!5Kn~2g!. ~6.5!

The factor of 2 appears in Eq.~6.4! because of equality of the
currentsI 1 and I 4 and the currentsI 2 and I 3 in Eq. ~4.8!,
which hold also in the nonstationary case. However, ther
no balance between the currents of these two pairs any m
The symmetry of Eq.~5.20! allows us to reduce the interva
of integration in Eq.~6.4! to the semiaxisE . 0,

I5
e

p E
D

`

dE
E

j
tanh

E

2T (
odd

~Kn2K̄n!. ~6.6!

The side band currentsKn in Eq. ~6.5! are proportional to the
powers of the small parameterl, Kn ; l unu. Therefore, Eqs.
~6.6! and ~6.5! present a perturbative expansion of the c
rent, which is convenient for analysis in the limit of lo
barrier transparency. In the following sections we carry
such an analysis of the structure of the current in Eq.~6.6!.

7. EXCESS CURRENT AT LARGE BIAS

To make some useful observations for analysis of
subgap current, it is instructive first to discuss the simp
case of large biaseV @ D, which has been studied exten
sively in literature.11,12,17,23We derive at the same time th
explicit analytical expression for the current in this lim
which is valid in the whole range of the junction transpa
ency, 0, D , 1. The asymptotic expansion of the curre
with respect to the small parameterD/eV has the form17

I5
e2DV

p
1I exc~D !1OS D

eVD , ~7.1!

where the first term is the tunnel current of the normal ju
tion and the second term is a voltage-independent ex
current which represents the leading superconducting cor
tion.
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A main simplification in this case is that the side ba
currentsKn andK̄n , unu . 1 diminish when the bias voltag
increases. This follows from an estimate of the transmiss
amplitudes in Eqs.~5.27!–~5.29!, which contain products of
factors usinhgku22 which are small at large voltages
usinhgku22 ; (D/eV)2, because of the large interval of involve
energies,E ; eV. Furthermore, inspection of the amplitude
f21 and f̄ 1 shows that they are also small due to the fact
exp(2 g02 g1); therefore, the nonvanishing part of the curre
@Eq. ~6.6!# in the limit eV@ D becomes

I5
e

p E
D

`

dE
E

j
tanh

E

2T
~K12K̄21!. ~7.2!

The essential fragments of the scattering diagram in the la
bias limit are shown in Fig. 6.

The structure of the current in Eq.~7.2! is essentially
determined by the presence of a gap in the spectrum of
side bandn51; this causes different analytical forms of th
currentK1 in the regionsuEu , D anduEu . D. We note that
the spectrum of the side bandn521 possesses no gap
E21 . D for E . D. Accordingly, we divide the integral in
Eq. ~7.2! into three parts:

I5I,1ID1I. .

The first part corresponds to the current of the states in
side bandn 5 1, which lie below the gap,E1 , 2D. The
second part corresponds to the current of the states of
same side bandwhich lie in the gap,2 D , E1 , D. The third
part combines contributions from the remaining states of
side bandn 5 1, D , E1 , and from all the states of the sid
bandn 5 21. Making use of the approximations

uZ0u25uZ̄0u2'u112l~E1j!/ju2,

uZ21u25uZ̄1u25uZ2u25uZ̄22u2'1, ~7.3!

uZ1u25uZ̄21u25uZ22u25uZ̄2u2'1/R2,

it is possible to express the integralI, in the form ~we re-
strict the analysis to the limitT50!:

FIG. 6. Three kinds of processes that contribute to the tunnel current at l
biaseV@ D: creation of a real excitation across the gap by forward scat
ing ~a!; excitation of the Andreev bound state due to creation of a r
excitation via backward scattering~dashed arrow! ~b!; imbalance of ground
state modes due to creation of a real excitation via backward scattering~c!.
Excess current is caused by processes b! and c!.
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, p D j 1 pR D jZ0
2

2
2el

pR E
D

`

dE
~E2j!

jZ0
2 S 124lR

E

j D , ~7.4!

where the limit of integration in the last term is extended
infinity since the main contribution to this integral com
from the energiesE ; D ! eV. Separating out the norma
junction current, we can express Eq.~7.4! in the form

I,5
e2DV

p
2
8el2

p E
D

` dE

Z0
2j

F4lR
ED2

j2

1~2R11!
E~E2j!

j
1
E2j

4lRG . ~7.5!

We note that this current is always smaller than the nor
current. It is convenient to express the integralID as

ID5
e

p E
eV2D

eV1D

dE
E

j
K15

16el2

p E
0

D

dE
D2

ujZ0u2
, ~7.6!

which is found from the relations between the functionsZn
@which result from their definition in Eq.~5.25!#

Zn~E1eV!5Z̄n21~E!,

Z0~E1eV!Z1~E1eV!5Z̄0~E!Z̄21~E!. ~7.7!

Inspection of the equation forI. ,

I.5
e

p E
eV1D

`

dE
E

j
K12

e

p E
D

`

dE
E

j
K̄21 , ~7.8!

shows that the two integrals diverge at the upper limitE
5 `, which means that the states lying far from the Fer
level formally contribute to the current, while the quasicla
sical approximation of Eq.~2.6! assumes that all relevan
states lie close to the Fermi level. To eliminate this form
divergence, the variable is commonly shifted byeV in the
first integral in Eq.~7.8!. Using again the relations~7.7! we
express this integral in the form

4el

pR E
D

`

dE
E

jZ0Z21
1
8el2

p E
D

`

dE
E~E2j!

j2Z0
2 ,

where the first term has the same analytical form but
opposite sign compared to the divergent term in the sec
integral in Eq.~7.8!,

2
4el

pR E
D

`

dE
E

jZ0Z21
1
2el

pR E
D

`

dE
~E2j!

jZ0
2 .

After elimination of the divergent terms, the integral in E
~7.8! takes the form

I.5
2el

pR E
D

`

dE
~E2j!

jZ0
2 S 114lR

E

j D . ~7.9!

The positive currents in Eq.~7.9! and Eq.~7.6! overcompen-
sate the missing part of the current in Eq.~7.5!. Collecting
Eqs. ~7.5!, ~7.6!, and ~7.9!, we find after some algebra th
following explicit equation for the excess current in E
~7.1!:
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I exc5 p F12
2~11R!AR

ln
12ARG , ~7.10!

which is valid in the whole interval of junction transparen
0 , D < 1. Asymptotics of this expression coincide with th
results presented in literature,11,23 both in the limit of fully
transparent (D51) constrictions,I exc5 8eD/3p, and in the
limit of low-transparency (D ! 1) tunnel junctions,I exc
5eDD2/p.

The above calculation reveals an important differen
between the structure of the current in normal and superc
ducting junctions. In normal junctions, the current, e.g.,
the right electrode~see Fig. 5c! results from scattering state
that lie above the local chemical potential,E. m 2 eV, while
contribution from the energy intervalE , m 2 eV is equal to
zero due to mutual cancellation of currents of the scatter
states incident from the left and from the right~in Fig. 5a the
current-carrying energy region corresponds to negative e
gies,Eh , 0!. Thus, the total current coincides with the cu
rent of real excitations emitted from the contact, which
consistent with the nonequilibrium origin of the current
the voltage-biased junctions. In superconducting junctio
only ‘‘across-the-gap’’ currentI, is clearly related to the
real excitations emitted at the right side of the junction wh
the current is calculated~Fig. 6a!: the dissipative character o
the currents,ID and I. , is not obvious. However, the cre
ation of real excitations at the left side of the junction v
backscattering into the side bandn52 should be taken into
account~Figs. 6b and 6c!. Although the current of this side
band exists only at the left side of the scattering diagram
should have an effect at the right side due to continuity of
current at the interface@Eq. ~4.5!# and therefore it should be
distributed among the states of the side bandn51. As our
calculations show, this ‘‘kick’’ current partially flows
through the Andreev bound states, which involve the curr
ID ~Fig. 6b! and which convert this current into a supercu
rent outside the junction. It is also partially distribute
among the scattering states with positive energies~current
I. , Fig. 6c! in the form of imbalanced ground state curren

8. SUBGAP CURRENT

In this section we discuss the tunnel current in the s
gap region,eV, 2D. A basic property of the subgap curre
is the presence of temperature-independent structures o
I -V characteristics—the subharmonic gap structure~SGS!.
The SGS in tunnel junctions was discovered in experime
by Taylor and Burstein56 and the first theoretical explanatio
was given by Schrieffer and Wilkins42 in terms of multipar-
ticle tunneling~MPT!. Recently, the SGS has been observ
in many experiments on transmissive tunnel junctions.3–5Al-
though SGS in planar junctions can be attributed to norm
shorts, the observation of SGS in superconducting cont
lable break junctions8 provided convincing confirmation o
the existence of SGS in the true tunnel regime.

The existence of SGS in tunnel current can be est
lished within the MPT theory by means of rather simp
perturbative arguments.42,57–59 Assuming a small perturba
tive coupling between electrodes, we can calculate, on
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basis of the tunnel Hamiltonian model, the probability of
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tunneling innth order of perturbation theory. Such a pro
ability is proportional to a product of filling factors of th
initial and the final states:nF(E)@1 2 nF(E 2 neV)#. At zero
temperature this factor is equal to zero outside the inte
D , E, neV2 D, which selects the quasiparticle transitio
across the gap, i.e., the processes of creation of real ex
tions relevant for the tunnel current. Such a restriction pla
the threshold of thenth order current ateV52D/n, and a
sequence of current onsets of; Dn at the voltageseV
5 2D/n forms the SGS of the tunnel current.58,59

In our approach, the filling factors of final states do n
enter the equation for the current Eq.~6.6!, and the existence
of SGS is therefore not obvious, although the side band
rents@Eq. ~6.5!# gradually decrease with increasing side ba
index. However, attribution of the nonequilibrium tunn
current in biased junctions to the current of real excitation
a general physical argument which should be automatic
met in any correct theory. In fact, the true tunnel current,
we can see from the discussion of the previous section
hidden in Eq.~6.6!: it results from partial cancellation o
large contribution of different scattering modes. The canc
lation is nontrivial because of mixture of currents of differe
side bands, the odd side bands containing information ab
the currents of the even side bands and vice versa.
means that a finite perturbation expansion of Eq.~6.6! is not
satisfactory and will not adequately correspond to the per
bative structure of the true tunnel current. To reveal suc
structure one must rearrange the series in Eq.~6.6!.

To this end, we consider a general termKn , n . 0 in Eq.
~6.6!. It follows immediately from the explicit form of the
normal and Andreev transmission coefficients@Eqs. ~5.27!
and ~5.28!# that the leading term with respect tol in Kn is
proportional to a factor@(1 2 exp(2Gn)#, which is equal to
zero if uEnu , D. Having made this observation, we expre
the quantityKn in the form

Kn5
2

R
lnu~En

22D2!e2gn sinhgnu f nu2

14ln11e22GnU f n
Zn11

U2Fn11 , ~8.1a!

Fn115uZn11u21ReS e2gn11Zn11*

sinhgn11
D 2lU e2gn11

sinhgn11
U2.
~8.1b!

In Eq. ~8.1a! the first term represents the main contributi
of the nth side band to the current: it is proportional to t
probability of normal scattering to thenth side band and it
does not contain the contribution of the side band states ly
inside the gapuEnu , D. Using the recurrence relation~5.25!
and recalling thatl5D/4R, after some algebra the functio
Fn in Eq. ~8.1b! becomes

Fn5
1

R
u~En

22D2!
1

tanhgn
2lU egn

sinhgnZn11
U2Gn11 ,

~8.2a!
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D Usinhgn11

U
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Substituting Eq.~8.2! into Eq. ~8.1a!, we find that the
second term in the equation forKn , which is proportional to
ln11, has analytical structure similar to the first term in t
same equation, proportional toln, namely, it consists of the
probability of normal scattering to the (n 1 1)th side band
@cf. Eq.~5.22!# and it does not include the contribution of th
side band states that lie inside the gap,uEn11u , D. This
allows us to associate this term with the effective contrib
tion of the nearestevenside band.

A similar transformation of the functionGn11 in Eq.
~8.2! yields the recurrence relation

Gn1152
1

R
u~En11

2 2D2!
1

tanhgn11

2lU exp~2gn11!

sinhgn11Zn12
U2Fn12 . ~8.3!

Combining of Eqs.~8.1a!–~8.3! shows that the next term o
the currentKn , which is proportional tol

n12, has the same
analytical structure as the leading term in the currentKn12 of
the next odd side band, and therefore it can be regarded
renormalization of that current.

Continuing this procedure by systematic use of the
currence relations~8.2! and ~8.3!, we obtain the following
expansion for the currentKn in Eq. ~6.5!:

Kn5
2ln

R
u~En

22D2!Qn1
4ln11

R
u~En11

2 2D2!

3e2Gn coshGnQn111
4ln12

R
u~En12

2 2D2!

3exp~2Gn12Gn11!coshGnQn121
4ln13

R

3u~En13
2 2D2!exp~2Gn12Gn1122Gn12!cosh

3 GnQn131..., ~8.4!

where we have introduced the quantityQn defined for alln
as

Qn5
eg0

coshg0uZ0u2
sinhgn coshGn)

l51

n
1

uZl sinhg l u2
.

~8.5!

Similar expansions can be derived for the currentsK̄n

and for the currents of the side bands with negativen , 0.
Expanding each term of the series in Eq.~6.6! with use of
Eq. ~8.4! and collecting the terms with the same factorln,
we can finally express the series in the form

(
odd

~Kn2K̄n!5 (
nÞ0

~K̃n2K! n!. ~8.6!

The last summation is done over all oddand eveninteger
n, and the renormalized coefficients have the fo
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K̃n5lnu~En
22D2!~4Qn /R!@~1/2!1coshGn22
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3exp~2Gn2212Gn21!1coshGn24

3exp~2Gn2412Gn2322Gn2212Gn21!

1...1coshG1 exp~2G112G222G31...

12Gn21!# ~8.7a!

for oddn . 0 and the form

K̃n5lnu~En
22D2!~4Qn /R!@coshGn21e

2Gn21

1coshGn23 exp~2Gn2312Gn2222Gn21!1...

1coshG1 exp~2G112G222G31...22Gn21!#

~8.7b!

for evenn.0.
The representation of Eqs.~8.6! and ~8.7! is exact. A

general term of the series can be regarded as an effe
renormalized current of thenth side band. In fact, this effec
tive current consists of the contributions of all side ban
with odd indices smaller thann. An important feature of this
representation is the presence of theu-function in the genera
term, which allows us to separate out in Eq.~6.6! that part of
the current which is obviously responsible for the SGS,

ISGS5 (
n51

`
e

p E
D

neV2D

dE
E

j
tanh

E

2T
~K̃n2K! n!. ~8.8!

One might expect~cf. Ref. 55! that Eq.~8.8! represents the
subgap tunnel current at zero temperature and that the
maining part of the current in Eq.~6.6!,

I r5I2ISGS5 (
n51

`
e

p F E
neV1D

`

dE
E

j
tanh

E

2T
~K̃n2K! n!

1E
D

`

dE
E

j
tanh

E

2T
~K̃2n2K! n!G , ~8.9!

corresponds to the current of thermal excitations. Howe
this separation is not exact. An analysis shows that the
rent in Eq. ~8.9! does not vanish completely atT50, but
contributes a small residual part. An important property
this residual current is that it does not contain any structu
less component but demonstrates behavior similar to the
rent ISGS in Eq. ~8.8!, thus resulting in a small correction t
Eq. ~8.8!.

9. SUBHARMONIC GAP STRUCTURE

The explicit analytical expressions~8.8! and ~8.9! pro-
vide a basis for numerical calculation of the subgap curr
for small l ~low transparency! with any desirable accuracy
However, they are also convenient for qualitative discuss
of the SGS. In this section we will analyze the SGS at z
temperature on the basis of Eq.~8.8!.

The current-voltage characteristicISGS~V! in Eq. ~8.8!
has a complex form consisting of a sum of renormalized s
band currentsI n(V,l):
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ISGS~V,l!5 (
n51

`

I n~V,l!,

I n~V,l!5
e

p E
D

neV2D

dE
E

j
~K̃n2K! n!. ~9.1!

The partial current-voltage characteristicsI n(V,l) are simi-
lar to each other, and it is convenient to analyze them in
pendently.

According to Eq.~9.1! the partial currentI n starts with
an onset at the threshold voltageVn52D/en. In the limit
l→0 the onset is infinitely sharp and its magnitude is

I n~Vn ,l→0!5eDDn
2n

42n21

n2n

~n! !2
. ~9.2!

The jumps of the current at the thresholds result from
singular denominators in Eqs.~5.27! and ~5.29!, which are
related to the singular density of states at the side band
ergy gap edges, sinhgk 5 0. Accumulation of these singulari
ties in the high-order scattering amplitudes leads to a h
increase of the partial currents well above the correspond
thresholds—this causes the failure of multiparticle tunnel
theory.57–59In our theory, the singularities are regularized
the factors

Pn5)
k50

n

uZku2 ~9.3!

in the denominators of the scattering amplitudes, Eq.~5.27!.
These factors are expressed in terms of the continued f
tions Zn @Eq. ~5.25!#, which therefore should be calculate
with sufficient accuracy to preserve the singular parts ofZn
which provide regularization of the integrals.

The first-order currentI 1 in Eq. ~9.1! corresponds to di-
rect one-particle scattering to the side bandn51 ~Fig. 7a!.
The explicit form of the currentI 1 is

I 15
2el

pR
E

D

eV2D

dE
uE1u

jj1
S E1j

P1

1
E2j

P̄1
D . ~9.4!

In the limit l→0 this current coincides with the quasipar
cle current of the tunnel Hamiltonian model.54,60 At finite l
the threshold onset of the current atV5V1 is washed out. To
evaluate the width of the onset we truncate the contin
fraction inP1 assumingZ215Z251, which yields

FIG. 7. Scattering processes that contribute to the subgap current: si
particle scattering into the side bandn 5 1 gives the main contribution a
eV. 2D ~a!; excitation of the Andreev bound state (n 5 1) due to backward
scattering into the side bandn 5 2 gives themain contribution ateV. D ~b!;
single-particle scattering into the side bandn 5 3 and simultaneous excita
tion of the Andreev bound state in the side bandn 5 1 gives the main
contribution ateV. 2D/3 ~c!.
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P1'u~11la0
2a21

2 !~11la1
2a2

2!1la0
1a1

1u2. ~9.5!
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The functionP̄1 has a similar form. The regularization effe
of the threshold singularity is provided by the most singu
termla0

1a1
1 in Eq. ~9.5!. Keeping this term, we obtain in th

vicinity of the threshold,e(V 2 V1) ! D, the result

I 1~V!5
2eDl

pR
f S eV2eV1

Dl D ,
f ~z!5E

0

p

du
sin2 u

~sin u11/z!2
. ~9.6!

According to this formula the onset width ise(V 2 V1)
;lD.

The second-order currentI 2 corresponds to the creatio
of a real excitation during quasiparticle backscattering i
the side bandn52 ~Fig. 7b! and appears as the current
transmitted states of the side bandn51 ~cf. the excess cur-
rent in Sec. 7!. In the vicinity of the threshold,V2 , V
, V1 , this current exists only in the form of currents throu
the bound states and therefore it is completely converted
a supercurrent far away from the junction. At larger voltag
V . V1 , the side bandn51 extends outside the energy ga
~see Fig. 8a!, which also makes the currentI 2 partially con-
sist of contributions from extended states. The explicit
pression for the second-order current is

I 25
4eD3l2

pR
E

D

2eV2D

dE
uE2u

jj2uj1u2

3coshG1S e2g01G1

P2

1
eg02G1

P̄2
D . ~9.7!

Omitting thel-dependence ofP2 in Eq. ~9.7!, we obtain the
two-particle tunnel current of Schrieffer and Wilkins.42,57To
keep the singular terms inP2 one has to truncate the contin
ued fractions in Eq.~5.25! assumingZ215Z351, which
yields

P2'u~11la21
2 a0

2!~11la1
2a2

2!

1la0
1a1

1~11la2
1a3

1!u2. ~9.8!

The threshold singularity results from the small produ
jj2 in the denominator of Eq.~9.7!. However, in Eq.~9.8!
there are no singular terms proportional toa0a2 among the
terms linear inl. Such terms are quadratic inl and they
provide, along with the termsla0 andla2 , the width of the
onset:e(V 2 V2) ; l2D. This onset is sharper than the ons
of the currentI 1 .

The threshold singularity in the currentI 2 is typical of
all higher-order currentsn . 1. The appearance of the firs
side band outside the energy gap atV5V1 is manifested
through a spike in the currentI 2 . Indeed, if V'V1 , the
nodes ofj1 overlap the nodes ofj and j2 at the lower (E
5 D) and the upper (E 5 3D) limits of integration in Eq.
~9.7!, respectively~see Fig. 8a!. This singularity yields an
increase of the currentI 2 when the voltage approachesV1 ,

I 2;eDl2S D

e~V12V! D
1/2

.
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Regularization of the integral, which is provided by the s
gular termsla1a0 andla1a2 in Eq. ~9.8! at the lower and
the upper integration limits, respectively, yields

I 2~V1!

I 2~V2!
;

1

Al
.

Further analysis shows that the current reaches a maxim
value slightly aboveV5V1 , after which it rapidly decrease
~see Fig. 9!. At voltagesV . V1 the singular pointj150
remains within the integration region, which increases
current by a logarithmic factor in comparison with the val
of the current near the thresholdV2 ,

I 2~V.V1!;
eDl2 ln l

R
. ~9.9!

At large voltageV @ V1 the currentI 2 forms the excess cur
rent @Eq. ~7.10!#. It is interesting to note that in this limit the
logarithmic factor is compensated for by the currentI r @Eq.
~8.9!#, which yields thel2-dependence of the excess curre

The third-order currentI 3 at voltages close to the thresh
old V3 results from the combination of one-particle tunneli
into the side bandn53 and excitation of the transmitte
Andreev bound states of the side bandn51 ~Fig. 7c!. The
probabilities of these two processes are related as 1:
threshold @Eq. ~8.7!#. A gradual emergence of the boun
states of the side bandsn51 and 2 outside the energy gap
V5V2 andV5V1 ~Fig. 8b! gives rise to the current peaks
The currentI 3 has the explicit form:

FIG. 8. a! Density of statesn(E) 5u En /jnu of the side bands andE0 , E1 ,
andE2 at applied voltageV . V1 ~right!, position of singularities of the
side-band density of states plotted as function of the applied voltage fo
currentI 2 ~left!, 16:E1 5 6D, 22:E2 5 2D. b!Density of states of the side
bandsE0 , E1 , E2 , andE3 at applied voltageV2 , V , V1 ~right!, position of
singularities of the side-band density of states plotted as a function of
applied voltage for the currentI 3 ~left!, 16:E1 5 6D, 26:E2 5 6D,
32:E352D.
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I 35
pR

E
D

dE
jj3uj1j2u2

3Feg0~112 coshG1e
2G112G2!

P3

1
e2g0~112 coshG1e

G122G2!

P̄3
G ~9.10!

with the regularization factor

P3'u~11la21
2 a0

2!~11la1
2a2

2!~11la3
2a4

2!

1la0
1a1

1~11la2
1a3

1!u2. ~9.11!

The current peak atV5V2 results from the overlap of node
of j and j2 at E5D and nodes ofj1 and j3 at E52D,
similarly to the peak of the currentI 2 . These singularities
yield again an increase in the current inversely proportio
to the square root of the departure from the voltageV2 :I 3
2 eD3/2l3/@e(V2 2 V)#1/2. However, since the factorP3 @Eq.
~9.11!# contains neither the termla0a2 nor the term
la1a3 , regularization of the singularity is provided, e.g.,
E 5 D, by the termsla0 or la2 , which gives rise to a more
pronounced peak with magnitude

I 3~V2!

I 3~V3!
;
1

l
. ~9.12!

We note that the magnitude of this peak is comparable to
magnitude of the onset of the currentI 2 . The second peak a
V5V1 results from the overlap of the nodes ofj2 andj3 at
E53D, which increases the currentI 3 near the voltageV
5 V1 which is inversely proportional to the first power of th
distance to this voltage:I 3 ; l3D2/(V1 2 V). The divergence
is regularized by the termla2a3 in Eq. ~9.11!, which results
in a peak of magnitude

I 3~V1!

I 3~V3!
;
1

l
. ~9.13!

Thus the heights of the two peaks of the currentI 3 are of the
same order inl, although the peak atV ' V1 is sharper.

In a similar way, all of the high-order currents in th
vicinity of their thresholds are attributable either to the A
dreev bound state currents~evenn! or to a combination of
Andreev bound state currents and the current of a single
excitation~oddn!. The number of excited Andreev states
correspondinglyn/2 or (n 2 1)/2. Singularities similar to the
singularity of the currentI 3 at the voltageV ' V1 exist in all
high-order currents, where they cause even more pronou
current peaks because of the absence of termslakak11 in
the corresponding smearing functionsPn . Because of this
property, the heights of such peaks exceed the thres
value of the corresponding current by two orders
l:(I n)max2eDln22/R.

The above discussion reveals the current peaks to
essential features of the SGS of tunnel current in addition
the current onsets~Fig. 9! ~these peaks are seen also in t
numerical results of Refs. 34 and 39!. It allows us to estab-
lish a general classification of singularities that cause pe
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in partial currentsI n . They result from the overlap of singu
larities of the side band density of states. It is easy to see
the singularities of only two side bands can overlap. T
condition of the overlap formth andkth side bands have th
form

E2keV5D, E2meV52D. ~9.14!

This condition is met at voltageseV52D/(m 2 k) for all
integer 0< k , m < n. The magnitude of the current peak
depends on whether the overlapping side bands are ne
bors or not, and whether the side band index is inside o
the edge of the interval (0,n).

I.m2 k51,m5n or k50: edge-type singularity, neigh
bor side bands. This type of singularity forms the peak of
current I 2 at the main thresholdV1 . The magnitude of the
current peak is (I 2)max; eDAl/R.

II. m2 k . 1,m5n or k50: edge-type singularity, non
neighbor side bands. This type of singularity forms the fi
peak of the currentI n , n . 2 at voltageVn21 . The magni-
tude of the current peak is (I n)max; eDln21/R.

III. m2 k5 1,m, n, k. 0: internalsingularity,neighbor
side bands. This type of singularity forms the last peak
each currentI n , n . 2 at voltageV1 . The magnitude of the
current peak is (I n)max; eDln21/R.

IV. m2 k . 1,m, n, k . 0: internal singularity, non-
neighbor side bands. This type of singularity forms all inte
mediate peaks of each currentI n , n . 3. The magnitude of
the current peaks are (I n)max; eDln22/R.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have considered superconductive t
neling as a scattering problem within the framework
Bogolyubov-de Gennes~BdG! quantum mechanics. An es
sential aspect of this problem is that the scatterer consists
only of the potential of the tunnel barrier but also of th
discontinuity of the phase of the order parameter. At equi
rium ~zero bias, Josephson direct current! the scattering
problem iselastic. The peculiar feature of the elastic scatte
ing problem in short junctions, which is considered here
that the balance of currents of the scattering modes is
violated: the supercurrent flows only through the superc
ducting bound states~for a more general discussion, see R
48!. In the presence of voltage bias the scattering isinelastic,

FIG. 9. Schematic diagram of the partialI n 2 V characteristics.
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because the time dependence of the component of the scat-
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terer is related to the superconducting phase difference
general, the currents of all inelastic channels, taken col
tively, constitute the components of the tunnel current t
flows through the biased junction. The quasiparticle curr
corresponds to the incoherent part of the inelastic side b
contributions, and the Josephson alternating current co
sponds to the interference of the side band contributions

There are three distinct components of the quasipart
tunnel current at zero temperature:~i! the current of quasi-
particles excited above the ground state,~ii ! the current
trough Andreev bound states converted to a supercurrent
side the junction, and~iii ! the imbalance current of th
ground state modes. At large bias voltage,eV@ 2D, the first
component corresponds to a single particle current of
normal junction, while the other components cause exc
current. When voltage is decreased, redistribution of cur
among the components gives rise to subharmonic gap s
ture ~SGS! in the form of current onsets and current pea
Within the voltage intervals 2D/n , eV, 2D/(n 2 1) with
even n, the tunnel current consists entirely of curren
through the Andreev bound states@component~ii !; e.g., Fig.
7b#; the states of all side bands with odd indices smaller t
n contribute to the current. Ifn is odd, a real excitation
current of the side bandn @component~i!; e.g., Figs. 7a, and
7c# is also present in the tunnel current. Opening of n
channels of tunneling of real excitations gives rise to curr
structures. Thus, SGS reveals the discrete nature of the
band spectrum. The structure becomes more pronoun
with decreasing transparency of the junction.

Since each Andreev state provides transfer of o
Cooper pair through the junction for every incident qua
particle,n particles will tunnel in the interval 2D/n , eV
,2D/(n21).

The participation of a large number of bound Andre
states in the current transport at low voltages is surprising
appears to contradict the fact that subgap current diminis
at zero bias. After all, the probability of the scattering in
side bands does not depend on the bias and is proportion
powers ofD. This paradox can be solved by increasing t
compensation of currents between the normal and Andr
channels in each side band with decreasing voltage, w
gives the required voltage dependence of the total curre
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APPENDIX A: BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The quasiclassical boundary condition in Eqs.~2.8! and
~2.9! has been derived in Ref. 31 by using the method of R
21. Here we present simple arguments which lead to
boundary condition. We consider the more general cas
asymmetric junction, using an asymmetric version of
Hamiltonian of Eq.~2.2! with the same restriction impose
on the length of the nonsuperconducting region,L ! j0 . We
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which implies that this potential may have nonvanishi
asymptotic values at infinity:U( 2 `) Þ U(`) Þ 0. If the
junction has more than one transverse transport mode,
assume that these modes are not mixed.

A one-dimensional quasiclassical wave function of
given transverse channel in the right electrode has the f
@Eq. ~2.6!#,

CR~x,t !5(
b

1

AvR
expS ibE pRdxD

3exp~ iszxR/2!cR
b~x,t !, ~A1!

with a similar expression for the left electrode. The quan
ties cR

b are slowly varying two-component wave function
on the scale of 1/pR , where pR(x)5[2mR(m 2 UR

2 E'R(x))]
1/2. This equation is valid over the distancex

@ 1/pR from the junction, and in the spatial region 1/pR ! x
! j0 the functionscR

b are almost constant.
From another point of view, at large distance from t

junction,uxu @ 1/pR,L , the functionC can be expressed in th
form of a linear combination of the scattering states at
Fermi level,

C5C1x11C2x2 ~A2!

x15H ~1/AvL!@eipLx1re2 ipLx#, x,0,

~1/AvR!deipRx, x.0,
~A3a!

x25H ~1/AvR!@e2 ipLx1 r̃e2 ipRx#, x.0,

~1/AvLd̃e2 ipLx, x,0.
~A3b!

Comparing Eqs.~A2! and ~A3! with Eq. ~A1! in the region
1/pF !u xu ! j0 , wehave

C15eiszxL/2cL
1 , C25eiszxR/2cR

2 ,

rC11d̃C25eiszxL/2cL
2 ,

dC11 r̃ C25eiszxR/2cR
1 , ~A4!

which yields the boundary condition

S c2

c1 D5V̂S c1

c2 D , ~A5!

with the matching matrix

V̂5S r d̃eiszw/2

de2 iszw/2 r̃
D , ~A6!

wherew5xR(0) 2 xL(0). Thematrix V̂ satisfies the unitar-
ity condition V̂V̂151, provided by the relations among th
normal electron scattering amplitudes in Eq.~A3!:
r̃52d̃(r /d)* , udu25ud̃u25D, ur u25u r̃ u25R512 D.

APPENDIX B: BOUND STATE CURRENT

Equation~4.10! for the current of a single bound sta
can be derived directly61 from the Bogolyubov-de Genne
equations~2.5! and ~2.2!. The derivation is valid for junc-
tions with an arbitrary nonsuperconducting region betwe
the superconducting electrodes. We assume for simpli
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that the phase of the order parameter@Eq. ~2.3!# in the elec-
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8N. van der Post, E. T. Peters, I. K. Yanson, and J. M. van Ruitenbeek,
Phys. Rev. Lett.73, 2611~1994!.
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rk
trodes is constant and equal to6 w/2 in the right and left
electrodes, respectively. LetC(r ,E) be a normalized wave
function of the Andreev bound state with energyE,

ĤC2EC50, C~x56`!50. ~B1!

The energy and the wave function of the bound state dep
on the phase differencew. Using the derivative with respec
to w in Eq. ~B1! and a scalar product of the resulting equ
tion with the functionC, we obtain

E d3r S C,
d

dw
~Ĥ2E!C D50, ~B2!

where the brackets denote a scalar product in the elect
hole space, similar to Eq.~3.8!. In this equation the deriva
tive of the Hamiltonian has the form

dĤ

dw
5
dD̂

dw
5
i sign x

2
szD̂, ~B3!

in accordance with Eqs.~2.2! and~2.3!. Substituting relation
~B3! into Eq. ~B2! and taking into account that the functio
C is normalized, we obtain

dE

dw
5E d3r S C,

dD̂

dw
C D . ~B4!

The continuity equation for the charge current,

I ~x,E!5
e

2m
~ p̂x2 p̂x8!E d2r'~C~x8!,C~x!!x5x8 ,

~B5!

in accordance with Eq.~B1!, has the form

i
d

dx
I ~x,E!5eE d2r'~C~x!,@sz ,D̂#C~x!!. ~B6!

Substituting relation~B3! into Eq. ~B6! and integrating this
equation over the entirex axis, we obtain

I ~0,E!52eE d3r S C,
dD̂

dw
C D . ~B7!

In Eq. ~B7! the current at infinity drops out because of dec
of the bound state wave function,I ( 6 `) 5 0. The current
I (0) is formally taken in the middle of the junction; how
ever, the current has the same value in the whole nonsu
conducting region, according to the conservation equa
~B6!. Comparison of Eqs.~B4! and ~B7! finally yields

I ~E!52e
dE

dw
. ~B8!
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The effect of pressure and silver impurity on the superconducting properties

tion
of the HTS YBa 2Cu4O8

V. Z. Kleı̆ner, O. N. Ovcharenko, A. A. San’kov, N. S. Tereshina, and V. A. Finkel’

National Science Center, Kharkov Physicotechnical Institute, 310108 Kharkov, Ukraine*
~Submitted June 12, 1996; revised September 24, 1996!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.23, 271–277~March 1997!

The effect of uniform compression is studied on the superconducting transition temperature of
the HTS ceramics YBa2(Cu12xAgx)4O86d(x50, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15). It is shown that the
pressure effect in these compounds differs considerably from that in the system
YBa2(Cu12xAgx)3O72d . The observed peculiarities are discussed on the basis of the van Hove
anomaly in the electron energy spectrum of oxide cuprates. The correspondence of the
superconducting properties of the1–2–4 and 1–2–3systems under pressure with certain models
of high-temperature superconductivity is discussed. The nature of nonlinearity of the
temperature dependence of the electrical resistance of the1–2–4system in the normal state and
the effect of substitution of silver for copper on it are studied. The corresponding phase
diagram is constructed. The correspondence of the observed increase in crossover temperature
with the Nagaoza–Lee theory is discussed. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-777X~97!00303-4#
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Several investigations of high-temperature superc
ducting cuprate oxides have shown that different atomic s
stitutions in them affect significantly the sign and the ma
nitude of the pressure derivative ofTc . This quantity is
usually found to be a nonlinear function of the concentrat
x of the substituting element even for small values ofx. For
example, a partial replacement of Y31 ions by Pr31 ions in
the compound YBa2Cu3O72d results not only in a monotonic
decrease inTc with increasing praseodymium concentrati
x, but also in a strong variation in the nonlinear depende
of Tc on pressure in the interval1 0<x<0.5. An identical
nonlinear effect in the dependence (dTc /dP)(x) was ob-
served in the compound YBa2Cu4O86d upon a partial re-
placement of Y31 ions by Ca21 ions (0<x<0.3). The su-
perconducting transition temperature increased and atta
a maximum value2 in contrast to the compoun
Y12xPrxBa2Cu3O72d . In both cases, the nonlinear depe
dence ofdTc /dP on x was treated as a manifestation of t
singularity in the electron density of states caused b
change in the number of carriers as a result of substitutio
yttrium. These results serve as an important argument in
vor of the recently established concepts associated with
van Hove approach to the high-temperatu
superconductivity.3 On the other hand, it is known that sub
stitution of copper by its close chemical analog silver in t
1–2–3 structure leads to a slight change in the transit
temperature and a different type of the depende
(dTc /dP)(x).

2 The well-known difference in the pressu
effects in1–2–3 and 1–2–4systems is attributed to the sin
gularity of the1–2–4crystal structure, viz., the presence
double copper–oxygen chains rather than single chain
1–2–3crystals. Hence it should also be interesting to co
pare the effects of substitution of silver for copper in bo
structural modifications.

Studies of the peculiarities of normal properties of HT
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about the nature of high-temperature superconductivity. T
explains the rising interest in certain peculiar properties
the 1–2–4system above the superconducting transition te
perature. It is well known that the temperature dependenc
the resistance of YBa2Cu4O86d reveals departures from th
linearR(T) dependence in the normal region which is typ
cal of high-temperature superconductors.4,5 According to the
results obtained by a number of authors, these prope
may throw light on the very nature of the high- temperatu
supreconductivity mechanism. Hence it is extremely intere
ing to find out whether atomic substitutions affect the pe
liarities of normal conductivity of1–2–4compounds.

EXPERIMENT

1.We studied the superconducting and normal state
the ceramic samples YBa2(Cu12xAgx)4O86d in the concen-
tration range 0<x<0.15 by using the following
technique. Compounds of nominal compositio
YBa2(Cu124/3xAg4/3x)3O72d (x 5 0; 0.05 ;0.1; 0.15) were
first synthesized by using the standard ceramic technolo
then powdered to a grain size of 1mm and mixed with
equimolecular amounts of copper oxide CuO. Parallelepi
samples of size 332320 mm were compressed from th
obtained mixture, fritted in air at a temperature of 950 °C
several hours, and then cooled with the furnace. The sam
were then placed in a high-pressure chamber and anneal
oxygen amosphere near the upper limit of stability of t
1–2–4phase for about one hundred hours at a tempera
of 800 °C under a pressureP516 atm, and then cooled
slowly. Silver contacts were formed on the samples for m
suring electrical resistance.

The x-ray diffraction studies of the obtained samples
vealed them to be single-phase1–2–4structures in the entire
range of variation ofx. The magnitude of orthorhombic dis
tortion (b2a)/(b1a) decreased slightly with increasin

1990199-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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concentration of Ag~Fig. 1!. Note that this dependence o
the distortion parameter onx is stronger2 than for the com-
pound YBa2(Cu12xAgx)3O72d and the region of its signifi-
cant variation is displaced towards lower values ofx.

The samples were subjected to hydrostatic compres
in a beryllium–bronze bomb up to 0.7 GPa in the superc
ducting transition region. The pressure in the bomb was
termined by measuring the electrical resistance of a man
nin probe, while the temperature in the cryostat w
determined from the reading of a standard germanium re
tance thermometer. The superconducting transition was
corded from the temperature dependence of the electrica
sistance which was measured by the four-probe techniqu
passing constant current of 1 and 5 mA through the sam
The superconducting transition temperature corresponde
a twofold decrease in the electrical resistance in the tra
tion region.

2. All investigated samples revealed a metal-like te
perature dependence of electrical resistivity before the o
of the superconducting transition~Fig. 2!; the resistivity de-
creased monotonically with increasing silver concentrati

FIG. 1. Dependence of the orthorhombicity distortion parameter on si
concentration.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the electrical resistivityr of
YBa2(Cu12xAgx)4O86d . The inset shows the displacement of the superc
ducting transition curve under pressure.
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The inset in Fig. 2 shows the typical superconducting tran
tion curves for a YBa2(Cu0.95Ag0.05)4O86d sample without
pressure and atP50.48 GPa. The transition width remaine
nearly constant with pressure and amounted to ab
7–8 K.

Under pressure up to 0.7 GPa, the transition tempera
increased linearly in the entire range of variation ofx. By
way of an example, Fig. 3 shows the displacement ofTc with
pressure for the same sample. The indicated values of
slope of the straight lines correspond to the onset, mid
and end of the transition. It can be seen that the quan
dTc /dP does not depend significantly on the method
which Tc is determined.

DISCUSSION

1. The data obtained from the measurement ofTc of
YBa2(Cu12xAgx)4O86d under pressure and forP50 are
shown in Fig. 4 together with the values ofR(T) in normal
state for various degreesx of substitution of copper by silver
It can be seen that the effect of replacement of copper in
system differs significantly from that in the1–2–3system.2

In the first place, the initial descent in theTc(x) dependence
becomes much steeper as a result of substitution~curve1!.
This correlates with the difference in the nature of variati
of the distortion parameter in1–2–3 and 1–2–4systems in
the same range. Second, the difference is manifested in
nonmonotonic dependenceTc(x) in the 1–2–4systems,
which is not observed in the1–2–3system. The difference
in the properties of two structural modifications and in e
periments under pressure is equally significant. Indeed,
dependence (dTc /dP)(x) in the 1–2–4system is nonlinear
and has a peak atx50.1 ~curve2 in Fig. 4!, and the variation
of the quantity (dTc /dP)(x) is about an order of magnitud
larger than the corresponding variation
YBa2(Cu12xAgx)3O72d . On the other hand, this also re
veals a qualitative resemblance with the pressure effect in
same structure1–2–4 inwhich Y is replaced by Ca, and th
(dTc /dP)(x) dependence shows a minimum.2 It can be as-
sumed that the observed peak is a consequence of
electron-topological transition~van Hove anomaly in the en

r

-

FIG. 3. Dependence of the superconducting transition temperature
YBa2(Cu0.95Ag0.05)4O86d polycrystal on temperature.
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ergy spectrum of electrons! due to a change in the number
carriers upon replacement of yttrium or copper.1! The elec-
tron transition may be caused directly by the change in
number density of carriers associated with the valency of
substituent element or, which is less likely, by a distortion
the crystal lattice as a result of substitution or an exter
mechanical agency affecting the electron energy spectrum
by both these factors simultaneously.

The effect of pressure on the superconductivity of s
tems of various compositions can be analyzed convenie
by studying theTc vs. d ln Tc /d ln V dependence. For th
system investigated by us, this dependence is shown in F
~we use the valueB5142 GPa for the bulk modulus of th
1–2–4system!.14 The same figure also shows the data c
responding to the1–2–4structure of Y12xCaxBa2Cu4O86d

~Ref. 2! as well as the results for the1–2–3 structure of
YBa2(Cu12xAgx)3O72d ~Ref. 2! and Y12xPrxBa2Cu3O72d

~Ref. 1!. A considerable difference is observed between
diagrams for the systems1–2–3 and 1–2–4. Thedecrease in
Tc with increasingd ln Tc /d ln V is much slower for the
1–2–4structures whose composition is far from optimal
shown by the diagram. Strictly speaking, however, the ac
value of this difference cannot be determined in the abse
of data on the effect of substitution on the compressibility
1–2–4systems.

The existing models of high-temperature supercond
tivity allow a quantitative analysis of the correlation betwe
the values ofTc andd ln Tc /d ln V for different atomic sub-
stitutions. For the structure1–2–3,this dependence with a
Tc peak is in good agreement with Cyrot’s model.15 Using

FIG. 4. DependencesTc(x) and Tgap(x)(a), and the dependenc
(dTc /dP)(x)(b).
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the expression obtained in this model for the transition te
perature

Tc5td expS 2
U

t
d D ,

where t is the hopping integral,d is the number density o
carriers, andU is the Coulomb repulsion energy, neglectin
the volume dependence ofU, we can obtain for the above
mentioned set of data for YBa2(Cu12xAgx)3O72d and
Y12xPrxBa2Cu3O72d quite reasonable values of the deriv
tives d ln t/d ln V520.77 and d ln d/d ln V55.5 ~corre-
sponding to;3%/GPa!. However, the same model gives fo
the 1–2–4 system @Y12xCaxBa2Cu4O86d and
YBa2(Cu12xAgx)4O86d] a positive~!! value of
d ln t/d ln V511.5 and a very large value of the derivativ
d ln d/d ln V527(.19%/GPa), which apparently suggests
lack of agreement.

Another property of the volume dependence ofTc is
obtained from the Labbe–Bok model of a two-dimension
superconducting lattice.11,12 In this BCS-type model, which
explicitly takes into consideration the contribution of th
logarithmic singularity to the density of states of the ha
filled band, the superconducting transition temperature is
fined by the expression

Tc5D exp~21/Al!,

whereD is the ‘‘width’’ of the singularity. The expression
for the volume dependence ofTc has the form

d ln Tc
d ln V

5
d ln D

d ln V
1

1

2Al

d ln l

d ln V
.

The linear relation betweend ln Tc /d ln V and lnTc,
which follows from these relations

d ln Tc
d ln V

5a1 ln Tc1a2 ;

FIG. 5. Tc vs. d ln Tc /d ln V diagram for1–2–3 and 1–2–4systems with
different substituent impurities.
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holds reasonably well for YBa2(Cu12xAgx)4O86d and
Y12xCaxBa2Cu4O86d ~Fig. 5!. However, the very steep
slope of the straight line accounts for an extremely stro
dependence of the interaction parameter on the volu
which corresponds tod ln l/d ln V.2(112–143) ~the
spread in this quantity is associated with the choice of
value of the bulk modulus for1–2–4 between 110 and
142 GPa by different authors.

The linear relation betweend ln Tc /d ln V and lnTc
mentioned above follows from the expression for the tran
tion temperature obtained by Abrikosovet al.:13

Tc5
E

n2
exp~21/ln!,

where E is the characteristic electron energ
;1 eV;n5n/n0 ,n is the density of electron states associa
with the contribution from the van Hove anomaly, andn0 is
the ‘‘background’’ density of states. Neglecting the volum
dependence of E, we obtain the relation
d ln n/d ln V1d ln l/d ln V.(60–70) for the relative deriva
tives which characterize the corresponding volume dep
dences. Assuming that the main contribution comes from
first component, the large value ofd ln n/d ln V could be
treated as the result of a very sharp change in the densi
states near the singular point. In any case, such an ass
tion seems to be more justified than the strong dependenc
the interaction parameterl on volume following from a
comparison with the Labbe–Bok model. Another indicati
of the importance of variation of the density of electr
states is provided by the above-mentioned correlation
tweenTc(x) and the distortion parameter. It is known th
orthorhombic distortion of a two-dimensional lattice spl
the van Hove critical point. The gap between the critic
energies, and hence the density of states, becomes extre
sensitive to factors affecting the distortion parameter.2! Ac-
cording to our results~Fig. 1!, the orthorhombic distortion
parameter indeed varies significantly upon replacemen
copper in the1–2–4system~this was observed earlier als
upon replacement of yttrium by calcium2!. Apparently, this
leads to an effective variation in the density of states at
Fermi level. An analogous effect for the case of uniax
compression of HTS single crystals was observed, for
ample, in Ref. 8.

Nevertheless, the obtained values of these parameter
hard to explain physically and the quantitative agreem
between the above models and the superconducting pro
ties of the1–2–4system can hardly be treated as satisf
tory.

2. Let us now consider the normal properties of t
system under consideration. The curves of the tempera
dependence of the normal state resistivityr(T) presented in
Fig. 2 show that the departure from lineari
observed in YBa2Cu4O86d ~Ref. 4! is also preserved in
YBa2(Cu12xAgx)4O86d (x<0.15). This nonlinearity can be
seen clearly upon a numerical differentiation of the data
r(T) ~Fig. 6!. All the (dr/dT)(T) curves shown in the fig-
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ure are characterized by the presence of three well-defi
segments corresponding to the rise in the value ofdr/dT
with increasing temperature up to values indicated by arro
in Fig. 6, followed by a region of almost constant value
the derivative and a region of subsequent decrease
dr/dT with increasing temperature.

The existence of kinks~crossover points! on the depen-
dencer(T) in the normal conductivity region has alread
attracted the attention of many researchers. According to
theory proposed by Nagaosa and Lee6 and based on resonan
valence bonds,9 a spin gap appears in the elementary exc
tion spectrum of the1–2–4system upon a decrease in tem
perature. This must lead to a decrease in the contributio
the resistance from electron scattering at spin fluctuati
and hence to a more rapid decrease in resistance as the
perature falls below the crossover point. The existence of
spin gap is also confirmed by the NMR data.10 It can be seen
clearly from thedr/dT curves in Fig. 6 that at the point
Tgap(x) marked by dark arrows, the regions with increasi
derivative are replaced by regions with a nearly const
value of dr/dT, as indeed must be observed during cro
over between states with a spin gap and the region of lin
dependencer(T) typical of oxide cuprates. Thus it can b
assumed that the indicated points correspond to the cross
line in temperature-vs.-carrier density coordinates. Acco
ing to Ref. 6, the shape of theTgap(n) curve must be related
quite definitely to the variation of the superconducting tra
sition temperatureTc(n) as a result of doping, and this co
relation must also exist on theT-vs.-x diagram to the same
extent to which the numbern of charge carriers depends o
the degreex of substitution of silver ions for copper. In othe
words, the increase inTgap with varying x ~Fig. 4a! must
correspond to a decrease inTc and vice versa. It can be see

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the derivativedr/dT of the system
YBa2(Cu12xAgx)4O86d . The inset shows theT2x phase diagram.
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creases upon an increase in the silver concentration
samples, and hence the above-mentioned correlation betw
Tc(x) andTgap(x) is indeed observed, at least forx<0.1 ~see
curves1 and3 in Fig. 4!. Hence the behavior ofTc(x) and
Tgap(x) in the system YBa2(Cu12xAgx)4O86d is in accord
with the Nagaosa–Lee theory6 for very low concentration of
silver ions.

Finally, it should be mentioned that the linear depe
dencer(T) for YBa2Cu4O86d ~Fig. 6, curve corresponding
to x50! is transformed into a dependence with satura
resistance at temperatures above 170 K~these points are in
dicated by dashed arrows!. Such a region of negative curva
ture was observed in1–2–4systems by other authors als
~see, for example, Ref. 5!. For x.0, the dr/dT curves in
Fig. 6 show that the saturation region forr(T) is preserved
even as copper is replaced by silver. It should be emphas
that as shown by thedr/dT curves, a transition to saturatio
region from the linear dependence region occurs over a v
narrow temperature interval which thus determines
boundary between the linear growth region~III ! and r(T)
saturation region~IV ! on theT2x phase diagram~see the
inset in Fig. 6, which also shows the superconductivity
gion ~I! and the spin gap region~II !!.

CONCLUSIONS

~1! The nonlinear variation of the superconducting tra
sition temperature and its volume derivative o
served in the system YBa2(Cu12xAgx)4O86d is in
qualitative accord with the concept that the prop
ties of HTS cuprates are linked with the electron
and topological peculiarities of their spectrum~van
Hove anomaly!. However, a quantitative compariso
of the experimental data on Tc(x) and
(d ln Tc /d ln V)(x) with the results of a number o
calculations of the superconducting properties in
cates, unlike the results obtained earlier for t
1–2–3structure, the absence of any agreement
tween these experimental results and the models c
sidered.

~2! The nature of nonlinearity of the temperature dep
dence of the electrical resistivity in the normal sta
of the 1–2–4system does not change significan
upon a replacement of copper ions by silver. Ho
ever, an increase in the temperature of crosso
corresponding to the emergence of a spin gap in
203 Low Temp. Phys. 23 (3), March 1997
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tution, there exists a correlation between the sup
conducting transition temperature and crosso
temperature, as predicted by the Nagaosa–
model on the basis of the resonant valence bo
model.

~3! Like pure YBa2Cu4O86d ,YBa2(Cu12xAgx)4O86d

also displays a transition from linear temperature d
pendence of resistance to its saturation upon an
crease in temperature. This corresponds to the ph
diagram in which the region of linear growth o
r(T) separates the regions of spin gap and resista
saturation.
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*E-mail: kfti@rocket.kharkov.ua
1!The spectroscopic data obtained in a recent publication6 point towards the
existence of a van Hove anomaly in the1–2–4electron spectrum corre-
sponding to the saddle point on the Fermi surface.

2!Naturally, the irregularity in the arrangement of Ag atoms at crysta
graphic positions Cu1 and Cu2 must cause a blurring of the van H
singularity. Apparently, this explains the nonlinearity in the depende
Tc(x) even for small values ofx.
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Thermal conductivity of anisotropic HTS crystals YBa 2Cu3O72x and Bi 2Sr2CaCu2O81y

r-
V. B. Efimov and L. P. Mezhov-Deglin

Institute of Solid State Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, Chernogolovka, Moscow District, 142432
Russia*
~Submitted April 3, 1995; revised July 9, 1996!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.23, 278–289~March 1997!

The results of measurements of thermal conductivityk and resistivityr of some superconducting
crystals of YBa2Cu3O72x and Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81y in theab plane~kab andrab! and along
thec axis ~kc andrc! are presented. The magnitudes and temperature dependences of the thermal
conductivity of Y- and Bi-crystals are found to be close and to vary less significantly than
the resistance of samples of the same composition. In contrast to the predictions of the electron
heat transport theory in HTS cuprate crystals, the relative height of the peaks in
kab(T)/kab(Tc) curves becomes equal to two in highly anisotropic Bi-samples, and the peak is
displaced toward lower temperaturesTm,0.4Tc with increasing value of this ratio, as
well as in Y-crystals which have a lower anisotropy. All these facts indicate that in theoretical
calculations of the thermal conductivity of layered HTS crystals in theab plane at
temperatures belowTc , the possibility of an increase in the electron and the phonon components
of thermal conductivity must be taken into consideration, as in calculations of thermal
conductivity of perfect crystals of conventional metallic superconductors. In the direction
perpendicular to the layers, the thermal conductivitykc!kab and decreases monotonically with
temperature. The contribution from the electron component tokc can be disregarded.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~97!00403-9#
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As a superconductor undergoes a transition from the n
mal state to the superconducting state, the thermal con
tivity k of the sample remains finite, in contrast with, sa
the electrical resistivityr or thermo-emf. Hence, by measu
ing the thermal and electrical conductivities, we can estim
the contributionke of the electron component andkp of the
lattice ~phonon! component to the total thermal conductivi
of the sample

k5ke1kp ~1!

in the normal and the superconducting state. The latte
especially interesting for the case of high-Tc superconduct-
ors, since the mechanism of interaction between quasip
cles leading to pairing of charge carriers in HTS materi
has not been established unambiguously so far.

The value ofke in the normal state, and hence the re
tion betweenke andkp for T>Tc , can be estimated from
the measured value of the electrical resistivityr by using the
Wiedemann–Franz law:

ke5LT/r, ~2!

whereL 5 L0 5 2.43 1028 W•V/K2 the~Lorentz number! if
the electrical and thermal resistance in the electron sys
are determined by the same elastic scattering of carrier
the bulk. In the case of inelastic scattering, for example,
inelastic electron–phonon scattering or scattering at fres
introduced defects at low temperatures, the coefficien
L,L0 and depends on temperature~see, for example, Ref
1!.

According to Colemanet al.,2 at least two different
transport relaxation times associated with electron exc
tions are observed in HTS cuprates atT;Tc : the electrical
current attenuation is dominated by rapid relaxation p
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mal flux are controlled by slow processes. Hence the e
mate ~2! cannot claim a higher than order-of-magnitu
accuracy.

If the relation betweenke andkp in the normal state a
T>Tc is known, a comparison of the experimental depe
dencek(T) in the superconducting state with the tempe
ture dependences following from various theoretical mod
of heat transport in HTS crystals can lead to definite conc
sions about the applicability of a certain model, and hen
about the peculiarities in the interaction between quasipa
cles in HTS cuprates.

We shall discuss the results of our measurements of
thermal and electrical conductivities of some relatively p
fect crystals of YBa2Cu3O72x and Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81y with a

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram for measurements of the thermal conductivit
crystals in theab plane~a! and in thec-direction~b!; sample~1!, heater~2!,
copper cold duct~3!, thermocouples~4, 5!, and Ge or Pt reference thermom
eter ~6!.

2040204-09$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



TABLE I. Basic parameters of YBa2Cu3O72x samples whosek(T) curves are presented in Figs. 2 and 6.
Sample
~curve No.!

Direction of
measurements

Characteristic
size, mm Tc , K DT, K

k~120 K!,
W/~m•K!

r~120 K!,
mV•cm

ke(120 K),
W/~m•K!

Y-21 ~1! ab-plane 1.7030.9430.030 92.5 0.5 7.3 0.07 4.2
Y-25 ~2! ab-plane 1.6531.0030.135 92.5 2 11.0 0.26 1.1

(2c) c-axis -9- - - 3.2 10.6 0.027
Y-cer @6# ~3! 20.032.032.5 90.5 3 4.3 0.44 0.66
Y @7# (ka) a-axis 0.630.630.025 90.5 ;1 10.2 - -

(kb) b-axis -9- - - 14.9 - -
Y @8# (kab) ab-plane 103231 90.5 - 10.9 - -
transition temperatureTc.82 K in the temperature interval
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10–150 K. A distinguishing feature of our research is th
the entire cycle of measurements of thermal conductivity
resistance in the cuprateab-plane ~kab and rab! and along
thec-axis at right angles to it~kc andrc! was completed on
the same sample, which is quite significant in view of t
large spread in the values of electrical conductivity of H
crystals even for samples taken from the same batch.
directions of the heat flux and electrical current coincid
during measurements ofk andr, thus enabling us to elimi-
nate systematic errors in estimates of the relation betw
ke to kp which creep because of a strong anisotropy of
crystals and are unavoidable in measurements ofk andr in
different samples.

Crystals of YBa2Cu3O72x were grown at the Institute o
Solid State Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences.3 The
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81y crystals were grown at the Moscow Inst
tute of Steel and Alloys.4 Some of the results of measur
ments of the properties of Bi crystals in theab-plane were
reported in our earlier publication.5

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The measuring technique for thermal conductivity
crystals in theab plane and along thec axis is shown sche
matically in Fig. 1. The resistance measurements were
ried out by using the standard four-point potentiometer te
nique in a constant current. The contact areas were for
on the sample by applying silver paste, and copper le
50mm in diameter were attached to them.

The thermal conductivity was measured by the stea
state heat flux technique. The temperature difference a
the crystal was measured by a chromel–constantan the
couple. An identical thermocouple was used for measur
TABLE II. Basic parameters of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81y samples whosek(T) curves
t
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num or germanium thermometers attached to the sam
The use of chromel–constantan thermocouples with a w
12mm in diameter set a lower limitT.10 K on the range of
thermal conductivity measurements. The thermocouples
the heater were attached to the sample by IBM lacquer wh
has a very high thermal conductivity and can be easily
moved in a solution consisting of equal amounts of metha
and toluene. The same adhesive was used for attaching
sample to the cold finger. This made it possible to remo
the sample during investigations and to carry out the en
cycle of measurements on the same sample.

Initially, we measured the resistance in theab-plane and
determined the superconducting transition temperatureTc .
After this, the temperature dependence of the resistivityrc

along thec axis was measured in some samples. The sam
was then remounted for measuring thermal conductivity
the ab plane. Finally, the setup was changed for measur
thermal conductivity along thec-direction. As a rule, the
sample could not be removed without damage after all th
measurements.

3. RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS

Tables I and Tables II show the main parameters ch
acterizing the properties of the investigated samples.

The temperature dependences of the thermal condu
ity k of the samples studied by us are presented in Fig
and 3 on logarithmic scale. The insets show the same de
dences on linear scale. The results of measurements o
resistivityr(T) of the same samples are presented in Figs
and 5.

The light triangles1 and squares2 in Fig. 2 show the
dependenceskab(T) of Y-21 and Y-25 crystals~see Table I!
are presented in Figs. 3 and 7.
Sample
~curve No.!

Direction of
measurements

Characteristic
size, mm Tc , K DT, K

k~120 K!,
W/~m•K!

r~120 K!,
mV•cm

ke(120 K),
W/~m•K!

Bi-6 ~1! ab-plane 0.9630.5830.016 89 3.5 15 0.63 0.47
Bi-4 ~2! ab-plane 2.0030.5930.050 86 1.5 10.5 0.22 1.3

(2c) c-axis -9- - - 1.25 - -
Bi-3 ~3! ab-plane 2.331.2030.020 82 4 5.4 0.28 1.05

(3c) c-axis -9- - - 1.08 - -
Bi-cer @10# ~6! 20.032.032.5 105 3 1.52 1.47 0.16
Bi @12# ~4! ab-plane - - - ;5.1 ;0.11 ;2.6
Bi @11# ~5! ab-plane 23130.01 89 - ;5.5 ;0.18 ;1.6
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in the ab plane. The thermal conductivitykc(T) of the
sample Y-25 at right angles to theab plane is shown by dark
squares 2c. The solid curve3 was plotted for a ceramic
sample from the data of Ref. 6. The dashed curves 1e , 2e ,
2e
c , and 3e describe the electron component contribution
the measured thermal conductivity of the samples, de
mined from the known value of the electrical conductivity
samples along the same direction as per formula~2!.

To complete the picture, the data available in literatu
on the thermal conductivity of samples with maximum v
ues ofkab below Tc are also presented in Fig. 2. The do
dashed curves show the temperature dependence of the
mal conductivity of a crystal studied in Ref. 7 along th
directionsa ~curveka! andb ~curvekb! in theab plane. The
dotted curve below these curves describes the thermal
ductivity kab of the sample, as studied in Ref. 8. It can
seen that in the normal state atT.Tc , the thermal conduc-
tivity of our samples is close to that of the best cryst
investigated earlier. However, the maximum value of
thermal conductivity of our samples is slightly lower, and t
peaksTm are displaced toward lower temperatures.

The spread in the values and thermal conductivit
kab(T) of our samples is much smaller than the difference
the behavior of their resistivityrab(T) ~Fig. 4!, and hence of
the electron componentke

ab(T) of thermal conductivity, de-
scribed by Eq.~2!. Unfortunately, it is not possible to com
pare the relation between the total thermal conductivity a
the contribution from the electron component for crystals

FIG. 2. Temperature dependences of thermal conductivity
YBa2Cu3O72x : samples Y-21 ~curve 1! and Y-25 ~curve 2! in the
ab-plane and Y-25~curve 2c! in the c-direction. The curveska, kb, and
kab are plotted according to the results obtained in Refs. 7, 8, curv3
corresponds to the results of measurements for the ceramic.6 Dashed curves
1e , 2e , 2e

c , and3e correspond to contributions to the thermal conductiv
of the electron component for Y-21 and Y-25 crystals and the ceram
calculated from the results of electrical conductivity measurements.
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T.Tc obtained by other authors7,8 since no information is
available about the magnitude and temperature depend
of the electrical resistance of these samples in the same
rection.

The behavior of the thermal conductivity of the Y-2
crystal along thec axis ~curve 2c! is in accord with the
available data in the literature.9 It should be also observe
that the temperature dependence of the thermal conduct
kcer of the molten ceramic~curve3! is close to the depen
dencekab(T) of crystalline samples. Consequently, the ma
contribution to the thermal conductivity in a homogeneo
molten ceramic consisting of arbitrarily oriented microrysta
comes from heat transport in theab plane.

Figure 3 shows the temperature dependence of the t
mal conductivity of Bi samples in theab plane~curves1- 3
for samples Bi-6, Bi-4 and Bi-3, respectively! and along the
c axis ~curves 2c and 3c for samples Bi-4 and Bi-3, respec
tively!. The solid curve6 is reproduced from our earlie
publication10 and describes the thermal conductivity of
molten ceramic Bi sample withTc5105 K. The dashed
curves 1e, 2e and 6e correspond to theoretical dependenc
of the electron thermal conductivity componentke(T) for
the same sample.

The data on thermal conductivity of Bi crystals are mu

f

c,

FIG. 3. Temperature dependences of thermal conductivity
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81y : samples Bi-6~curve1!, Bi-4 ~curve2!, and Bi-3~curve
3! in the ab-plane, and Bi-4~curve 2c! and Bi-3 ~curve 3c! in the
c-direction. Curves4 and5 are plotted according to the results obtained
Refs. 11, 12, curve6 corresponds to the results of measurements for
ceramic,10 dashed curves1e , 2e , 4e , 5e , and6e correspond to contributions
to the thermal conductivity of the electron component for1, 2, 4, and 5
crystals and the ceramic respectively, calculated from the results of ele
cal conductivity measurements.
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more scarce in the literature. Hence, to complete the pict
Fig. 3 shows the dependenceskab(T) for crystals investi-
gated in Refs. 11 and 12~curves4 and5, respectively!. The
electron componentke

ab(T) of thermal conductivity of the
same crystals, calculated by us from the data presented i
same works, are shown by dashed curves 4e and 5e, respec-
tively.

The temperature dependences of the electrical resist
of Y- and Bi-samples inab plane and along thec axis are
shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. The notation on
plots is the same as in Figs. 2 and 3 and in Tables I and
The large spread in the magnitude and temperature de
dencesrab(T) of crystals having the same composition m
be due to a slight difference in the degree of doping
samples with oxygen~the spread in the values ofTc does not
exceed a few degrees! or to different degrees of perfection o
crystals. As a rule, thinner crystals are found to be m
perfect. The temperature dependence of the resistivityrab of
perfect HTS crystals atT.Tc is close to metallic depen
dence:rab(T) } T. The resistance of the less perfect cryst
depends weakly on temperature, or even increases in th
cinity of Tc ~semiconductor-type conductivity!.

The lack of correlation between the dependen
rab(T) and kab(T) for samples of the same compositio
may be due to a change in the electron structure of the cry
as a result of uncontrollable variation in the oxygen conc
tration, or to different efficiencies of scattering of norm
electron excitations and phonons at the same microsc
defects like charged impurities in the bulk of the sample. T
difference in the anisotropy of thermal and electrical cond
tivities along thea andb axes in theab plane may turn out
to be quite significant in different samples. Hence, wh
discussing the peculiarities in the behavior of the elect

FIG. 4. Temperature dependences of resistivity of Y-samples. Notatio
the same as in Fig. 2 and in Table I.
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(ke) and lattice (kp) components of thermal conductivit
and comparing theoretical predictions with the experimen
results, care must be taken to ensure that the experime
data pertain to the same sample and even have the s
direction of heat flux and electric current in highly anis
tropic crystals.

4. DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1. Thermal conductivity of crystals in the ab plane

As the HTS samples undergo a transition from the n
mal state to the superconducting state, the slope of the c
kab(T) changes abruptly: belowTc , the thermal conductiv-
ity increases with decreasing temperature and passes thr
a maximum. This can be seen quite clearly in Figs. 6 and
in which the temperature dependence of thermal conducti
is plotted in normalized coordinates Kab(t)
5 kab(t)/kab(Tc), wheret5T/Tc . The curve numbers and
notation of the points are the same as in Figs. 2 and 3.
dashed curves 1e–4e show the relative contribution from th
electron component to the total thermal conductivity abo
Tc , i.e, the ratio

Ke~ t !5ke~T!/k~Tc!5L0T/rk~Tc!. ~3!

Normalized coordinates are used frequently for comp
ing theoretical results with the results of measurements
transition to normalized coordinates makes it possible
eliminate systematic errors in the absolute values ofk and
r which inevitably creep in during experiments with sma
samples, as well as in estimates of numerical factors in
oretical computations of the kinetic coefficients of crystal

It can be seen from Figs. 6 and 7 that in all Y-sampl
the electron component Ke(t)<0.5K(t) in the normal state

isFIG. 5. Temperature dependences of resistivity of Bi-samples. Notatio
the same as in Fig. 3 and in Table II.
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for t.1. In other words, the lattice compone
Kp(t)>Ke(t) for t.1. With the exception of sample 4 from
Ref. 11, Kp@Ke for all Bi crystals. By analogy with the
known behavior of thermal conductivity of superconducti
crystals of ‘‘dirty’’ metals or alloys~see, for example, Refs
13 and 14!, it could be naturally expected that the observ
increase in the thermal conductivity K(t) below Tc is asso-
ciated with the increase in the lattice component: the eff
tive phonon mean free pathlp increases as a result o

FIG. 6. Temperature dependences of thermal conductivity of Y-sample
reduced coordinates. Notation is the same as in Fig. 2.

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of thermal conductivity of Bi-sample
reduced coordinates. Notation is the same as in Fig. 3.
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which confine the largest phonon mean free paths in the b
of the sample at temperatures above the maximum ther
conductivity pointTm . The electron component Ke of ther-
mal conductivity of dirty metals decreases nearly expon
tially for t,1.

Such a ‘‘phonon’’ approach for explaining the nature
peaks on thekab(T) curves was used in the review by Uhe9

and has been applied for discussing the experimental re
in several current publications~see, for example, Ref. 8!.

An alternative~‘‘electron’’ ! approach for explaining the
nature of the peaks was first proposed in Ref. 7 following
discovery of a manifold increase in the rf conductivitys rf of
a gas of normal electron excitations belowTc in studies of
the absorption of electromagnetic microwave radiation
HTS cuprates.

It was assumed in Ref. 7 that the increase in therm
conductivity in the superconducting state is due to a ma
fold increase in the electron component

ke~T!5s rfL0T at T,Tc . ~4!

Hence it was concluded in Ref. 7, and later in Refs.
and 15 also, that the electronic properties of HTS cupra
differ considerably from those of conventional metallic s
perconductors described by the familiar BCS model.1,13,14In
addition, the strong electron–electron interaction~D-wave
pairing! mechanism is more suitable for describing the b
havior of Ke(t) ands rf(t) in the superconducting state.

The fundamental difference in the approach used for
plaining the nature of peaks in Refs. 7 and 9 shows tha
detailed investigation of the relation between phonon a
electron components of the thermal conductivity of a crys
in the normal and superconducting states is essential f
proper choice of the model describing correctly the behav
of the kinetic coefficients of HTS crystals. We shall consid
this approach in greater detail.
4.1.1. The phonon hypothesis

As was done earlier in Ref. 9, we assume that the th
mal conductivity of a sample is defined ask5kp1ke . The
thermal resistivityWp[kp

21 for the phonon subsystem an
We[ke

21 for the electron subsystem is the result of scatt
ing of quasiparticles by one another, impurities, and defe
in the bulk, as well as by the grains on the surface of
polycrystalline sample1:

Wp5kpp
211kpe

211kpi
21; ~5!

We5kee
211kep

211kei
21. ~6!

The dual indices in these formulas point toward the type
quasiparticle and the scattering mechanism~pp stands for
phonon–phonon scattering,peandpi represent phonon sca
tering by electrons and impurities of various types, resp
tively, and so on!. Upon a transition from normal to supe
conducting state, the relative concentrationne of normal
electron excitations in the sample decreases rapidly. T
leads to a decrease in the second term in~5! and a change in
all three terms in~6!. In the framework of the BCS mode
~electron–phonon pairing!,13,14 the thermal conductivity of a
‘‘dirty’’ or imperfect metallic superconducting crystal a
T,Tc decreases with temperature in proportion to the d

in

in
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of a gas of normal excitationsCe } Tne , while the effective
mean free path of normal excitations in the bu
lei5const; i.e.,

kei;Celei;Tnelei . ~7!

In perfect high-purity metallic crystals, mutual electron
phonon scattering dominates in the vicinity ofTc , and hence
the effective mean free pathlep of normal electron excita-
tions depends strongly on temperature belowTc . We shall
discuss the behavior of the electron component in per
metallic crystals belowTc in the following section. It is as-
sumed under the phonon hypothesis9 thatle in the supercon-
ducting state is constant, and henceke decreases with tem
perature.

The thermal resistance of a metallic crystal lattice in
normal state is mainly determined by phonon–electron s
tering the@second term in~5!#. The effective phonon mea
free path corresponding to it islpe;T21, so that the value
of kp;kpe;Cplpe;T2 decreases with decreasing tempe
ture of the crystal aboveTc ~here,Cp;T3 is the lattice heat
capacity!. In the superconducting state atT!Tc , the effec-
tive phonon mean free pathlpe , which is restricted by scat
tering at normal electron excitations, increases rapidly,
hence the lattice thermal conductivitykpe also increases with
decreasing temperature:

kpe;T2/ne;T2 exp~D/T!;t2 exp~g/t !, ~8!

whereD is the band gap of the superconductor@for t!1,
D(0)5gTc#. In superconductors with a weak electron
phonon coupling~BCS model!, g5gBCS51.76.

The exponential increase inkpe predicted by formula~8!
was observed most prominently while studying the therm
conductivity of perfect crystals of pure lead,16 which is a
superconductor with a strong electron–phonon (ep) cou-
pling ~g5xgBCS, where the multiplierx;1.4!.

It was assumed in Refs. 8 and 9 that the increase
thermal conductivitykab of Y-samples belowTc is due to an
increase in the phonon componentkab(T);kpe(T). It was
also assumed that the remaining terms in~5! and ~6! vary
weakly. Neglecting the contribution of the electron comp
nent, we find from Eqs.~5! and~6! that the thermal conduc
tivity in normalized coordinates K(t) must increase for
t!1 as follows:

K~ t !'Kpe~ t !'kpe~ t !kpe~Tc!;t2ne;t2 exp~g/t !, ~9!

i.e., the value of the parameterg can be estimated from th
slope of the curve K(t). It should be recalled thatx51 in
BCS superconductors with a weak coupling, wh
x51.2–1.4 in superconductors like Nb or Pb with a stro
electron–phonon coupling, for whichD5xDBCS ~and hence
g5xgBCS!.

1,14

It follows from the computations made in Refs. 9 and
that the experimental dependences Kab(t) of perfect HTS
crystals YBa2Cu3O72x ~like those shown by dot-dashe
curves in Fig. 6! and homogeneous ceramics may be
scribed by expressions of the type~9! under the assumption
that the value ofx may vary for different samples in th
interval 1.4–1.7.
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with the experimental dependences presented in Figs. 6
7 ~disregarding the change in the electron component con
bution!, the numerical values of the parameterx for Bi- crys-
tals will be>2, i.e., slightly higher than the valuesx;1.7
obtained earlier for the best Y-crystals. A separate theoret
analysis is required to study the possibility of a nearly 1
fold increase in the cofactorx as compared to metals with
strong electron–phonon coupling in the electron–phon
pairing model for carriers.

While discussing the peculiarities of the behavior of la
tice component, mention must also be made of the article
Bondarenkoet al.,17 in which they discuss the effect of pho
non spectrum peculiarities in layered superconductors on
temperature dependencekp(t) in a wide temperature range

The maximum values of the normalized thermal cond
tivity K( t) of the best Y-crystal investigated by us~curve1
in Fig. 6! are close to the thermal conductivity of the crysta7

in the a-direction, or of the sample studied in Ref. 8. How
ever, the peak is displaced toward lower temperatures. In
phonon approximation, this can be attributed to a higher c
centration of point defects in our crystals.

In contrast, the maximum values of thermal conductiv
of the Bi-crystals investigated by us are several times
values available in the literature,11,12 and the position of the
peak Tm is displaced toward lower temperatures with i
creasing relative height of the peak K(t) ~Fig. 7!. This may
be due to a lower concentration of extended defects like
locations or twin boundaries in our samples, which mig
confine the maximum values of the phonon mean free pat
the bulk for small values ofne .

4.1.2. The electron hypothesis

Let us first discuss the behavior of thermal conductiv
of Y-crystals. It is assumed in Ref. 7 that peaks on thekab

curves emerge as a result of multiple increase in the elec
component belowTc . It is significant that while constructing
the ‘‘experimental curves’’ke(T)/ke(Tc) by measuring the
thermal conductivity of Y-crystals along the directionsa and
b in theab plane, the authors of Ref. 7 assumed that bel
Tc , the phonon componentkp is nearly constant, or de
creases monotonically like the thermal conductivity of cry
tals in thec-direction~see curves with indexc in Fig. 3 and
4!. The values ofke

a(Tc) andkp
b(Tc) were determined from

the differencekp(Tc)5k(Tc)2ke(Tc). The electron com-
ponentske

a(Tc) andke
b(Tc) were calculated with the help o

formula ~2! using the data available in literature on the res
tivity of perfect Y-crystals alonga andb directions.

The ‘‘experimental curves’’ke(T)/ke(Tc) constructed
in this way are in fairly good accord with the theoretic
dependenceske 5 Tshf(T)/Tcshf(Tc), whereshf(T) is the
conductivity of a gas of normal excitations in a given dire
tion in the ab plane according to the results of high
frequency measurements.18 This leads to the conclusion tha
the electron componentke

ab in the superconducting state in
creases manifold upon a decrease in temperature, and h
neither the temperature dependence,kab(T) } ke(T), nor the
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the strong electron–electron (e–e) interaction ~D-wave
pairing! is preferred.

However, one cannot be certain about the possibility
neglecting the variation of the phonon component in cal
lations ofke(T), as well as the accuracy in the estimation
ke from the results of measurements of dc resistance ab
Tc and rf conductivity belowTc , which were carried out in
other samples. It can be seen from Figs. 2 and 6 that
relation betweenke and kp may vary sharply from one
sample to another even if they belong to the same batch.
example, ke'kp below Tc for the sample Y-21, while
ke;0.1kp for the sample Y-25. If we assume, in accordan
with Ref. 7, thatkp5const belowTc , peaks can emerge o
the curveskab(T) only if the ratioke(T)/ke(Tc) at the peak
increases in both samples to about thrice its value, irres
tive of the magnitude and temperature dependence
rab(T) in the normal state, which seems to be quite unlike

Moreover, the results of measurements of thermal H
effect made in Ref. 19 on analogous Y-crystals show t
ke
ab;0.1kp

ab nearTc as in our sample Y-25. At the therma
conductivity peak (Tm;0.4Tc), the ratio
ke(Tm)/ke(Tc);6, but the phonon component also increas
below Tc@kp(Tm)/kp(Tc);1.3#. Although the electronic
component of thermal conductivity increases much m
rapidly that the phonon component, the value ofkp near
Tm is more than twice the value ofke . Obviously, the in-
crease in the phonon component cannot be disregarde
calculations of thermal conductivity of Y-crystals in theab
plane under these conditions.

The increase in the electronic component of thermal c
ductivity of a superconductor belowTc does not contradic
the predictions of the BCS model,13,14 as was assumed i
Ref. 7. For example, it was shown in subsequ
computations20 that the ratiokep(T)/kep(Tc) in pure metals
with a weak electron-phonon coupling increases by a fa
of about 2.4 as the temperature decreases to 0.3Tc . The
value of kep decreases only as a result of an exponen
decrease in the concentrationne of normal electron excita-
tions. The increase inkep in metallic superconductors in th
vicinity of Tc indicates that the effective mean free pa
lep of normal electronic excitations, which was restricted
the normal state by scattering of carriers at phonons in
bulk of an ideal crystal and hence increases aslep } T23,
increases much more rapidly thanne

21 upon a transition to
the superconducting state right up toT;0.3Tc ~scattering
can occur only at phonons with an energy higher than
superconducting gap!.

It was mentioned in the introduction that the effecti
mean free pathslep of carriers in pure metals, which dete
mine the behavior of thermal conductivity~momentum relax-
ation is significant as well as the energy relaxation!, may turn
out to be much smaller than the transport mean free p
lep, which determine the behavior of electrical conductiv
~momentum relaxation1!. In this case, the parameterL ap-
pearing in Eq.~2! is much smaller thanL0 and depends on
temperature. For HTS crystals, it is even more importan
determine the range of applicability of the Wiedeman
Franz–Lorentz relation for calculatingke from resistivity
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with a metal-type conductivityr } T aboveTc display two
different transport relaxation times for charge carriers wh
differ not only in magnitude, but also in their temperatu
dependence~in ep scattering in a metal, the relaxation tim
determining electrical conductivity is smaller than the tim
characterizing the Hall current or heat flux!. The reason be-
hind this phenomenon has not been established unamb
ously. The assumption that the relaxation in both case
determined by the peculiarities of mutual interaction of qu
siparticles~ep or ee interaction! raises a whole range o
questions: which relaxation time determines the behavio
kep ~or kee in the normal state!? How does the interaction o
normal electronic excitations with phonons~or with one an-
other! vary as the superconductor is cooled belowTc? How
significantly does the behavior ofkep(T) below Tc depend
on the variation of the temperature dependencerab(T) in
samples of nearly identical composition forT.Tc? The an-
swers to these questions may considerably influence
choice of the model~ep or ee interaction! suitable for de-
scribing the observed dependencekab(T), i.e., the nature of
the interaction leading to pairing of carriers belowTc .

A specific mechanism of electronic heat transport
HTS cuprates, viz., heat transport by Bose-type collect
electron modes~acoustic plasmons! formed in the crystal be-
low Tc was proposed in Ref. 21. In order to determine t
applicability of this model for describing the observed d
pendenceskab(T) in Y- and Bi-crystals, we must find ou
how the variations in the magnitude and dependences
rab(T) affect the properties of acoustic plasmons.

The peculiarities of the thermal conductivity o
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81y crystals have not been studied so inte
sively. It follows from variational computations15 of the elec-
tronic thermal conductivity of anisotropic HTS crystals~the
ee interaction was considered for the case ofS- or D-wave
pairing! based on the conclusions drawn in Ref. 7 and
results of measurements made in Refs. 11 and 12 that fo
same concentrationN;0.05–0.1 of ionized impurities in the
bulk, the maximum values of the ratioke(T)/ke(Tc) must be
smaller in Bi-crystals with a higher anisotropy (;1.5–2.5)
than in Y-crystals (;5–7), and the peakTm in Bi-crystals
must be displaced toward higher temperatu
(Tm /Tc;0.6–0.7) as compared to Y-crystals of the sa
quality (Tm /Tc;0.4). As in Ref. 7, the variation of the lat
tice component was neglected while calculating the to
thermal conductivity of the crystal. In other words, it wa
assumed thatk(T)5ke(t)1kp(Tc). Taking into account the
contribution of kp in normalized coordinates
K( t)5k(T)/k(Tc), the theoretical values of the peaks o
the curves K(t) in Bi-crystals (K(tm);1.3) were found to be
much smaller than for Y-crystals (K(tm);2). The calcu-
lated peak positions were also displaced accordin
~tm;0.6–0.7 and 0.4!. But this is in contradiction with our
measurements~Figs. 3 and 7!. Curves4 and5 in these fig-
ures, describing the results of measurements obtaine
Refs. 11 and 12, nearly coincide with curve3 in Fig. 3 above
Tc . Hence it is natural to assume that the difference in
behavior of thermal conductivity of different materials belo
Tc is associated with the degree of their imperfectio
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perfect crystals.
Using Eq.~2!, we obtainke,0.1k for our samples1 and

2 in Fig. 3. This means that the lattice componentke!kp

dominates in the vicinity ofTc . At the same time,
ke;0.4kp in sample 5, while our estimates show tha
ke;kp in sample4. Moreover, it can be seen from Figs.
and 5 that the electrical conductivity of our samples1 and2
is just a fraction of the conductivity of samples4 and 5.
Hence, in the framework of the ‘‘electron hypothesis,’’ th
multiple increase in the electrical conductivity of the norm
component belowTc must be manifested more strongly ju
in samples4 and5. In order to attribute the peaks on curv
1 and2 to the increase in the electron component, it sho
be assumed that the ratioke(Tm)/ke(Tc);10 in sample2,
and;100 in sample1. Obviously, this is much higher tha
the theoretical estimates.15 Such a strong disparity betwee
theory15 and experiment indicates the dominance of the p
non component belowTc ~like in the Y-sample in Ref. 19!.
All the remarks made above about the applicability of t
‘‘electron hypothesis’’ only while discussing the therm
conductivity of Y-crystals remain valid.

4.2. Anisotropy in the thermal conductivity of crystals along
and at right angles to the cuprate layers

Our measurements show that the thermal conductivity
the Y-25 crystal varies more weakly than the electrical c
ductivity upon a transition from the planeab to the direction
of the c axis ~see Fig. 2!, i.e.,kp

c@ke
c , and the contribution

of the electron component tokc can be disregarded in th
working temperature interval.

The electrical conductivity anisotropy of Bi crystals
much higher than the thermal conductivity anisotropy.
T;Tc , the resistivity rc is several orders of magnitud
higher thanrab ~rc is not shown in the figure!. The tempera-
ture dependencesrab(T) and rc(T) also differ radically,
thus pointing toward different mechanisms of charge mo
ment in the crystal~band motion in theab plane and the
hopping diffusion of localized carriers along thec axis!. This
confirms the assumption9 that the behavior of the therma
conductivitykc of HTS crystals at right angles to the cupra
layers is mainly determined by the lattice componentkp .

Analyzing the results of measurements of thermal c
ductivity kab in the ab plane of Bi samples, the authors o
Refs. 12 and 15 concluded that heat transport in the lattic
Bi crystals in theab plane and along thec axis occurs
through incoherently vibrating atoms~Einstein’s model ap-
plicable for describing transport of heat in highly disorder
structures!, and not by traveling sound waves~phonon
modes!, as in ordinary crystals. In this case, the values
kp must be essentially reproduced for all samples, irresp
tive of the orientation of the crystals. However, the observ
multiple increase in the lattice componentkp

ab as we go over
from samples3, 4, and5 to samples1, and2 in Fig. 3, as
well as the change inkp with the orientation of the heat flux
indicates that heat transport in the lattice of these crysta
carried out by phonons whose effective mean free pa
lp(T) may be restricted by mutual scattering, scattering
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ionized impurities and other defects in the bulk of the crys
under investigation.

The absence of correlation in the values ofk and r in
the ab plane is quite understandable, since the transp
mean free pathslp of phonons andle of electrons may be
restricted by various scattering mechanisms. For exam
electrons are strongly scattered by ionized impurit
lei5const/ni ~ni is the impurity concentration! while the
phonon mean free pathslpi increase with decreasing tem
perature upon scattering by the same impurities~point de-
fects! at temperatures below the Debye temperatureQD as
(T/QD)

2m/ni , where the exponentm tends to 4 for
(T/QD)!1 ~Rayleigh scattering!.

It is natural to assume that the phonon approximation
applicable for describing heat transport in the lattice alo
the c axis. in contrast withkab, the value ofkc does not
change upon a transition of the sample to the supercond
ing state; i.e., the contribution of phonon–electron inter
tion to the thermal resistivity of the lattice in th
c-direction can be neglected in comparison with t
phonon–phonon scattering and scattering by impurities
defects in the bulk of the sample. In the Debye approxim
tion, the lattice thermal conductivity in thec-direction can be
estimated by using the relation:

kc'~1/3!Cpvs
2tp , ~10!

wheretp
21 5 tpp

21 1 tpe
21 1 tpi

21; Cp is the heat capacity,vs is
the velocity of sound in thec-direction, andtpp ,tpi!tpe are
the corresponding relaxation times in the phonon syst
While the main contribution to the thermal resistance alo
and across the layers comes from the same scattering me
nism in the bulk, i.e.,tp

ab'tp
c , the anisotropy in the therma

conductivity kp is due to the anisotropy of the velocity o
sound along and across the cuprate layers@according to the
data presented in Ref. 22, the ratiovab/vc in Y-crystal was
'(5.6/3.1);1.8 for longitudinal sound and
'(3.6–2.3)/2.2;1.1–1.6 for transverse sound#. This does
not contradict the observed value of the ratiokab/kc for
Y-samples in the normal state. It can be seen from Figs
and 3 that the anisotropy of the lattice thermal conductiv
componentkp in Bi-samples is higher than in Y-samples
the same quality.

Some conclusions concerning the role of different ph
non scattering mechanisms in thec-direction can be drawn
by comparing the thermal conductivitykc of the crystals and
the thermal conductivitykcer of homogeneous cerami
samples~Figs. 2 and 3!.

At temperatures for which the contribution to the the
mal resistivityk21 from mutual scattering or scattering o
quasiparticles at point defects in the bulk is much larger th
the contribution due to scattering at the grain surface o
fine-crystalline sample, the thermal conductivity of a micr
crystalline sample can be estimated from the equation

kcer'~kakbkc!1/3, ~11!

where ka'kb@kc is the bulk thermal conductivity of an
anisotropic crystal ina-, b- andc-directions. This estimate is
in good accord with the results of measurements ofkcer(T)
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Tm . Equation~11! is not applicable belowTm , when the
transport mean free paths of phonons in ceramics with sm
size grains are restricted due to scattering at the grain sur
~or, say, at the twin boundaries in grains!. It can be seen from
Figs. 2 and 3 that the thermal conductivity of a ceramic
higher thankc at T.Tm and is comparable with the therm
conductivity in thec-direction only when the temperatur
decreases toT<0.2Tc;0.06QD ~QD.300 K is the Debye
temperature of the crystal!. Consequently, the effective pho
non transport mean free paths in crystals at these temp
tures are much longer than the transport mean free paths
ceramic in theab plane and along thec axis. Computations
of lp from known value ofkc using Eq.~10! give a lower
estimate oflp .

17 However, it can be estimated even in th
approximation that atT510 K(;1/30QD), lp.1025 cm is
much larger than the separation between planes, i.e., is
fined from below by scattering at microscopic defects a
probably, phonon–phonon scattering.

5. CONCLUSIONS

A comparison of the results of measurement of therm
conductivity and electrical resistivity of HTS crysta
YBa2Cu3O72x and Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81y with the results of
previous experimental and theoretical studies shows tha
contrast to the predictions of the theory of electron h
transport in anisotropic HTS crystals,15 the magnitude and
temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity
close over a wide temperature range above and belowTc .

The absence of correlation in the behavior of the therm
conductivity kab(T) and electrical resistivityrab(T) of
samples in cuprateab planes indicates that while finding th
origin of peaks on the curveskab(T) in the superconducting
state, we must take into account the possibility of an incre
in both the electronic (ke) and phonon (kp) components of
thermal conductivity as in conventional metall
superconductors.14,20Hence the statement7,15 that the behav-
ior of thermal conductivitykab of HTS cuprate crystals be
low Tc is described quite well by the theory ofe–e interac-
tion ~S- or D-wave pairing! does not seem to be justified.

The significant difference between the investigated H
and metallic superconductor crystals lies in thatke<kp for
HTS crystals nearTc , while ke@kp for metals. Hence the
most important question in determining the relation betwe
ke andkp in HTS crystals from experimental results or fro
computation of their electrical resistivity concerns the app
cability of the Wiedemann–Franz–Lorentz relations
evaluating ke near Tc , where the temperatur
T;Tc;0.3QD , as well as in the region of maximum the
mal conductivity, whereT<Tm<0.4Tc'0.1QD ~it should
be recalled that in pure metals atT<0.1QD , the transport
relaxation timetep appearing in the electrical conductivity
longer than the energy relaxation time of carriers, which
termines the behavior ofke!.

1

A comparison of the thermal conductivity of crysta
with that of molten ceramics~microcrystalline samples! hav-
ing an identical composition leads to the conclusion that
tice heat transport in theab plane as well as along thec axis
is carried out predominantly by phonons. The effective p
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T<0.2Tc are much larger than the characteristic grain size
ceramics and are apparently restricted by scattering at mi
scopic defects whose concentration between planes is
tainly much higher than in theab plane. In detailed calcula
tions of kc(T), we must also take into account th
peculiarities of phonon–phonon interaction in layer
crystals.17

We believe that further experimental studies of transp
phenomena in more prefect crystals forT<Tc , as well as
theoretical computations of the behavior of electron and
tice components of thermal conductivity, taking into accou
thee–e, e–p, andp–p interactions in layered HTS crystal
at T,Tc, appear to be quite promising.
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LOW-TEMPERATURE MAGNETISM

on
Magnetooptical effects in ferroelectric materials
I. E. Chupis

B. Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering, National Academy of Sciences of the
Ukraine, 310164 Kharkov, Ukraine*
~Submitted June 4, 1996; revised July 9, 1996!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.23, 290–295~March 1997!

An expression for high-frequency susceptibility of a ferroelectric material in a constant magnetic
field H0 parallel to the direction of spontaneous polarizationP0 has been derived. The
reflection and transmission of light through the ferroelectric is considered for the normal incidence
at the surface~along the normalnW to the surface!. It is shown that the polarization plane in
reflected light should be rotated through an angle proportional to the productP0H0 . ForH0'nW ,
the angle of rotation of the polarization plane of transmitted light is a periodic function of
the optical path, its amplitude being proportional toP0H0 . In theH0inW geometry, a weak gyration
effect proportional toP0H0 is observed in transmitted light, in addition to the Faraday
effect. This effect does not depend on the optical path, and is canceled during backward
transmission, in contrast with the Faraday effect. The effect is apparently similar to
‘‘magnetopolarization gyration,’’ but the estimates give a much smaller magnitude of the effect.
The above magnetooptical effects can be observed not only in ferroelectric crystals of any
symmetry, but also in insulators in constant electric and magnetic fields. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~97!00503-3#

Magnetooptics of crystals is a well-developed branch ofthe ferroelectric surface for the transmitted light, in additi
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solid state physics. Nonreciprocal optical phenomena,
especially Faraday’s effect, were studied extensively in m
netically ordered media in magnetic as well as in elec
fields ~see, for example, Ref. 1!. However, the optical prop
erties of ferroelectric crystals in a magnetic field have be
investigated insufficiently, and their existence has not b
accepted generally. For example, in a series of publicatio2

the observation of a new ‘‘magnetopolarization’’ gyroeffe
manifested in the rotation of the polarization plane of lig
propagating along the magnetic field and the optical axis
the crystal through an anglew proportional to the product o
the first powers of electrical polarizationP0 and the magnetic
field H0(w } P0H0) was reported. In contrast to Faraday
effect, the double~forward and backward! passage of light
compensated for the above-mentioned ‘‘magnetopolar
tion’’ effect. Pisarev3 noted the controversial nature of th
interpretations of the observed effect proposed in Ref. 2
stated that ferroelectric crystals can exhibit only seco
order effects.

In the present research, the high-frequency susceptib
of a ferroelectric material in a magnetic field parallel to t
spontaneous polarization is obtained phenomenologica
We analyze the normal incidence of light in a crystal in t
cases whereH0 andP0 are either normal to the surface of th
ferroelectric or lie in the surface plane. The rotation of t
polarization plane of the reflected line through an an
w}P0H0 is predicted. The angle of rotation of the polariz
tion plane in transmitted light in the case whereH0 andP0
are parallel to the surface depends on the periodically
versed optical path with an amplitude proportional to t
productP0H0 . In the case whereH0 andP0 are normal to
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ization plane proportional to the productP0H0 , which is
similar to the effect of ‘‘magnetopolarization gyration’’ re
ported in Ref. 2, was also observed. The predicted effects
more general in nature and are possible not only in ferroe
trics, but also in ordinary insulators to which constant ele
tric E0 and magneticH0 fields are applied simultaneously.

In the optical region of the spectrum, the electric pola
izability is mainly created by electrons; for this reason, w
will henceforth consider only the electron density of the
pole magnetic momentP„r …, which is due to electrons from
outer shells which are bound least strongly to the nucle
The role of ionic skeleton in our model reduces to the c
ation of an internal electric field as a result of displacem
of ions from positions with a symmetry center during a ferr
electric transition. This field deforms the electron shells a
leads to the emergence of an equilibrium electron compon
of the dipole momentP0 } E0 . The electron component o
the Hamiltonian of an axial ferroelectric crystal~in which z
is an easy axis! in a constant external magnetic fieldH0 and
a varying electromagnetic fielde, h can be written in the
form

Ĥe5E HC1

2
P̂z
21

C2

2
~ P̂x

21 P̂y
2!2EP̂1

a1
2 S ] P̂z

]xi
D 2

1
a2
2 F S ] P̂x

]xi
D 21S ] P̂y

]xi
D 2G1

p̂W 2

2 f
2lP@p̂WH#J dV,

E5E01e, H5H01h. ~1!

Here p̂W5p̂W (r ) is the operator of the electron momentu
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density, andE0 } Pl , wherePl is the dipole moment of the
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22g0
2H0
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ionic skeleton. We assume that the vectorsPl andH0 are
directed along the easy axisz. It will be shown below that
the constantsC1 andC2 are proportional to the componen
of reciprocal electron static susceptibility. The last term
Eq. ~1! corresponds to the electron polarization energy in
field created by the motion of electrons under the action
magnetic field. It is well known~see, for example, Ref. 4!
that an electron moving at a velocityv in a magnetic fieldH
creates an effective electric field of strengthE5(1/c)
3@v3H#. For this reason, the interaction constant in Eq.~1!
has the forml5v0(mc)21, wherem is the effective elec-
tron mass,v0 is the unit cell volume, andc is the velocity of
light. The value of the constantf in ~1! is of the order of
mv0

21.

The density operatorsP̂(r ) andp̂W (r ) satisfy the commu-
tation relation

@ P̂i~r !,p̂k~r 8!#5 iqD ikd~r2r 8!, ~2!

whereq5e\v0
21, ande is the electron charge.

The equilibrium value of the electron polarizationP0

can be determined from the condition of energy minimu
corresponding to the operator~1!, P05C1

21E0 .
Small deviations from the equilibrium values ofP̂ and

p̂W , which describe the linear response of the system to
electromagnetic field, satisfy the quantum-mechanical eq
tion of motion for the operators which have the followin
form in the linear approximation:

Ṗ̂x5q\21@ f21p̂x2l~P0hy2H0P̂y!#,

Ṗ̂y5q\21@ f21p̂y2l~H0P̂x2P0hx!#,

Ṗ̂z5q\21f21p̂\ ,

ṗ̂x52q\21~C2P̂x2a2D P̂x2ex2lH0p̂y!,

ṗ̂y52q\21~C2P̂y2a2D P̂y2ey1lH0p̂x!,

ṗ̂z52q\21~C1P̂z2a1D P̂z2ez!. ~3!

Going over in these expressions to Fourier components
obtain the expressions for high-frequency electricalx ik

e and
magnetoelectricx ik

em susceptibilities defined as

Pi~k,v!5x ik
e ~k,v!ek~k,v!1x ik

em~k,v!hk~k,v!,

where

xxx
e 5xyy

e 5
v̄0
2~v0

22g0
2H0

22v2!

~v22v1
2!~v22v2

2!
,

xzz
e 5

v̄0
2

ve
22v2 ,

xxy
e 5xyx*

e52
2ivv̄0

2g0H0

~v22v1
2!~v22v2

2!
,

g05lq\215e~mc!21,
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e
f

e
a-

e

xx yy ~v22v1
2!~v22v2

2!

v̄0
25

q2

f\2 5
e2

fv0
2 ,

xxy
em5xyx*

me5
ivg0P0~v0

21g0
2H0

22v2!

~v22v1
2!~v22v2

2!
,

v0
25v̄0

2~C21a2k
2!,

v1,25v06g0H0 ,

ve
25v̄0

2~C11a1k
2!. ~4!

In expressions~4!, ve is the component of oscillations of th
polarization componentPz along the easy axis. The excita
tions of transverse componentsPx andPy of electric polar-
ization in zero magnetic field are also oscillations having
same frequencyv0 . The magnetic field removes this dege
eracy~the Zeeman effect!, and as a result the electric dipo
moment in the spectral branchesv1 andv2 precesses abou
the direction of the magnetic field in opposite directio
Py /Px56 i . The order of magnitude of the frequenc
v̄0;(e2/mv0)

1/2 for v0;10222 cm3 andm;me~me is the
mass of a free electron! is v̄0;1015 rad•s21. Settingv50
in xxx

e and xzz
e and taking into account the smallness

g0H0 as compared tov0 , we can easily verify that the con
stantsC1

21'xzz
e (0) andC2

21'xxx
e (0).

Expressions~4! obtained for the high-frequency magn
toelectric ~ME! susceptibility naturally differs from the ex
pressions for the ME susceptibility of magnetically order
media obtained earlier in the frequency and parametric
pendence. This difference is not only due to different con
tions of the problem~a ferroelectric crystal in a magneti
field in our case and a magnet in an external magnetic fi
in earlier investigations!, but also due to the fact that the M
interaction in our case is of dynamic rather than static orig
This is the ME energy@the last term in~1!# which is scalar,
i.e., does not depend on the crystal symmetry. It can be s
from expressions~4! that a constant magnetic field induces
the ferroelectric the ME susceptibility components

xxx
em5xyy

em;P0H0 , xxy
em; iP0 ,

as well as the nondiagonal dielectric susceptibility comp
nentxxy

e ; iH 0 .
It is well known that, in general, the electric~d! and

magnetic~b! inductions are connected with the electric~e!
and magnetic~h! fields through the relations

di5« ikek1aikhk , bi5m ikhk1aki* ek .

In the case under investigation,P0iH0iz, and these relations
have the form

dx5«1ex2 i«8ey2g2hx2 ig1hy ,

bx5hx2g2ex2 ig1ey ,

dy5 i«8ex1«1ey1 ig1hx2g2hy ,

by5hy1 ig1ex2g2ey ,
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where

«15114pxxx
e , «25114pxzz

e , «854p ixxy
e ,

g154p ixxy
em, g2524pxxx

em.

We will now consider the properties acquired by lig
incident from vacuum on a semi-infinite medium with indu
tion given by~5!.

Using relations~5!, we obtain from Maxwell’s equations
the following dispersion relation for waves in the medium

n2@«1~nx
21ny

2!1«2nz
2#22g1

2nx
2ny

222«2~«12g1
2!nz

2

2~nx
21ny

2!@~«11«2!~«12g1
2!1«1g2

22~«8

2g1g2!
2#1«2@~«12g1

2!22«82#50. ~6!

Here n5cv/k. Equation ~6! is a special case of a mor
general dispersion relation for the ME media.5

Let us consider the normal incidence of light on the s
face of a ferroelectric crystal~kinW ,nW is the normal to the
surface! in different cases.

1. The vectorsP0 ,H0 , and the wave vector of an inci
dent wave are directed along the normal to the surface a
the optical axisz. In the case of propagation of light alon
the optical axis, birefringence is observed only in a magn
field. Let us assume that the incident wave is polarized
early, and that its electric field is directed along thex axis
and has the amplitudeA0 . From Eq.~6! we obtain

n1,2
2 5«12g1

27«8. ~7!

In the reflected wave, the electric field components

ex5A exp~2 ic21vz!, ey5B exp~2 ic21vz!

differ from zero. Taking into account the smallness ofg i and
«8, we obtain the following expressions in the approximati
linear inP0 andH0 :

A52A0

~n021!

~n011! F12
2ig1

n0
221G , n05A«1,

B52
iA0

~n011!2 H «8

n0
12i Fg21

g1«8

n0~n011!G J . ~8!

The fact that a light wave reflected in a magnetic field b
comes elliptically polarized is familiar.6 Moreover, it follows
from ~8! that the polarization plane of reflected light is r
tated relative to the plane of incidence through the an
w̄, defined as

w̄'2
2@g1«81g2~n0

221!#

~n0
221!2

52
2g0

2H0P0~3v21v0
2!

v̄0
2~v22v0

2!
.

~9!

In the case of repeated reflection of light, the angle of ro
tion is doubled, and so on. It should be noted that
uniaxial form of the crystal is immaterial for the obtaine
effect ~and for subsequent analysis!, and an equation of the
type ~9! remains valid for a crystal of any symmetry.
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plane of reflected light for media whose symmetry perm
the linear ME effect~ME media!. The angle of rotation of the
polarization plane is proportional to the ME interaction co
stant, which differs from zero only in crystals with a defini
symmetry. Moreover, reflected light in Ref. 5 preserved
linear polarization. In our case, no limitations are imposed
the crystal symmetry, and the ME properties are created b
constant magnetic field and spontaneous polarizationP0 ,
and reflected light acquires elliptic polarization.

For a wave traversing a path of lengthL in a ferroelec-
tric crystal, we have

ey
ex

5tanw5
~n0112 ig1!tanw01g22 iD/2

n0112 ig11 i ~D/21 ig2!tanw0
,

w052
DvL

2c
, D5«8/n0 . ~10!

It follows from ~10! that the rotational angle of the polariza
tion plane at the end of the optical path lengthL is

w5w01wPH52
DvL

2c
1
2g2~n011!1Dg1

2~n011!2
. ~11!

In this expression, the first term is much larger than the s
ond (wPH is the ME gyration angle for the transmitted ligh!
and is proportional to the ratioL/l0 , wherel0 is the wave-
length of light. This term is directly proportional to the ma
netic field strength (D } H0) and describes the well-know
Faraday’s magnetooptical effect. The second term is prop
tional to the productP0H0 and does not depend on the o
tical path length. The latter circumstance means that the
tation of the polarization plane of transmitted light throu
the anglewPH , as well as the rotation of the polarizatio
plane through the anglew̄ @Eq. ~9!# upon reflection, occurs
near the crystal surface. If light propagates in the oppo
direction, while the chosen system of coordinates as wel
the directions ofH0 and P0 remain constant, the value o
wPH changes its sign, while the anglew0 of Faraday’s rota-
tion preserves its sign. As a result, the contribution ofwPH to
the rotation of polarization plane is compensated for up
double passage through the crystal~in the forward and back-
ward directions!. The second term in~11! is apparently as-
sociated with ‘‘magnetopolarization gyration.’’2 The method
of its measurement in Ref. 2 involved the determination
the difference between the angle of rotation of polarizat
plane after a single passage and half the angle of rotatio
a result of double passage of light.

2. The vectorsP0 andH0 lie in the plane of the bound
ary, kinW iy. In this geometry, from Eq.~6! we obtain

n1
25«12g1

22«82n0
22, n2

25«2~12g1
2«1

21!. ~12!

In zero magnetic field and in the case of spontaneous po
ization in the first wave~with the refractive indexn1!, only
the electric field componentex differs from zero, while in the
second wave~with the refractive indexn2! the only nonzero
component isez . Spontaneous polarization induces in t
second wave a longitudinal electric component which crea
a weak elliptical polarization,ey52 ig1«1

21n2ez .
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nents are present in both waves. In the case of a line
polarized wave with the vectore directed along thex axis,
the reflected wave acquires a weak elliptical polarizat
(ey; iH 0P0

2), and its polarization plane is turned through
anglew̄'ez /ex ,

w̄5
2n2~g1«81g2«1!

«1~n21n1!~n211!~n121!
. ~13!

This angle of rotation, as well as the anglew̄ @Eq. ~9!#, is
proportional to the productP0H0 as in the case 1.

Transmitted light also acquires a weak elliptic polariz
tion. The anglew of rotation of the polarization plane de
pends periodically on the optical path length. Over distan
L@l0 , we have

w5AL cosk1L,

AL5VA11j212j cos~k12k2!L,

V5
n1~g1«81g2«1!

~«22«1!«1
, j52

«21n1
n1~n211!

. ~14!

The amplitude AL is modulated in L and is small,
AL;P0H0 .

When the light wave propagates in the opposite dir
tion, the value ofAL changes sign, i.e., no rotation of pola
ization plane is observed in the transmitted light in the c
of double passage~in the forward and backward directions!.

Thus, in both cases a rotation of the polarization plane
the reflected light through an angle proportional to the pr
uct of the first powers of magnetic field and electrical pol
ization takes place. In the case of multiple reflection,
rotational angle is multiplied accordingly.

In case 1, the rotation of the polarization plane in tra
mitted light is determined by the Faraday effect@the first
term in ~11!# and by the ME effect@the second term in~11!#,
while in case 2, the Faraday effect does not take place,
gyration depends periodically of the optical path length w
an amplitude proportional to the productP0H0 ~14!. The
magnetooptical effects@~9! and~14!# and the second term in
~11! are proportional to magnetic field as well as sponta
ous polarizationP0 , i.e., are magnetoelectric. Naturall
these effects should be observed not only in ferroelectr
but also in an insulator in an external electric fieldE0 . In the
latter case, these effects are proportional to the prod
E0H0 . It should also be noted that we do not impose a
limitations on the crystal symmetry for manifestations
these ME effects. Let us estimate the order of magnitude
these effects.

In Eq. ~9!, the gyromagnetic ratiog05e/(mc)
51.73107 GGSE units. Puttingv;v̄0;v0;1015rad•s21,
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the magnetic field strength in gauss!. For ferroelectric mate-
rials for which P0;104 CGSE units ~e.g., for a uniaxial
Pb5Ge3O11 crystal studied in Ref. 2!, the value of the angle
of rotation@Eq. ~9!# of the polarization plane upon reflectio
is w̄;10211 H0 rad. The angle of rotationwPH ~11! and
AL @Eq. ~14!# have the same order of magnitude. In fiel
H0;104 G, the rotational angle is of the order o
1027 rad. At the same time, the first term in~11! ~the Fara-
day effect! is of the order ofw0;1027H0(L/l0), i.e., is
larger than the ME contribution by a factor of 104(L/l0). On
the other hand, the values of ‘‘magnetopolarization gy
tion’’ in Ref. 2 are of the order of a percent of Faraday
gyration. Thus, our estimates give a much smaller magnit
of the effect than that given in Ref. 2.

Naturally, the closeness of the frequencyv of incident
light to the electron frequencyv0 permits resonant enhance
ment of the magnetooptical effects under consideration.
frequency dependence of the ME gyration anglewPH in
transmitted light obtained from Eq.~4!, ~5!, ~10!, and~11! is
rather cumbersome. In the vicinity of resonances, when
value ofv is close tov i(v,v1), the frequency dependenc
of the ME gyration is the same as for Faraday’s gyration, i
wPH;@(v22v1

2)(v22v2
2)#1/2.

In order to remove the remaining contradictions,
would be expedient to measure the angle of rotation of
larization plane in reflected light or in the geometry corr
sponding to case 2, in which the Faraday effect is absent
hence does not mask manifestations of weaker ME effec
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Electron structure of diborides of 3 d metals

G. E. Grechnev and N. V. Ushakova
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Ukraine, 310164 Kharkov, Ukraine*
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The electron energy spectra of diborides of 3d-metals ScB2 , TiB2 , VB2 , CrB2 , and MnB2 are
calculatedab initio. Thermodynamic properties and stability of these compounds are
investigated at low temperatures. An analysis of the low-temperature heat capacity and magnetic
properties of diborides has made it possible to establish a number of parameters of many-
particle interactions. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~97!00603-8#

Diborides of transition metals with the crystal lattice of states were refined by terminal iterations on a net with 2
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the AlB2 type form a wide and insufficiently studied class
intermetallic compounds. The mechanical and structu
properties and the conditions of stability for diborides1,2were
studied along with the electric and magnetic properties
these compounds.3–6 Attempts were made to analyze the
retically the electron spectra of TiB2 ,

2,7 CrB2 ,
8 and VB2.

9

The electron structure of diborides is of special interest
connection with the possibility of the emergence of high-Tc
superconductivity in a compound whose composition is cl
to TiB2 ~see Ref. 10!.

In this research, self-consistentab initio calculations of
the electron structure and magnetic properties of the c
pounds ScB2 , TiB2 , VB2 , CrB2 , and MnB2 are carried out
under a unified approach. The evolution of electron ene
spectra in this series of diborides upon a change in the o
pancy of the conduction band is studied, the stability of
borides of transition metals is analyzed, and their bind
energies are calculated.

The diborides of 3d-metals under investigation have
hexagonal crystal structure of theC32 type with two boron
atoms and one metal atom in a unit cell; the ratioc/a of
lattice constants is close to unity.1 The energy spectra o
diborides were calculated by using the lineariz
MT-orbital method in the atomic sphere approximation ta
ing into account scalar–relativistic effects and so-cal
combined corrections.1 The exchange–correlation effec
were taken into account in the local approximation of t
spin and electron density functional theory.11,12 In the pro-
cess of self-conformation, only the wave functions of ele
trons in the conduction band were varied, the states of
cores being ‘‘frozen.’’ In each iteration, the band structu
was calculated on a net comprising 112 points in the irred
ible part of the Brillouin zone, and the partial densities
statesNl

i(E) ~i5B, d-metal, l5s, p, or d is the orbital
quantum number! were calculated by the method of tetrah
dra. The convergence of calculations with respect to the
culated electron pressure and the final form of the densit
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The electron densities of statesN(E) calculated by us

have similar forms for all diborides of 3d-metals and differ
only in specific details and in the position of the Fermi lev
EF . Figure 1 shows the partial densities of electron state
MnB2 in the paramagnetic phase. Dashed lines show e
gies corresponding the occupancy for the compounds un
investigation. For all diborides, the density of states at
bottom of the conduction band is formed bys-states of bo-
ron. These states are separated fromp–d bands by a mini-
mum on theN(E) curve. As we move to the region of highe
energies, the band structure of diborides exhibits a notice
hybridization of thep-states of boron withs-, p-, and
d-states of the transition metal. In the energy range clos
EF , the density of states of diborides has three noticea
peaks. The upper and lower peaks, which correspond to
tibonding and bonding states, respectively, are formed
d-electrons of the transition metal andp-electrons of boron.
The middle peak, which corresponds to the nonbond
states and which corresponds approximately to the oc
pancy of VB2 in Fig. 1, is mainly formed by thed-states of
the transition metal.

It can be seen from Fig. 1 and Table I that as we go o
from ScB2 to MnB2 in the series of diborides under invest
gation, the Fermi level passes through a deep minimum
the density of states~pseudogap at the occupancy level
TiB2! and goes over to the region of high values ofN(EF)
for CrB2 and MnB2, which can be accompanied by a d
crease in stability of these compounds. Indeed, accordin
Table I, the experimental values of binding energy13 de-
creases in the series TiB2–VB2–CrB2 . Our results of direct
calculations of the binding energy for diborides
3d-metals in the local electron and spin density approxim
tion, according to the method developed by Skriver,11 are
presented in Table I and are in good agreement with
available experimental data.

Since graphite-like boron layers alternate with metal la

2170217-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE II. Magnetic susceptibility of diborides of 3d-metals
(1026 emu/mole) and the values of the Stoner factora 5 JN(EF)/2.
ers in the hexagonal crystalline structure of diborides, it w
proposed that the coupling between the layers is weak,
that the crystal lattice stability is determined by the ‘‘meta
metal’’ and ‘boron–boron’’ bonds.14 However, the results
obtained by us and indicating a strong hybridization of
p- and d-states of the transition metal with thep-states of
boron show that the coupling between the layers is impor
for understanding the physical properties of diborides.

According to the current theory, the magnetic propert
of transition metals are mainly determined by Pauli param
netismxP of conduction electrons, which is proportional
N(EF) to the first approximation. The susceptibility ob
served for many transition metals is noticeably higher th
the Pauli susceptibility, which can be explained by excha
enhancement of spin paramagnetism:

xsp5SxP5
mB
2N~EF!

12a
, ~1!

whereS5(12a)21 is the Stoner factora 5 JN(EF)/2; xP

5 mB
2N(EF); andJ is the exchange interaction parameter

conduction electrons. In the local electron and spin den
approximation, the parameterJ can be calculated by usin

FIG. 1. Partial densities of electron states in the paramagnetic phas
MnB2 : the solid curve corresponds to thed-partial density of states of Mn
atoms and the dashed curve to thep-partial density of states of B atoms. Th
vertical dashed lines indicate the occupancy levels for the compounds u
investigation.

TABLE I. Thermodynamic parameters of diborides of 3d-metals.

Compound

Binding energy,
Ry/atom Nexp(EF) N(EF)

exp theor state Ry•cell l

ScB2 – 0.45 – 13.79 –
TiB2 0.500 0.49 6.25 2.43 1.57
VB2 0.466 0.48 27.36 18.00 0.52
CrB2 0.418 0.42 78.32 41.44 0.89
MnB2 – 0.38 25.62 14.98 0.71
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the computable values of local exchange integralsJll 8
i and

partial densities of states at the Fermi level~see Ref. 15!:

J5
1

N2~EF! (
l l 8 i

Nl
i~EF!Jll 8

i Nl 8
i

~EF!. ~2!

Because of the metal-type conductivity of diborides, w
can assume that their susceptibility is also determined by
spin component to a considerable extent. Table II conta
the values of spin contribution to magnetic susceptibility c
culated from Eqs.~1! and ~2! as well as experimental dat
obtained in Refs. 3 and 5. It can be seen from Table II t
the spin contribution to susceptibility is decisive for CrB2 .
For other compounds, the discrepancy between the ca
lated spin contributionsxsp and experimental valuesxexp is
apparently due to a significant orbital contribution~including
ionic contribution! to the magnetic susceptibility. Using th
calculated densities of states for TiB2 and VB2, we esti-
mated the spin susceptibility for the (V0.5Ti0.5)B2 alloy in the
virtual crystal approximation:xsp'2231026 emu/mole.
Since xexp522831026 emu/mole for this compound, we
can estimate the magnitude of the orbital contributi
(Dx'25031026 emu/mole). Taking this value as a roug
estimate for TiB2 , VB2 , and CrB2 and summing upDx and
the calculated spin contributions, we reach a satisfact
agreement with the experimental valuesxexp ~see Table II!.

According to the results of calculations of the electr
structure in the paramagnetic phase, the Stoner criterio
magnetic instability, viz.,a.1, virtually holds for the
CrB2 compound@to within the errors in the calculations o
the parametersJ and N(EF) in the case where the Ferm
level is located on the steep slope of the peak on the den
of states; see Fig. 1#. For the paramagnetic phase
MnB2, the Stoner criterion obviously holds:a.3. In order
to determine the possibility of transition of MnB2 and CrB2
to the magnetically ordered state, we also calculated
spin-polarized band structure of these compounds by u
the local electron and spin density approximation~according
to Refs. 11 and 12!. For MnB2, the ferromagnetic ground
state with the valueM'2mB of spontaneous magnetic mo
ment localized in the atomic sphere of manganese has b
established. Strong exchange splitting in the electron sp
trum of ferromagnetic MnB2 leads to a noticeable differenc
in the densities of states for subbands with ‘‘up’’ an
‘‘down’’ spins, which are presented in Fig. 2. The total de
sity of states for both spin subbands in this case forms a d
minimum in the vicinity of the Fermi level, leading to
considerable decrease inN(EF) ~see Table I!. On the whole,
the calculated thermodynamic parameters of ferromagn
MnB2 are in accord with the experimental data.6

of

er

Compound a xsp xsp1Dx xexp

TiB2 0.04 6 244 240
~VTi !B2 – 22 228 228
VB2 0.37 77 27 21.5
CrB2 0.91 550 500 455
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An analysis of neutron diffraction in a CrB2 single
crystal6 has made it possible to establish a complex helic
dal magnetic structure atT,TN586 K with the magnetic
moment 0.560.1mB , localized at chromium atoms. Th
analysis of the electron structure for such a noncollin
magnetic phase involves considerable difficulties. Our an
sis of the electron structure of the collinear ferromagne
phase of CrB2 led to the value 0.8mB for the magnetic mo-
ment, which is close to that established experimentally.6

In conclusion, let us compare the experimental results
the low-temperature electron heat capacity with the theo
ical values. The densities of states at the Fermi level ca
lated by us differ significantly from the corresponding valu
of Nexp(EF) determined from the data on electron heat cap
ity of diborides3,4 ~see Table I!. This discrepancy is usually
explained by the renormalization of the one-electron sp
trum:

Nexp~EF!5~11l!N~EF!, ~3!

where the constantl includes additively the effects of many
particle interaction~the electron–phononlep , the spin-
fluctuationls f , and the electron–electronslee interactions!.
Comparing the calculated values ofN(EF) with the values of

FIG. 2. Electron densities of states in the ferromagnetic MnB2 : the dashed
curve corresponds to states with spin ‘‘up’’ and the solid curve to states
spin ‘‘down.’’ The vertical line indicates the position of the Fermi level.
219 Low Temp. Phys. 23 (3), March 1997
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stantl ~see Table I!. The large value ofl for TiB2 can be
attributed to a strong electron–phonon interaction in t
compound~see Ref. 10!. An increase inl upon a transition
from VB2 to magnetically ordered compounds is apparen
associated with increasing contribution of the sp
fluctuation termls f .

In this research, we have analyzed the change in
band structure in the series of compounds ScB2–MnB2
which differ significantly in their physical properties by u
ing a unified theoretical method based on the local elect
and spin density approximation. The analysis shows that
electron structure calculated for diborides of 3d-metals is in
satisfactory agreement with the available experimental d
Such an analysis provides rich information on the elect
energy spectrum of diborides, including the parameters
many-particle interactions. The band structure and the e
mates of the electron–phonon interaction parameter
TiB2 do not suggest a peculiar value for the superconduc
transition temperature in compounds close in composition
TiB2 .

We with to thank I. V. Svechkarev for interest in th
research and for useful discussions.
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Effect of electron–phonon relaxation on longitudinal electron focussing in metals

s
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Feasibility of spectroscopy of the electron–phonon interaction~EPI! is substantiated by the
method of longitudinal electron focusing~LEF! in thin metal plates. It is shown that the LEF
makes it possible to obtain information on the differential function of the EPI characterizing
the relaxation of charge carriers with a strictly definite momentum on phonons, which cannot be
gained by using other methods. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-777X~97!00703-2#

In 1965, Sharvin1 proposed a method for studying the Although the feasibility of LEF in a metal wa
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Fermi surface~FS! «p5«F ~«F is the Fermi energy!, which is
based on the observation of longitudinal electron focus
~LEF! by a magnetic fieldH in thin metal films whose thick-
ness is much smaller than the mean free path of charge
riers. The LEF experimental geometry is shown in Fig. 1.
electron starting from pointE lying on a sample surface ca
arrive along a ballistic trajectory to pointC lying on the
same field line on another surface only if the timet0 of its
motion is a multiple to the Larmor periodTH .

In a real experiment, the current-carrying point cont
~emitterE! and the measuring potential point contact~collec-
tor C! naturally have finite sizes, and electrons arriving fro
one point contact to the other have the momentum com
nentspH from a small interval near the value satisfying t
equality

L5ku0~«F ,pH!5kv̄HTH5
ck

eH

]S

]pH
, k51, 2,..., ~1!

whereL is the separation between pointsC andE, v̄H and
pH are the electron mean velocity and momentum along
direction of the vectorH, S(«F ,pH) is the area of the FS
cross section by the planepH5const, andTH5(c/eH)
3(]S/]«F).

The signalU being measured obviously has singulariti
at the values of the magnetic field, for which the phase v
ume corresponding to the above-mentioned electrons at
its maximum value, i.e., condition~1! is satisfied for charge
carriers with an extremal value of the quantity]S/]pH . The
derivative ]S/]pH has extrema in the cross sectio
pH5pextr corresponding to the extremal displaceme
u0(«F ,pextr) of an electron along the vectorH over a period
~]2S/]pH

2 50 for pH5pextr!, as well as at the elliptic refer
ence ~edge! points pH5pmax, at which ]S/]pmax52p/AK
~K is the Gaussian curvature of the FS at the po
pH5pmax!. Consequently, the observation of the system
LEF peaks periodic in the fieldH makes it possible to deter
mine the Gaussian curvature and extremal values of the
rivative ]S/]pH for the FS.
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demonstratedsoon after the publication by Sharvin,this
effect has not found an application as a method of ferm
ogy since the same information concerning the FS can
obtained in technologically simpler experiments on obser
tion of Sondheimer oscillations of magnetoresistance of t
plates.3,4 However, the idea of injection of nonequilibrium
electrons with the excess energyeV determined by the ap
plied voltage in a conductor with the help of a point conta
proved to be very useful. For example, it was found5 that
LEF can be used to determine the energy dependence o
electron–phonon relaxation length. An analysis of nonlin
current–voltage characteristics of point contacts sub
quently led to the development of an extremely effect
method of point-contact spectroscopy of the electro
phonon interaction~EPI!.6,7

The study of phenomena which enable one to take b
advantages of this method, i.e., voltage-controlled energiz
of electrons and a decisive role of a small region on the FS
the effect, with the help of LEF is undoubtedly promisin
We will analyze below the role of the EPI in LEF and wi
prove that in view of the above-mentioned potentialities, t
method can be used for obtaining more detailed~as com-
pared to other methods! information on the interaction o
charge carriers with phonon excitations in a metal.

The potential differenceU between the collectorC and a
periphery point of the sample, which is measured by a v
meter, can be expressed in terms of the semiclassical d
bution function for conduction electrons,8 which must be de-
termined by using Boltzmann’s kinetic equation with th
corresponding boundary conditions. We will not write he
the results of rigorous calculations similar to the calculat
of the transverse electron focussing signal9 and give the final
result for the component of the signalDU at the collector,
which depends nonmonotonically on the magnetic field a
is due to electrons moving in strictly ballistic trajectories:

DU~L !5~e^vnQ~vn!&!21E
«F

«F1eV

d«

2200220-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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K d f * vnQ~vn!u~R2DRPSE!

3expH 2E
0

t0
np~ t8!dt8J L

«

, ~2!

whereeV.0, the vectorL5(R,d) connects the centers o
the contacts,d is the sample thickness,vn is the velocity
component perpendicular to the plane of the apertureSC of
the collector,Q(vn) is the Heaviside~unit step! function,
d f * is the nonequilibrium component of the electron dist
bution function in the plane of the emitter apertur
SE51/4pa2 ~a is the contact diameter!, u(R P SE) is the
unit function differing from zero for values ofR belonging
to SE ,DR(«,t,pH) is the displacement of charge carriers in
plane parallel to the boundaries over the timet0(«,t,pH) of
motion from contact to contact,t is the ‘‘time’’ of motion of
an electron in the trajectory,

np~«!5E
0

u«2«Fu
gp~v!dv ~3!

is the frequency of electron–phonon relaxation, and

gp~v!5(
a

^Wp2p8,ad~v2vp2p8,a!&« , ~4!

is the EPI differential function characterizing the interacti
of electrons having a momentump with phonons. In relation
~4!,Wq,a is the square of the modulus of the matrix eleme
of the EPI,vq,a is the frequency of a phonon with the wav
vectorq, the summation is carried out over the phonon sp
trum branches, and\51. The angle brackets denote the a
eraging over the direction of momentum on the consta
energy surface«p5«, which is assumed to be closed:

^•••&«5
2eH

N~«!~2p!3c Epmin
pmax

dpHE
0

TH
dt••• . ~5!

HereN(«) is the electron density of states.
In order to avoid cumbersome formulas, in the deriv

tion of relation~2! we assumed that the temperatureT50. If
T!eV, this leads only to an insignificant broadening of LE
peaks.

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the setup for observation of longitud
focussing of conduction electrons by a magnetic fieldH in a plate.1
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signal can be interpreted by using simple physical consid
ations. The value ofU measured by the voltmeter is th
electric potential far away from a contact in the bulk of t
collector, where the electron distribution functionf p is in
equilibrium:

f p5 f 0~«1eU!. ~6!

The electron distribution function for the emitter acquires
nonequilibrium correction d f * to the Fermi function
f 0(«p). In the absence of scattering in the bulk, this noneq
librium component is transferred by charge carriers alo
ballistic trajectories to the collector. The distribution fun
tion for electrons arriving at the collector~with vn.0! has
the form

f p5 f 0~«p1ew~L !!1d f * u~L2DRPSE!, ~7!

wherew(L ) is the value of electrical potential in the plane
the collector aperture, the functionu reflects the fact that the
function f p differs from the Fermi function only for a sma
group of electrons arriving from the emitter. Assuming th
the voltmeter is ideal, we can write the condition of ze
current through the contactC by using relations~6! and~7!:

E
0

`

d«vn^Q~2vn! f 0~«p1ew~L !1eU!1Q~vn!@ f 0~«p

1ew~L !!1d f * u~L2DRPSE!#&«50. ~8!

Linearizing the right-hand side of this equation inU and
ew under the assumption thateU, ew!«F and considering
that nonequilibrium electrons belong to the energy inter
@«F ,«F1eV# for T→0 and2 ] f 0 /]«p 5 d(« 2 «F) we ob-
tain Eq. ~2!, in which the exponential function is the prob
ability of motion of charge carriers in the sample witho
scattering.

The asymptotic calculation of the mean value~5! in Eq.
~2! is based on the smallness~for h5a/L!1! of the region
‘‘cut’’ by the u-function on the constant-energy surfa
«p5« near the linespH5p0 specified by the equations

ku0~«,pH!5
kc

ueuHk

]S~«,pH!

]pH
5L, k51, 2,... . ~9!

The approximation of the step functionu(R P SE) by the
continuously differentiable function exp$2(R)2/(a/2)2% for
a/L→0 makes it possible to find the asymptotic value
DU by the Laplace method.10 Retaining the main term of the
asymptotic series, we can write the ballistic component
the LEF signal amplitude in the form

DU5
1

e E
«F

«F1eV

d« (
k5k0

`

A~«,p0!

3exp$2kTHn̄~«,p0!%d f * , ~10!

wherek(«,p0) 5 @L/u0(«,p0)# 1 1 and@x# is the integral
part of the numberx. Here and below, the bar above th
letter indicates the value of the corresponding function av
aged over the periodTH :

l
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The functionA(«,pH) has the meaning of the partia
contribution from electrons with the energy« and the mo-
mentum componentpH to the LEF signal. Its amplitude o
the cross sectionS(«,pH), corresponds to the satisfaction
the focussing condition~9!.

If the derivative]2S/]pH
2 and the velocity componen

v' perpendicular to the vectorH differ from zero for
pH5p0 , we have

A~«,p0!5hAp
2m* ~vH

2 v'
21!

^vnQ~vn!&«
U ~]S/]pH!

~]2S/]pH
2 !
U
pH5p0

. ~11!

In the case wherep05pmax, the reference point~the bound-
ary point corresponding to the maximum of the derivat
]S/]pH! at whichv'50 and]S/]p052p/AK, we have

A~«,pmax!5h2/3
22/3pG~1/3!~vH

2 v'
21!

^vnQ~vn!&«

~kN
21/3!

KM2/3 . ~12!

HerekN 5 k1 sin
2 q 1 k2 cos

2 q; K 5 Ak1k2, M 5 1/2(k1
1 k2) are the normal, Gaussian, and average curvature
the surface«p5« at the reference pointpmax, R15k1

21 and
R25k2

21 are the principal radii of curvature, an
q52pt/TH .

For electrons having the extremal displacement alo
the magnetic field over a period (]2S/]pH

2 50 for
pH5p05pextr!, we obtain

A~«,pextr!5h1/2
G~1/4!

2&

2m*p~vH
3/2v'

21/2!

^vnQ~vn!&«

3U ~]S/]pH!

~]3S/]pH
3 !
U
pH5p05pextr

1/2

. ~13!

It should be noted that since the parameterh5a/L!1,
the functionA, according to relations~11!–~13!, has two
systems of peaks periodic in the magnetic field. One of th
systems is associated with focussing of electrons from re
ence points at the collector, while the other is associated w
electrons corresponding to extremal values of the deriva
]S/]pH of the cross sections of the surface«p5«.

The characteristic intervalD«, over which the change in
the quantity ofA as a function of energy« is significant, is of
the order ofh«F . For eV,h«F , the amplitudeA can be
taken on the FS, and its extrema determine the position
the LEF signal peaks on the magnetic field scale. As
nonequilibrium band widtheV increases, the difference i
the Larmor radii of the trajectories of electrons having d
ferent energies, but the same displacement along the ve
H over a period becomes comparable to the contact diam
a. This is the reason behind the nonlinear dependence o
amplitude of LEF lines onV and the change in their shape
well as the values of the fieldHk(V) for which the signal
attains its maximum value.1! The dependence of the secon
and third cofactors in the integrand of Eq.~10! on « associ-
ated with the EPI is manifested at energies~eV! of the order
of the Debye energyvD for phonons.
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electronsl «5min(lep,Al epl i) ~l i and l ep are the mean free
paths for elastic and electron–phonon collisions! in the
sample and in the contact can differ significantly in view
a strong contamination of the contact region. According
the contacts with a small elastic relaxation length are ch
acterized by two contributions to the LEF signal, which a
nonlinear inV. One of these contributions is associated w
the EPI at the contact and the other with inelastic relaxat
of electrons moving from the emitter to the collector.

We assume that the current-carrying contact is ballis
i.e., a! l i , and that the value ofl ep is comparable with the
separationL of the contacts. In this case, the functiond f *
can be regarded as independent of energy. Differentia
expression~10! with respect to the emitter voltage, we obta
the following expressions for the ratio of the second and fi
derivatives of the amplitudeDUk

maxof thekth LEF line in the
main approximation in the parametereV/«F!1:

~]2DUk
max/]V2!

~]DUk
max/]V!

5ekTHḡ~eV,pe!, ~14!

where

pe5pmax~v'~pmax!50!,

or

pe5pextr~]2S/]pextr
2 50!.

For the values of magnetic field corresponding to the foc
sing peaks for electrons from the neighborhood of a re
ence point of the FS, the quantitygpmax(v) 5 ḡ(v,pmax) does
not depend on the phase on the cyclotron trajectory,
hence expression~14! contains the local value of the EP
function. It should be noted that point-contact spectrosco
can be used to determine the EPI function which is avera
over the FS and which contains the geometrical form fact7

and the observation of nonlinear transverse electron focu
makes it possible to determine the functiongp(v) ~4! inte-
grated along the line connecting the ends of the extre
diameter on the FS.13

Relation~14! demonstrates the possibility of reconstruc
ing the EPI differential function by measuring the LEF sign
for various mutual arrangement of the contacts. In this c
nection, it is appropriate to mention the recent experimen14

on the observation of anisotropy of electron flows in a th
metal plate.15 In these experiments, a focused laser bea
which could be displaced along one of the surfaces of
plate, was used instead of a point contact for creating a lo
nonequilibrium state in the electron system, while the m
suring conventional point contact located at the other surf
remains stationary. It should be noted that although the r
~14! remains finite forl ep→0, it can be determined in actua
practice as long asl ep(eV)<L. In bismuth-type semimetals
the electron–phonon relaxation length is relatively lar
( l ep'1022–1023 cm) even for excess electron energi
eV.vD ~vD is the Debye energy of phonons!, which makes
it possible to use relatively thick plates in such experimen

In the opposite limiting case, when the EPI on a ballis
trajectory is insignificant (L/ l ep@1), but the contact size is
comparable to the inelastic relaxation length in it, the no
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d f * («) of the distribution function for charge carriers in
jected in the metal.

The determination of the nonequilibrium distributio
function for electrons in a contact, taking the EPI into a
count, forms an independent problem which was conside
by many authors in connection with the problem of poi
contact spectroscopy~see, for example, the spectral atlas
Ref. 16 and the references cited there!. Although the explicit
form of the functiond f * is sensitive to the emitter geometr
the form of its energy dependence is determined by the r
tion between the contact sizea and the lengthl « . In the case
of a weak inelastic electron relaxation, the EPI can be ta
into account in the perturbation theory, and the funct
d f * can be written in the form13

d f *5 f 11 f 2
a2

vFl i H E0«2«F
dvg~v!

1E
0

«F1eV2«

dvg~v!J ; l 1!a! l «, ~15!

whereg(v) 5 ^gp(v)&«; f 1, f 2 5 const(«), andvF is the
Fermi velocity. Setting n̄50 in expression ~10! for
L/ l ep@1, we obtain the following expression for the ‘‘inela
tic’’ correction dU for the LEF signal:

dU5 f 2
a2

vFl i
E

«F

«F1eV

d« E
0

«2«F
dvg~v!

3 (
k5k0

`

@A~«,p0!2A~«2v,p0!#. ~16!

According to this result, the second derivative of the LE
signal amplitude is proportional to the EPI~Eliashberg! func-
tion averaged over the FS:

]2dU

]~eV!2
' f 2

a2

vFl i
S (
k5k0

`
]A

]«F
D eVg~eV!; eV!«F.

~17!

Note the absence of a form factor in the EPI function wh
is determined by the method of electron focusing, which
pears in the point-contact spectroscopy.7,16 This can be ex-
plained by a considerably weaker dependence of the L
signal on the contact geometry as compared to the con
resistance.

If the electron mean free path in inelastic collisions
comparable with the size of the emitter (l «;a), the pertur-
bation theory in the electron–phonon collision integral is
applicable, and it is impossible to obtain an explicit expr
sion for d f * («) under arbitrary assumptions concerning t
EPI functiongp(v). The model considered in Ref. 13 tak
into account the interaction of electrons with phonons hav
a certain frequencyvq5v0 . Such a model successfully de
scribes, for example, inelastic relaxation of charge carr
by optical and intervalley phonons in semimetals. In t
case, the functiond f * has jumpsD f n for discrete energy
values:13
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d f * ~«!' (
n50

D f n~«!Q~«n2«!, ~18!

«n5«F1eV2nv0 , n50, 1, 2 ,...,N, ~19!

eV2Nv0,v0 ,

whereD f n(«) 5 d f * («F 1 eV2 0) is the jump in the distri-
bution function at the boundary of the nonequilibrium ban
We do not write here cumbersome expressions~see Ref. 13!
for the functionD f n whose explicit form is immaterial for
subsequent analysis. It should only be noted that the am
tude of jumps depends on the parametera/ l « . In the limit of
weak electron–phonon relaxation (a/ l «!1), the maximum
jump of the distribution function is equal toD f 0 , and suc-
cessive phonon repetitions of this jump are proportiona
powers of the parameter (a/ l «)

2. The highest probability
corresponds to one-phonon processes described by the d
bution function ~15!. In the opposite case of strong EP
(a/ l «.1), the number of nonequilibrium electrons decrea
exponentially upon an increase in their energy, and the m
nitude of the jumpD f n increases accordingly with the num
bern.

Substituting the functiond f * @Eq. 18# into Eq. ~10! and
differentiating the result, we obtain

]U

]V
5 (

k5k0

`

(
n50

N

A~p0 ,«n!D f n . ~20!

In magnetic fields satisfying relation~9!, the derivative~20!
has peaks for energies«n ~19!. The condition of their obser-
vation is the requirementa/L@v0 /«F , under which the
separation between neighboring extrema on the magn
field scale is larger than the linewidth.

Thus, for large emitter voltagesV, LEF can serve as a
method of EPI spectroscopy. In the case where relaxatio
a ballistic trajectory dominates (a,L< l ep), the second de-
rivative of the LEF signal at the maximum formed by ele
trons from the reference pointp5pmax on the FS is propor-
tional to the ‘‘differential’’ EPI functiongpmax(v) ~4!, which
characterizes the interaction of electrons having a mom
tumpmaxwith phonons. By varying the position of one of th
contacts and changing the roles of the current-carrying
measuring contacts, we can reconstructgpmax(v) on the entire
FS from the derivative]2Umax/]V2. Similar analysis of non-
linear voltage dependence of the amplitudes of peaks ass
ated with electrons corresponding to FS cross sections
extremal values of the derivative]S/]pH makes it possible
to determine the functionḡ(v,pH) averaged over a cyclotron
trajectory. If, however, electron–phonon relaxation direc
in the emitter contact dominates (a/L! l « / l ep), the deriva-
tive ]2DU/]V2 in the case of weak EPI (a! l «) contains a
correction proportional to the functiong(v)5^gp(v)&«F

av-
eraged over the FS, which coincides with the EPI thermo
namic function~Eliashberg function! in the main approxima-
tion in the small parametera/L. It is important that the
frequencyv0 of dispersionless phonons at which electr
relaxation leads to the emergence of a system of peaks on
first derivative of the LEF signal fora/L!v0 /«F can be
determined easily with the help of LEF.
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Surface energy relaxation of conduction electrons in bismuth using transverse electron

focusing technique

V. V. Andrievskii, Yu. F. Komnik, and S. V. Rozhok

B. Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering, National Academy of Sciences, 310164
Kharkov, Ukraine*
~Submitted July 24, 1996!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.23, 307–312~March 1997!

The position of the first and second lines of transverse electron focusing on the scale of magnetic
fields is analyzed to determine the loss of excess energy of conduction electrons in bismuth
as a result of collisions with the crystal boundary upon normal incidence as well as the shape of
the functional dependence of this quantity on the initial excess energy. It is found that
beginning from relatively low values of excess energy (;3 meV), a sharp drop in energy occurs
upon reflection of electrons at the boundary. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-777X~97!00803-7#
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The focusing of conduction electrons in metals with t
help of a transverse magnetic field1 was earlier used mainly
for studying the interaction2 of extremely low excitation en-
ergy electrons with the surface. This method provides inf
mation about the probability of specular3 or intervalley4,5

surface reflection of electrons incident normally at the crys
boundary, as well as about the possibility of Andreev refl
tion of quasiparticles at the normal metal–supercondu
interface.6,7 This information was obtained from the ratio o
amplitude of the first two electron focusing~EF! lines for a
slight nonequilibrium of carriers.

In this work, we shall show that by using the EF tec
nique in bismuth for a considerable excess energy of e
trons injected in the crystal, the position of the first two E
lines can provide information about the magnitude and
ture of loss of a part of the excess energy due to interac
of normally incident electrons with the surface.

EF TECHNIQUE

In order to realize transverse electron focusing, t
point contacts are formed at the surface of a single crysta
such a way that the separationL between them is smalle
than the electron mean free path in the metal. Curren
passed between one point contact~emitter! and a distant pe-
ripheral contact. The emitter is used for injecting electro
into the metal. The measurable quantity is the potentialUc

across the second point contact~collector! relative to another
peripheral point. The magnetic fieldH is directed in the
plane of the metal surface at right angles to the line conn
ing the point contacts. The electrons leaving the emi
move in ballistic~cyclotron! trajectories in a magnetic field
and some of them reach the collector and create a pote
on it. Upon a change in the magnetic field, the potentialUc

characterizes the number of electrons leaving the emitte
different angles and reaching the collector. The maxim
signal ~first EF line! is formed in a magnetic fieldH0

I in
which the electrons belonging to the extremal diameter of
Fermi surface reach the collector. For low excitation ene
of electrons, the fieldH0

I is defined by the expression
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wherepzF is the Fermi momentum component and thez axis
is directed at right angles to the surface.

In the EF technique, some electrons injected into
metal have an excess energyd« ~relative to the Fermi energy
«F! due to the voltageV applied to the point contact. Sinc
the electrons being injected have an energy«F1d«, pz be-
longs to the constant energy surface«F1d«, and hence the
field H I.H0

I :

H I5
2cpz
eL

, ~2!

pz5pzFS 11
d«

«F
D 1/2. ~3!

The second EF line is formed by electrons that are
flected once from the surface during their movement alo
the ballistic trajectory. The peak signal for the second
line is formed in a fieldH II in which electrons reach the
collector after interacting with the surface upon normal in
dence. In the absence of energy losses during reflection a
surface, the following exact relation must be satisfied
such electrons:

H II52H I. ~4!

The ratio of the amplitudes of the second and first
lines is determined by the coefficientq of specular reflection
at the surface. The interaction of an electron with the surf
for q51 is assumed to be totally elastic, and the absol
value of the normal component is conserved upon a reve
of its sign.

MEASURING TECHNIQUE

The standard technique of electron focusing by a tra
verse magnetic field1 was used for analyzing the position an
amplitude of the first and second EF lines in bismuth
different values of the excess electron energy. Sharpened
of copper wire, attached to the trigonal face of a bismu
single crystal separated by a distanceL;0.2 mm were used

2250225-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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as the emitter and the collector. Microscopic contact weld
of the wires was carried out by using a battery supplyin
constant voltage of 100 V across a ballast resistance
1 MV directly in liquid helium. The contact diameterd was
determined from Vexler’s formula8 ~d;5mm for a point
contact resistance.1V!. A small value of the ratiod/L
ensured a very sharp EF line.9 The magnetic field was pro
duced by Helmholtz coils, thus ensuring a high uniform
and smoothness of the field being applied. The orientatio
the contact line, crystallographic axes, and magnetic fi
corresponds to the standard recording of the EF lin
niC3 , L iC2 , H'L . The EF curves were recorded at liqui
helium temperatures in the interval 1.5–4.2 K, the requi
temperature was attained by pumping helium vapor.

In addition to the potentialUc(H) across the collector
the potential derivative with respect to the emitter curr
dUc /dIe(H) was also recorded in a number of cases
modulating the emitter current with a low-amplitude altern
ing current (;0.5 mA) and recording the collector signal
the modulation frequency. ThedUc /dIe(H) recording has
the advantage of sharper extrema than on theUc(H) record-
ing. The displacement of extrema of the first and second
lines on thedUc /dIe(H) relative toUc(H) can be easily
taken into consideration.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

It was found that Eq.~4! is violated as a result of in
creasing of the excess energy of electrons being injected

FIG. 1. Change in the position of the peak of the first~1! and second~2! EF
lines on the scale of magnetic fields as a function of the excess ele
energy determined by the voltage applied to the emitter point con
Curves3 and4 show the theoretical dependences as per Eqs.~2! and ~4!.
Curve5 corresponds to the expected variation in the position of the sec
line when Eq.~4! is satisfied relative to the experimentally observed dep
dence for the first line.
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dence of the magnetic field for first (H ) and second (H )
EF lines on the applied voltageV across the emitter~curves
1 and 2!. It would appear that this voltage must ensure
excess electron energyeV. The dashed curves show the a
ticipated variation in the values of the magnetic fieldsH I and
H II as functions ofeV in accordance with the focusing con
dition ~2! and relation~4!.

However, these relations are violated. First, the exp
mental curvesH I(eV) andH II(eV) are lower than the theo
retical curves. Second, the experimental curve2 for the sec-
ond line lies lower than curve5 plotted according to relation
~4! from the experimental curve for the first line. There is
factor capable of altering the position of the EF line on t
scale of magnetic fields upon the passage of strong curr
through the emitter. This is the intrinsic magnetic field of t
current in the point contact, viz., the region of its maximu
concentration. It has its highest value along the perimete
the point contact and decreases rapidly with increasing
tance from the emitter in the plane of the external me
boundary. In the bulk of the metal, the emitter current p
duces virtually no magnetic field. Thus, the magnetic field
the emitter current can affect the electron trajectory in
initial segment, i.e., the emitter region only, and does
affect the ballistic movement in the bulk of the metal. T
displacement of the first EF line toward higher magne
fields was recorded for currents*50 mA. Note that the in-
trinsic magnetic field of the emitter current must lead to
simultaneous unidirectional displacement of both the fi
and second EF lines, i.e., it cannot be responsible for a
crease in the separation between them. In order to elimin
the possible effect of the intrinsic magnetic field of the cu
rent, we confined our analysis to the position of the first a
second EF lines for currents not exceeding 50 mA.

The first peculiarity of Fig. 1, viz., a departure of th
dependencesH I(eV) from the theoretical curve described b
Eq. ~2!, was mentioned by us earlier in Refs. 10 and 1
According to our analysis, the most probable explanation
this deviation is that the actual excess energy of the injec
electrons is lower thaneV. This decrease is apparently du
to the relaxation process occurring in the emitter region11

The actual excess energyd« of injected electrons can b
calculated by comparing the theoretical and experimental
pendences for given values of the magnetic field. The ac
excess energy of electrons can be determined analytic
Since, according to~1! and ~2!,

H I

H0
5

pz
pzF

,

andpz is determined by Eq.~3!, we obtain the dependence o
the actual excess energyd«1 on the position of the first EF
line H I for nonequilibrium electrons relative toH0 :

d«15«FF S H I

H0
D 221G . ~5!

The second peculiarity in Fig. 1, viz., the departure
the dependenceH II(eV) from Eq. ~4! relative to the experi-
mental curve for the first line, indicates the loss of a part
the excess electron energy during interaction with the s

on
t.

d
-
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prior to the collision with the surface is traversed by an el
tron with an excess energyd«1 , and the second part of fligh
up to the collector is traversed with an excess energyd«, we
obtain a relation for determiningd«2 . Indeed, setting
L5L11L2 , we obtain

L5
2c

eHII ~pz11pz2!, ~6!

wherepz1 corresponds to the energy«F1d«1 andpz2 to the
energy«F1d«2 . Using Eq.~3! for pz1 and pz2 as well as
Eq. ~1!, we obtain

d«25«FF SH II2H I

H0
D 221G . ~7!

Figure 2 shows two examples of constructing the dep
dences of the ratiod«2 /d«1 on d«1 in the range of variation
of the initial excess energy up to;50 meV. The dependenc
Uc(H) is recorded in one case (a) and the dependenc
dUc /dIe(H) of the derivative in the other case (b). The
results were found to coincide in both cases. It can be s
that even for low values ofd«1;3–4 meV, a sharp decreas
is observed in the excess energy due to interaction with
surface. The dependences obtained in our experiments ca
described analytically by a function of the form

d«25Ad«1
k , ~8!

where k.1/2. For d«1'«F , the excess electron energ
d«2 after interaction with the surface decreases
;(0.25–0.30)d«1 . On the whole, the curves presented
Fig. 2 describe the change in the intensity of an inela
process involving the collision of electrons with the surfa
upon normal incidence. The probability of inelastic intera
tion of electrons with the surface can be characterized
terms of the difference 12 d«2 /d«1 as a function ofd«1 .

The coefficient of specular reflection at the surface,
tained from the ratio of amplitudes of the second and first
lines, decreases with increasing excess electron energy~Fig.
3!, but this decrease is not so strong and sharp as the lo
electron energy~cf. Fig. 2!. A somewhat unusual picture i
observed: the interaction of normally incident electrons w
the surface becomes markedly inelastic even for small va
of the excess energy, but the high value of the specular
flection coefficient is preserved. It can be assumed that e
trons incident normally at the bismuth surface are reflec
from the surface potential, and the emergence of tange
components of quasimomentum is obviously not neces
for such a process.

DISCUSSION

Beginning from relatively small values of the initial ex
cess energyd«1 , the most probable explanation for the sha
decrease in the ratiod«2 /d«1 is the excitation of the surfac
vibrations of the lattice during reflection of electrons at t
surface. The possibility of studying inelastic surface scat
ing of electrons by electron focusing was mentioned for
first time in Ref. 12, where a relation was obtained betwe
the signal being measured~derivative of the potential acros
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the collector with respect to the emitter voltage! and the cor-
responding function which characterizes the interaction
electrons with surface vibrations.

Apparently, the interaction of normally incident ele
trons with the surface may lead to the excitation of a surf
elastic wave in which the displacement of atoms occurs i
plane perpendicular to the surface~Rayleigh-type waves!.
We are not aware of the characteristics of such waves

FIG. 2. Ratio of the excess electron energyd«2 after collision with the
surface to the initial excess energyd«1 as a function ofd«1 . The data were
obtained by recording the EF signalUc(H)~a! and the derivative
dUc /dIe(H)~b!.
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bismuth. In order to evaluate the possible limiting frequen
range for surface phonons, we must use the available in
mation on the bulk phonons in bismuth and, above
phonons with transverse polarization. Transverse acou
phonons in the bulk of bismuth, propagating along the trig
nal axis, are characterized by a limiting energy 4.8 me
while the longitudinal acoustic phonons have an ene
7.5 meV. The energy of transverse optical phonons lies
the interval 9.2–12.6 meV, while longitudinal optic
phonons have an energy 12.6–13.5 meV.13 Only longitudi-
nal phonons exist in the direction of the binary axis. Acco
ing to the results of investigations of the phonon spectrum
bismuth using the slow neutron scattering,14 transverse opti-
cal phonons do not give a clearly manifested peak in
phonon density distribution function.

It was shown for the first time in Ref. 15 that surfa
waves correspond to discrete frequencies that are lower
the limiting frequencies for bulk waves. In the case of b
muth, these frequencies must be lower than the above va
for transverse phonons in the bulk. It follows from the e
perimental data presented in Fig. 2 that there exists a ce
threshold value ford«1 at which the energy loss in electron
commences upon reflection at the surface. However, i
hard to find the exact value of this quantity. An analysis
the dependences presented in Fig. 2 gives;3–5 meV for
the ratio d«2 /d«151. An analogous result is obtained b
constructing the dependenced«12d«2 as a function of
d«1 . These dependences are found to be straight lines
intersect the abscissa axis atd«1;4 meV. Note that these
estimates are quite rough.

Another result obtained by us from an analysis of t

FIG. 3. Change in the specular reflection coefficientq of electrons incident
normally at the boundary of the Bi crystal as a function of the exc
electron energy.
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experimental data deserves attention. The dependence o
excess electron energyd«2 after collision with the surface on
the initial excess energyd«1 is characterized by reproducibl
nonmonotonicities which are clearly manifested in the d
pendence ofd«2 on d«1 ~Fig. 4!. This dependence revea
slight dips at energies;18 and;25 meV. Hence, in addi-
tion to the excitation of surface vibrations as a result of
teraction of nonequilibrium electrons with the surface or d
ing their motion in the bulk of the crystal, there exis
another relaxation process involving a decrease in the ab
mentioned characteristic values of energy. We believe
this process is associated with the excitation of plasmon
brations. According to Ref. 16, the plasmon excitation f
quencies in bismuth correspond to the following energy v
ues: 19.6 meV for polarization perpendicular to the trigon
axisC3 and 23.2 meV for polarization alongC3 . The char-
acteristic values of energy corresponding to the dips on
dependence ofd«2 on d«1 are close to these values.

CONCLUSIONS

An analysis of the relative position of the first two E
lines on the scale of magnetic fields upon a change in
excess electron energy in bismuth has opened new prosp
for the transverse focusing technique. This technique
made it possible to detect and determine the drop in exc
energy of electrons as they collide with the surface. Suc
process begins for low values of the excess electron en
(;3–5 meV) and is apparently accompanied by the exc
tion of surface waves.

s

FIG. 4. Dependences ofd«2 on d«1 .
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LOW-DIMENSIONAL AND DISORDERED SYSTEMS
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Photoconductivity of a quantum ballistic contact
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The electron transport through a microscopic constriction in a two-dimensional quantum channel
in an alternating transverse electromagnetic field is considered. A general expression is
derived for the photoconductivity as a function of elements of a multichannel scattering
S-matrix. This expression generalizes the Landauer formula for the conductivity of a 2D ballistic
point contact~BPC! to the case of inelastic processes of interaction of ballistic electrons
with alternating electromagnetic field. The relation between the symmetry of theS-matrix of
electrons and the transport properties of the BPC in a nonstationary field is considered.
The photoconductivity of a BPC with an adiabatic geometry is obtained in the semiclassical
approximation. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~97!00903-1#

1. The fundamental concepts concerning the nature ofelastic scattering processes induced by a varying field on
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electron transport through narrow ballistic point conta
~BPC! are based on the well-known Landauer concept.1 The
physical assumptions underlying this concept can be for
lated as follows:

~1! voltage drop takes place only in the point-contact regi
~2! the motion of electrons in this region is ballistic;
~3! the distribution function for electrons incident on th

point contact is determined by only two completely i
dependent reservoirs~‘‘banks’’ ! which are in thermal
equilibrium.

These assumptions are apparently valid for the desc
tion of narrow channels which connect the reservoirs a
have a length smaller than the phonon mean free path
electrons, but a width large enough for the number of tra
verse quantization modes to be much larger than the num
of transverse modes propagating through a chan
Landauer1 proved that under the conditions formulate
above, the problem of determining the steady-state cond
tivity in the case of elastic scattering at a BPC is essenti
reduced to a purely dynamic problem of calculation of t
S-matrix of potential scattering of ballistic electrons. Th
Landauer theory successfully describes the results of num
ous experiments on conductivity of point contacts in a 2D
electron gas of semiconducting heterostructures and is
erally accepted. On the other hand, a unified consis
theory for the case of inelastic scatterers in the BPC reg
has not been developed yet.

This research aims at obtaining a general expression
describing the conductivity of a BPC in the presence of
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an analysis is also important in connection with recent
periments on the measurement of photoconductivity of po
contacts in 2D semiconducting structures.2

2. In order to derive a general expression for the cond
tivity of a 2D BPC, we will proceed from the Schro¨dinger
equation with the time-dependent Hamiltonian

H~ t !52
\2

2m
Dx,y1U~x,y!1V~x,y!cosvt,

in whichU(x,y) is the effective potential which determine
the point-contact geometry and which varies along thex axis
only in the contact region 2L,x,L, so that
U(x,y)5U(y) for uxu.L ~at the same time, the potentia
increases unlimitedly along they axis, thus ensuring the fi
niteness of the motion of a particle in this direction!, and
V(x,y) is the effective potential of the external alternatin
field. Because of these conditions, the electron spectrum
side the point contact region in zero alternating field ha
well-defined band structure of a multimode one-dimensio
system, i.e.,

«n~k!5
\2k2

2m*
1En ,

where ‘‘the transverse’’ energiesEn are eigenvalues of the
operator

Hy52
\2

2m*
]2

]y2
1U~y!;

2300230-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



k is the wave vector in the direction of thex axis, andm* is
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we can prove that the asymptotic forms of the solutions of
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the electron effective mass.
It is convenient to carry out the analysis of the dynam

of a system in a field varying periodically with time in th
quasi-energy representation of the wave function

Ce~x,n,t !5(
l

C«~x,n,l !exp@2 i ~ lvt1«t/\!#, ~1!

where the functionsC«(x,n,l ) are solutions of the time
independent Schro¨dinger equationHC« 5 «C« with the ef-
fective Hamiltonian

Ĥ5Ĥ01Ŵ;

Ĥ05F S 2
\2

2m*
]2

]x2
1EnD dnn82\v l Gd l l 8 ;

Ŵ5Û1V̂;

Û5F E
2`

`

dywn~y!U~x,y!wn8~y!2Endnn8Gd l l 8 ;
V̂5

1

2 F E
2`

`

dywn~y!V~x,y!wn8~y!G~d l21,l 81d l11,l 8!;

~2!

Herewn(y) are the real-valued eigenfunctions of the ope
tor Hy .

The wave functionC«(x,n,l ) is multiple-valued due to
the quasi-energy representation, which is manifested in
fact that if C«(x,n,l ) is an eigenvector of the operatorH
with the eigenvalue«, then the function

C«1\v l 8~x,n,l ![C«~x,n,l2 l 8! ~3!

is also an eigenvector, which, according to Ref. 1, gener
the same solution of the time-dependent problem.

In view of the local nature of the perturbationŴ in the
coordinatex, the complete set of eigenfunctions of the o
erator Ĥ can be constructed on the basis of the scatte
statesuCNLk

(1) & ~N5 1,2,...;L 5 0,6 1,6 2,...;2 ` , k, `!,
which are solutions of the Lippmann–Schwinger equatio

uCNLk
~1 ! &5uFNLk

~1 ! ~n,l ,x!&1Ĝ0
1~«NL~k!!ŴuCNLk

~1 ! &, ~4!

where

FNLk~n,l ,x!5~2p!21/2eikxdnNd lL ,

«NL~k!5«N~k!2\vL

are the eigenstates and eigenvalues of the operatorĤ0 ;
G0

1(«) 5 (« 2 Ĥ0 1 iv)21. Using the explicit expression fo
the unperturbed Green’s function

G0
1~«!5 i

dnn8d l l 8
vnl

exp@ i\knl~«!uxu#;

vnl5
\

m*
knl~«!;

knl~«!5knl~«1\v l !5
1

\
A2m* ~«2Enl1\v l !,
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Eq. ~4!, which are normalized to thed-function and which
describe the scattering of plane waves incident on a B
have the following form in the (n,l ,x)-representation:

CNLk
~1 ! ~n,l ,x!

5
1

A2pH eikxdnNd lL1RnN
lL ~ uku,s!

3exp@2 isknl~«NL~k!!x#; sx,2L;

TnN
lL ~ uku,s!exp@ isknl~«NL~k!!x#; sx.L,

~5!

where s5sgn(k). It should be noted that the coefficien
RnN
lL andTnN

lL in expressions~5! are connected directly with
the elements of the multichannelS-matrix of scattering

Ŝ[S r̂ ~ uku,11!

t̂~ uku,21!

t̂~ uku,11!

r̂ ~ uku,21! D ; ŜŜ151 ~6!

through the expressions

tnN
lL ~ uku,s!5Fknl~«NL~k!!

uku G1/2TnNlL ~ uku,s!; ~7!

r nN
lL ~ uku,s!5Fknl~«NL~k!!

uku G1/2RnN
lL ~ uku,s!. ~8!

In accordance with Eqs.~1!, ~7!, and~8!, the solutions of
the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation generated by th
statesuCN0k

(1) & have the form

CNk~n,x,t !5
1

A2p

35
exp@ ikx2 i«N~k!#dnN1(

l
RnN
l ~ uku,s!

3exp@2 isknl~ṽ !x2 i ṽt/\#; sx,2L;

(
l
TnN
l ~ uku,s!exp@ isknl~ṽ !x2 i ṽt/\#; sx.L

~9!

and describe inelastic scattering of an electron with
transverse quantum numberN and the wave vectork at a
microscopic constriction (ṽ 5 «N(k) 1 \v l ). In this case, the
coefficientsTnN

l [ TnN
l0 andRnN

l [ RnN
l0 determine the scatter

ing probability amplitudes for an electron in a state with t
transverse quantum numbern with the absorption ofl energy
quanta\v. Obviously, these solutions are important for ca
culating the nonstationary ballistic transport through a BP

3. While deriving a general expression for curre
through a contact, we will use the generally accepted La
auer approach, according to which the electron distribut
function away from a microscopic constriction is in equili
rium and is defined as

f N
~6 !~k!5 f 0S «N~k!7

1

2
eVD ,
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point contact, and the sign1(2) corresponds to the regio
to the left ~right! of the BPC. In this case, the one-partic
density matrix ĝ(t) which ensures the satisfaction of t
boundary conditions, according to which the flux incident
the BPC from the left~right! is determined by the equilib
rium function f 0(«N(k) 2 1/2 eV) and on the right by the
function f 0(«N(k) 1 1/2 eV), which explicitly takes into ac
count the assumption on the absence of electron correla
of reservoirs, can be constructed on the basis of the w
functions~9! as follows:

ĝ~ t !5 (
N,uku,s

f N
s~k!CN,uku,s~n,x,t !CN,uku,s* ~n,x,t !. ~10!

The period-averaged currentI x0 through the cross section a
point x0 is defined as

I x05e
v

2p E
0

2p/v

dt(
n

F \

2m* i S ]

]x
2

]

]x8D
3ĝnn8~x,x8,t !G

x5x85x0

~11!

and is naturally independent of the choice of the cross s
tion ~this fact follows directly from the continuity equatio
[( ]/]x)I x 5 ]/]t(ngnn(x,x,t)]. Consequently, the point o
observationx0 can be displaced, for example, to a regi
separated by large distance from the microconstricti
where the asymptotic expressions~9! are valid. The substi-
tution of these expressions into~11! and simple calculations
give1!

I5
e

p (
N,k

(
n,l

F f 0S «N~k!2
1

2
eVD uTnN

l0 ~ uku,1!u2

1 f 0S «N~k!1
1

2
eVD ~ uRnN

l0 ~ uku,21!u2

2dnNd l0!Gvnl~«N~k!!. ~12!

Taking into account relations~7! and ~8!, and the equality

(
n,l

@ utnN
l0 ~ uku,21!u21ur nN

l0 ~ uku,21!u2#51

~a consequence of the unitary nature of theS-matrix!, and
also assuming that«N@eV and the temperature is equal
zero, after the replacement of summation over the mom
tum k by integration with respect to the energy of an impin
ing electron, we obtain the expression

I5 (
N,n,l

F2 eh E
0

`

d« f 0~«!~ utnN
l ~«,1!u22utnN

l ~«,21!u2!

1
e2V

h
~ utnN

l ~m,1!u21utnN
l ~m,21!u2!G , ~13!

where m is the Fermi energy. The quantitytnN
l («,s)

[ tnN
l0 @kN(«,s)# is the scattering probability amplitude for a

electron with energy« and the transverse quantum numb
N to the state with the transverse quantum numbern and the
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cesN and n label the scattering channels, and the ent
process under investigation can be regarded as an inel
scattering of particles from channelN to channeln.

4. The inclusion of the symmetry factors simplifies E
~13! considerably. One of these factors, i.e., the reversibi
of scattering in time, is directly connected with the rea
valuedness of the operatorŴ5Û1V̂. According to defini-
tion ~3!, this operator is real since the functionswn(y) are
real-valued. Under these conditions, theS-matrix is known
to be symmetric:Ŝ5ŜT ~see, for example, Ref. 3!. Thus, by
definition ~6!, the matricesr̂ (k,61) of the ‘‘backward’’
scattering amplitudes are also symmetric. Accordingly,
matrices t̂(k,61) of ‘‘forward’’ scattering amplitudes are
connected through the relation

t̂~k,11!5 t̂T~k,21!.

Taking into account the latter circumstance, it can be ea
verified that in zero alternating field, whentnN

l («,61)50
for l Þ 0, the first term in the brackets of Eq.~13! vanishes,
while the second term coincides with the Landauer form
for static conductivityG 5 (2e2/h)(nn8utnn8

l (m)u2 of a mul-
tichannel system. In the general case of inelastic proces
the amplitudes of ‘‘forward’’ scattering from left to right an
from right to left are connected, according to the detai
balancing principle, by the relation

utnN
l0 ~«,21!5utnN

2 l ,0~«1\v l ,11!u.

@see Eq.~3!#. Using this relation, the first term in~13! can be
reduced to the form

I ph5
2e

h E
0

`

d«(
l

@ f 0~«!2 f 0~«1\v l !#(
n,n8

utnn8
l

~«!u2.

~14!

This expression shows that an alternating field localized
the BPC region generally can induce a steady-state cur
for zero potential difference applied to the banks. Such
photovoltaic effect was considered in Refs. 4 and 5 fo
quantum contact of special geometry.2!

5.We will consider below symmetric scattering potent
Ŵ(2x)5Ŵ(x). In this case, the forward scattering amp
tudes satisfy the relation

utNn
l ~«,11!u5utNn

l ~«,21!u.

As a result, of which the photocurrent~14! is equal to zero
according to~13!, and the conductivity atT50 is defined as

G5
2e2

h (
l

(
n,n8

utnn8
l

~m!u2. ~15!

This formula generalizes the Landauer result to the c
of electron transport through a symmetric BPC, taking in
account the inelastic processes in a varying applied field
should be noted thattnn8

l contains contributions from elasti
and inelastic processes forl50 andl Þ 0. The contribution
from the latter processes can be separated by introducing
T-operator t̂ of electron scattering by the varying field
which is formally defined as

t̂5V̂1V̂Gst̂,
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the scattering at the potentialU(x,y); i.e.,

Ĥs5~Ĥ01Û2\v l !d l l 8 .

Using the relation between the matrix elements of the s
tering operator and the elements of theS-matrix, as well as
the universal relations between the scattering operator
the Green’s function~see, for example, Ref. 9!, we can ex-
press the amplitudestNn

l in ~15! in terms of the matrix ele-
ments of the operatort̂ :

tnN
l ~«,s!5tnN

st ~«,s!d l0

2
2p i

\
^Fn,skn~«1\v l !

~2 ! u t̂uFN,skN~«!
~1 ! &, ~16!

wheretnN
st and uFn,skn(«)

(1) & are the scattering amplitudes an

states of the HamiltonianĤs , which are determined by th
corresponding Lippmann–Schwinger equation. Using~16!,
we can write expression~15! in the form G5Gs1Gp ,
whereGs is the static conductivity component, andGp is
photoconductivity:

Gp5
4pe2

\3 (
l

(
n,n8

u^Fn,skn~m1\v l !
~2 ! ut~ l !uFn8,skn8~m!

~1 ! &u2

2
4e2

\3 ImF (
n,n8

@ tnn8
st

~m!#* ^Fn,skn~m!
~2 ! ut~0!uFn8,skn8~m!

~1 ! &G ,
~17!

wheret ( l )5tnn8
l0 . Equation~17! expresses photoconductivit

of a BPC in terms of the matrix elements of the opera
t ( l ), calculated from the scattering states in the static po
tial.

6. We will use the general expression~17! obtained
above for calculating photoconductivity in the most impo
tant ~from the point of view of experimental application!
case of a BPC with an adiabatic geometry, i.e., with
smooth variation of the potentialU(x,y) along the
x-direction in the scale of the de Broglie wavelength f
electron. It is well known10 that in this case the motion oc
curs with the conservation of transverse quantum num
and hence the matrix of the amplitudestnn8

st is diagonal and
can be presented in the form

tnn8
st

5u~«2En!e
isxn~«!dnn8 . ~18!

Herexn(«) is the phase factor. The statesuFN,skN(«)
(6) & in the

adiabatic case are described by semiclassical wave func
which are related by

Fn
~2 !~«,s!5Fn

~1 !~«,s!e2 isxn~«!u~«2En!1Fn
~1 !~«,

2s!e2 ixn~«,2s!u~En2«!. ~19!

In these expressions, theu-functions for a fixedn separate
semiclassical electron states into those propagating throu
BPC without reflection@«.En5maxEn(x)# and those that
are reflected from the BPC completely («,En). In zero
varying field, this leads to fundamental quantization of co
ductivity of the adiabatic BPC.10 Using Eqs.~16!, ~18!, and
~19!, we can present expression~17! in the form
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(
nN

Nn N n

1u~EN2m!u~En2\v2m!#2ANn
~2 !,l@u~m

2EN!u~En2\v l2m!1u~m2EN!u~m2En

1\v l !# !, ~20!

where

ANn
~6 !,l5u^Fn,6kn~m1\v l !

~2 ! ut~ l !uFN,kN~m!
~1 ! &u2.

In this case, we have used the relation for the operatort̂ :

^FN,kN~«!
~1 ! ut~0!*2t~0!uFN,kN~«!

~1 ! &

52p (
n,l ,s561

u^Fn,s,kn~«1\v l !
~2 ! ut~ l !uFN,kN~«!

~1 ! &u2,

which follows from the generalized optical theorem.3 Esti-
mating the semiclassical matrix elementsANn

(6),l in ~20!, we
can verify that in the Born approximation for small amp
tudes of the varying field, the contribution to photocondu
tivity comes only from the first terms in the brackets
Eq.~20!:

Gp5
4pe2

p3 (
n,l ,N

@ANn
~1 !,lu~EN2m!u~m2En1\v l !

2ANn
~2 !,lu~m2EN!u~En2\v l2m!#. ~21!

The first term describes the motion of an electron throug
BPC, which is induced by its scattering from the reflecti
mode to the one propagating after absorption ofl field
quanta. The second term, in contrast, corresponds to sca
ing from the propagating mode to the reflected one with
radiation of the field and reduces the value of the conduc
ity. Expression~21! coincides completely with the result ob
tained in Ref. 11 in the framework of the consistent theory
perturbations in varying field.

Thus, the general expression~17! obtained for photocon-
ductivity in terms of the matrix elements of a multichann
S-matrix of scattering generalizes the Landauer formula
the conductivity of a 2D BPC to the case of inelastic pro
cesses of interaction of ballistic electrons with an alternat
electromagnetic field. Equation~21! gives the photoconduc
tivity of a BPC with an adiabatic geometry in the semicla
sical approximation.

This research was supported, in part, by the INTA
grant No. 94-3862.

*E-mail: borovikov@ilt.kharkov.ua
1!Here we also take into account the factor 2 which appears in the sum
tion in the electron spin degrees of freedom.

2!It should be noted that in some publications~see Refs. 6 and 7! the for-
mulas for current similar to~12! include, in addition tof 0(«n2eV/2), an
additional factor@12 f 0(«n1\v l1eV/2)#, in analogy with the method of
tunnel Hamiltonian, assuming that this factor reflects the Pauli exclus
principle. Such an artificial application of the circuit which is suitable
the limit of small transparency is extremely doubtful in the case of desc
tion of ballistic point contacts and was criticized more than once~see, for
example, the review by Landauer!.8 In the problem under investigation, th
terms linear in the distribution function are omitted completely in the e
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pression for current as in the case of static scattering at a BPC in view of
the above-mentioned symmetry of theS-matrix. We especially emphasize
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Ballistic transport and interband interference in two-dimensional quantum contacts

sig-
M. V. Moskalets

93a/48, pr. Il’icha, 310020 Kharkov, Ukraine
~Submitted September 10, 1996; revised September 26, 1996!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.23, 319–326~March 1997!

A new effect, viz., the oscillatory dependence of the collector current on the diameter of the
diagram confining the electron flow from the emitter to the collector, is considered. Such a
dependence is due to a change in the position of conducting subbands of the diaphragms
upon a change in its diameter. It is also shown that the collector current contains a noticeable
interference component~associated with the Aharonov–Bohm effect and corresponding
to the mixing of conduction channels of the quantum diaphragm! in the case of a strong
mismatching of electron states outside and inside the diaphragm. ©1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-777X~97!01003-7#
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Ballistic electron transport in mesoscopic systems1 has
become an object of interest in connection with the possi
ity of experimental creation of controllable structures who
size is comparable with the electron wavelengthlF, on the
one hand, and due to the fact that the quantum-mechan
~wave! nature of charge carriers is manifested in such str
tures on the macroscopic level, on the other.

This is manifested most clearly in the conductivity
two-dimensional ballistic point contacts in the form of a na
row bridge~whose widthd is comparable withlF! connect-
ing two regions in a two-dimensional electron gas~see Fig.
1!. It was shown experimentally in Refs. 2 and 3 that t
conductanceG of such a junction is quantized in the units
G052e2/h. The reason behind this is a restriction in t
transverse~relative to the contact axis! motion of electrons in
the microscopic constriction region, and consequently
quantization of the transverse momentum of particles.2–11

Each quantization level«n5(pn\/d)2/2m (n51,2, . . . )
corresponds to the one-dimensional subba
«n(px)5px

2/2m1«n ~thex axis is directed along the conta
axis! with the conductanceGn5G0 . The numberN of con-
ducting subbands is determined by the magnitude of
Fermi energy«F of electrons in the banks~x→6`; the
junction coordinatex50! and by the contact widthd which
limits the separation between transverse quantization lev
The subband is conducting under the conditi
«n,«F1ew(d) @w(d) is the potential emerging between th
junction and the banks#.12 According to the multichanne
generalization of the Landauer formula,13 the conductance o
the junction isG5NG0 . As the diameterd of the junction is
varied, the separation between energy levels, and hence
number of conducting subband changes. Consequently
G(d) dependence has the shape of a ladder with steps o
same heightG0 .

Quantum contacts are usually described by using on
the two models: the model of a junction with a smooth g
ometry ~adiabatic contact!10,11 or the model of a junction
with an abrupt geometry.4–9 The calculations based on eith
of these models lead to a step dependenceG(d), but the
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nificantly in these models. For example, in an adiabatic c
tact a reflectionless matching of electron states in the left
right banks is observed.10 In this case, each electron state c
be unambiguously attributed to a certain conducting subb
of the junction. Interband transitions associated with no
diabaticity of the contact shape at long distances14 or with
the presence of scattering centers in the junction15 only lead
to small corrections for the conductance of the microsco
structure. A different situation takes place for contacts w
an abrupt geometry. Mismatching of the electron states in
banks leads to a strong scattering of the electron wave in
regions of conjugation of the junction with the banks. T
‘‘backward’’ scattering leads to the multiple passage of t
contact region by the electron wave, which is manifested
the form of the resonant structure in theG(d)
dependence.4–9 The ‘‘forward’’ scattering leads to the exis
tence of several channels of transition from a certain stak
of the left bank to a certain statek8 of the right bank~via
different states in the junction; see Fig. 1b! and ~see below!
is responsible for the interference term appearing in the
pression for the transition probabilityutk,k8u

2 ~tk,k8 is the el-
ement of the transition matrix of the contact!. Both these
processes lead to a strong interband mixing, It should
noted that no resonant structure on theG(d) dependence was
observed in the experiments.2,3 This is probably due to the
fact that the contacts used in these experiments hav
smooth shape in view of the electrostatic nature of the
tential barrier that forms the microscopic constriction. A
cording to Castano and Kirczenow,16 theG(d) dependence
for nonadiabatic contacts with a smooth shape does not
tain a resonant structure either. These authors emphasiz
significant role of interband mixing in such contacts.

Among other things, the universal nature of quantizat
of conductance and its relative insensitivity to details of el
tron scattering in the contact is due to the fact that cond
tanceG is determined by all electron states of the left a
right banks. The expression forG has the form1

2350235-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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utkk8~«F!u2. ~1!

The coefficients of transition matrixtkk8 themselves contain
more detailed information on electron scattering.

In the present paper, we will show that the value
utkk8u

2 can be determined by a method similar to the meth
of transverse electron focusing17 realized in a two-
dimensional electron gas.18 It was shown theoretically in
Ref. 19 that an analysis of the dependence of the colle
current I c on the magnetic fieldH makes it possible to re
construct the angular distribution of electrons leaving
emitter. If we place a diaphragm between the emitter and

FIG. 1. ~a! Model of a quantum contact of lengthL and widthd, which
connects 2D regions of widthD; k and k8 are the electron wave vector
before and after the passage through the contact, respectively.~b! Phase
trajectories of an electron moving through a contact;q,qi(1, i<N), and
q8 are the projections of the electron wave vector on thex axis in front of
the contact. in the contact, and behind the contact, respectively.

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of mutual arrangement of the contacts.
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collector ~Fig. 2!, the collector current for a fixed value o
H is proportional to the transition probabilityutkk8u

2 ~k cor-
responds to an electron moving from the emitter to the d
phragm, andk8 to an electron moving from the diaphragm
the collector!. The collector currentI c(d) in such a situation
oscillates depending on the diaphragm diameterd. The
peaks on theI c(d) dependence~Fig. 3! correspond to quan
tization levels of transverse motion of electrons in the reg
of microconstriction. Moreover, it is predicted that contac
with a sharp geometry are characterized by a significant
terference contribution toI c, which is associated with the
Aharonov–Bohm electrostatic effect.20

1. TRANSITION MATRIX FOR A CONTACT WITH SHARP
GEOMETRY

We consider a model of a two-dimensional ballistic co
tact in the form of a rectangular channel of widthd and
lengthL, connecting two broad regionsD@d ~Fig. 1a!. The
electron mean free pathl is assumed to be larger than th
characteristic size of the contact (l@L,d). We will describe
the propagation of an electron wave through the contact
the method developed in Ref. 4.

Let us consider an electron having an ener
«p5p2/(2m) and momentump5\k moving through the
contact ~Fig. 1! from left to right ~we denotekx[k and
ky[q!. We can write the electron wave functionCk in the
form

FIG. 3. Dependence of the collector current (I c;F) on the diaphragm
diameter for various angles of incidence of an electron. The value
L/lF55. For better visualization, the curves are displaced along the ver
by 0, 10, 20, and 30 rel. units and are compressed along the vertical
factor of 6.6, 7, 3, and 0.3, respectively.
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k8

r kk8xq8~y!exp~2 ik8x!,

Ck~0,x,L !5(
n

wn~y!@ tkn exp~ iknx!

1r kn exp~2 iknx!# ,

Ck~L,x!5(
k8

tkk8xq8~y!exp~ ik8x!.

~2!

Herexq(y) andwn(y) are the transverse wave functions
the broad band and in the channel, respectively, which
normalized to unity. The summation is extended to all
states satisfying the energy conservation l
«p5«p85«n1\2kn

2/2m @in this paper, we do not conside
the effect of the electrostatic potentialw(d)#.12 In addition,
k.0 and k8.0. In order to define the coefficientstkn ,
r kn , tkk8 and r kk8 , we use the continuity of the wave func
tion ~2! and of its derivative forx50 andx5L. After simple
transformations, we obtain the following system of equatio
for the quantitiestkn and r kn :

5
(
k8

(
m

k8aq8naq8m@ tkm exp~ ikmL !

1r km exp~2 ikmL !#5kn@ tkn exp~ iknL !

2r kn exp~2 iknL !# ,

(
k8

(
m

k8aq8naq8m~ tkm1r km!

52kaqn2kn~ tkn2r kn!.

~3!

Here aqn5*0
ddyxq(y)wn(y) is the overlapping coefficien

for transverse wave functions. The solution of this system
equations determines the coefficientstkk8 :

tkk85e2 ik8L(
n

aq8n~ tkne
iknL1r kne

2 iknL!. ~4!

Calculating the quantum-mechanical currentI through a
contact with a voltageeV!«F applied across the banks i
the standard way, at zero temperature, we obtain

I5
2e2

h
V (
k5kF

(
k85kF

u~k!u~k8!
k8

k
utkk8u

2. ~5!

Hereu(x) is the unit step~Heaviside! function. Each term in
expression~5! is the current passing through the conta
upon a transition of an electron from the statek in front of
the contact to the statek8 behind it. Comparing the expres
sion for the conductanceG5I /V obtained from~5! with ex-
pression~1!, we can determine the relation between the e
ments of the transition matrixtkk8 and the coefficientstkk8
defining the amplitude of the wave function after the pass
through the contact:

tkk85Ak8/ktkk8 . ~6!

The quantityutkk8u
2 determines the intensity of electron flu

in the statek8 after the passage through the contact for a u
intensity of the flux of electron in the statek incident at the
contact.
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tained only by numerical methods and requires a consid
able computer time. However, Szafer and Stone4 used simi-
lar calculations to substantiate a method of approxim
determination of coefficientstkn and r kn ~the mean-field ap-
proximation!, lying in the replacement of the exact expre
sion for the coefficientsaqn by the approximate expression

aqn
2 5

d

D
@u~q2qn21!2u~q2qn11!#. ~7!

In this case, the coefficientsaqn must satisfy the complete
ness condition(qaqnaqm5dnm . It can easily be verified tha
using definition~7!, we can assume to a sufficiently hig
degree of accuracy that

(
k

kaqnaqm5dnm (
q5qn21

qn11

k5dnm~Kn1 iJn!. ~8!

Substituting~8! into ~3!, we can determine the coefficien
tkn and r kn . Substituting the obtained expressions into~4!,
we can find the expression for the coefficientstkk8 in the
mean-field approximation:

tkk85 (
n51

N

2knkaqnaq8nZn
21 exp~2 ik8L2un!, ~9!

where

Zn
254Kn

2kn
21@~Kn1kn!

21Jn
2#@~Kn2kn!

2

1Jn
2#sin2~knL1wn!, ~10!

tanwn52Jnkn~Kn
22kn

21Jn
2!21, ~11!

~ tan un!5
2Jnkn cos~knL !2~Kn

21kn
22Jn

2!sin~knL !

2Kn@kn cos~knL !1Jn sin~knL !#
.

~12!

Expression~9! shows that the amplitude of transmitte
wave (tkk8) consists ofN terms corresponding to the exis
tence ofN possible channels through a contact, namely, to
electron transition to a certain conducting subband of
contact~see Fig. 1b! ~for L/lF@1, the contribution of at-
tenuating modesn.N can be neglected!. The contribution
from each possible channel of the transition is proportio
to the product of the overlapping coefficientsaqnaq8n . It
should be noted that the mean-field approximation~7! and
~8! can be applied only for solving the system of equatio
~3!. The quantityun is the phase shift of the electron wav
during its passage through the contact in the subband
the number n. For deep energy levels~actually for
n<N21!, we have

un52~12~nlF/2d!2!1/2kFL. ~13!

The motion in the subband can be regarded as the
tion in the region with the potential energ
«n5(pn\/d)2/(2m). Thus, a multichannel analog of th
Aharonov–Bohm electrostatic effect is realized in this situ
tion.

While calculating the value of quantities quadratic
tkk8 @such as the current~5!#, we encountered interferenc
terms associated with the splitting of the electron wave
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mitted waves emerging from the channel~see Fig. 1b!. Inter-
ference is possible in the absence of inelastic proce
which destroy the coherent electron state, which we are
suming here.

Further, substituting~9! into ~6!, we obtain an expressio
for the quantitiesutkk8u

2 in the form

utkk8u
25 (

n51

N

4kn
2kk8aqn

2 aq8n
2 Zn

2212(
n52

N

(
m51

n21

4knkmkk8

3aqnaq8naqmaq8mZn
21Zm

21cos~un2um!. ~14!

The first term corresponds to the additive contribution of
conducting subbands to the transition probability, while
second is the interference term. Its sign is determined by
difference in the phase lead in different subbands as we
by the phase jump at the entrance and at the exit of
channel, i.e., by the signs of the quantitiesaqn .

In the next section, we will consider the schematic d
gram of an experiment which makes it possible to determ
the coefficientsutkk8u

2 directly.

2. COLLECTOR CURRENT IN THE PRESENCE OF A
QUANTUM DIAPHRAGM

Let us consider the ballistic propagation of electro
from the emitter to the collector separated by a diaphragm
a weak magnetic field~see Fig. 2!. The diaphragm was in the
form of a quantum contact with the elements of transit
matrix tkk8 , while the collector and the emitter were clas
cal point contacts. When the currentI e was passed throug
the emitter, a fraction of nonequilibrium electrons scatte
by the diaphragm reaches the collector creating the colle
current I c ~we assume that electrons cannot move direc
from the emitter to the collector!. For the mutual arrange
ment of the contact shown in Fig. 2, the expression for
collector current can be written in the form

I c5I eE
a2

a1
daE

b2

b1
db cosa cosbut~a,b!u2. ~15!

Here t(a,b)5(D/lF)tkk8 ;

a1,25arccos$@11~17d/2L1!
2#1/2L1/2r H%2arccos$@1

1~17d/2L1!
2#21/2%;

b1,25arccos$@11~17dc/2L1!
2#1/2L1/2r H%2arccos$@1

1~17dc/2L1!
2#21/2%;

2L1 is the separation between the contacts,r H5cpF /(eH) is
the cyclotron radius, andd anddc are the diameters of th
diaphragm and the collector, respectively. We assume
the following conditions are satisfied:l ,r H . L1 . dc, de . d
. lF ~de is the diameter of the emitter!.

In experiments~see, for example, Ref. 18!, the voltage
Vc which must be applied to the collector for the total co
lector current to be equal to zero~I c2Vc /Rc50, whereRc is
the resistance of the collector! is usually measured. It shoul
be noted that in the case of a linear response (eVc!«F), the
value ofI c does not depend on the voltage across the col
tor. For a small value of the ratiod/L1 anddc /L1 , we can
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we can obtain the following expression for the voltage acr
the collector:

Vc5I eRc

lFdc
16L1

2 F11cotS a1
p

4 D GF11cotS b1
p

4 D GF,
~16!

where a5b5arccos(L1 /&rH)2p/4. Since k5kF cosa,
q5kF sina, k85kF cosb, and q85kF sinb, we find that
the expression forF5F01Fi has the form

F05 (
n51

N

2jkn
2kF

2Zn
22w~n,n!. ~17!

Fi5 (
n52

N

(
m51

n21

4jknkmkF
2Zn

21Zm
21w~n,m!cos~un2um!,

~18!

w~n,m!5an~a!am~a!an~b!am~b!cos2 a cos2 b, ~19!

wherej 5 2d/lF ; kn5 kF(12 (n/j)2)1/2, and

an~a!5
&n

pj3/2
sin@pj~sin a2sin an!#

sin2 a2sin2 an
, ~20!

wherean5 arcsin (nlF/2d).

3. DEPENDENCE OF THE COLLECTOR CURRENT ON THE
DIAPHRAGM DIAMETER

Figure 3 shows the dependence of the quantityF which
appears in expression~16! and which defines the voltag
Vc across the collector~or the collector currentI c5Vc /Rc!
on the diaphragm diameterd. The presence of peaks on th
I c(d) @accordingly,Vc(d)# dependence is mathematical
due to the vanishing of the denominator of the overlapp
coefficientan(a) ~20!. The physical origin of these phenom
ena is as follows. The quantityan(a) has a peak for
a5an , which corresponds to the coincidence of transve
wave vectorsqn5pn/d in the contact~in the nth subband!
and q5kF sina outside the contact. A change in the di
phragm diameterd leads to a change in the position of qua
tization levels in the microscopic constriction, and the co
dition q5qn is observed for a certaind5dn . At this instant,
the resonant mode of electron passage through the micro
striction is realized in thenth subband, leading to an increas
in the collector current. The positions of the peaks are de
mined by the expression

dn5
lF

2

n

sin a
. ~21!

The fine structure of the peaks is associated with t
effects: the intraband and interband interference. The in
ference of electron waves in a conducting subband is ass
ated with ‘‘backward’’ scattering at the channel edges, wh
is responsible for multiple passage of the electron wa
through the region of microscopic constriction. This effect
described by the quantityZn ~10! in expressions~17! and
~18! and is manifested in the form of a resonant structure
theG(d) dependence for contacts with a sharp shape.4–11 A
peculiar feature of this effect is that the resonant structur
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rel.
determined by the contribution from the upper conduct
subband alone since theZn(d) dependence is smooth fo
n,N. It follows from ~21! that the numbern of a resonant
level is connected with the numberN5@2d/lF# in the con-
tact through the relationN5@n/sina# ~the brackets indicate
the integral part of a number!. It can be seen from Fig. 3 tha
n5N for a.p/2, i.e., the main contribution to the collecto
current comes from the upper conducting subband; for
reason, the peak is strongly jagged~for L/d@1!. As the
anglea decreases, the peak is smoothed since the main
is played by deeper energy levels.

The contribution of interband interference to the colle
tor current is defined by Eq.~18!. This contribution is sig-
nificant when a large number of subbands in the microc
striction are conducting. However, fora.p/2, this
contribution is insignificant since the separation betwe
quantization levels in the vicinity of the upper conducti
subband~which determines the main contribution to the cu
rent in the given case! is large, and the produc
an(a)am(a)(n Þ m) is small. Figure 4 shows the depe
dence of the quantitiesF, F0 , andFi on the contact diamete
in the regiond@lF/2. It can be seen that the contributio
from interband interference processes considerably aff
the shape of the curve.

In the regiond'lF/2, the peculiarities associated wit
the two effects are superimposed~Fig. 5a!. If, however, we
take into account the effect of temperatureT, i.e.,

utkk8~T!u252E d« f 8~«,T!utkk8~«!u2 ~22!

@f («,T) is the Fermi distribution function#, the peculiarities
associated with the intraband interferences are smoo
even forT50.01«F ~Fig. 5b!.

FIG. 4. Collector current (I c;F) in the case of large diaphragm diamet
for a5b560°, L/lF55. The dashed curve corresponds to the quan
F0 ~17!. The curves are compressed along the vertical by a factor of 3
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CONCLUSIONS

We have considered the conductivity of a ballistic m
croscopic structure consisting of an emitter, a collector, an
quantum diaphragm. It is shown that the current in suc
system oscillates with a change in the diaphragm diame
This is due to the resonant passage of an electron through
microconstriction in the case where the transverse mom
tum of an impinging electron coincides with the momentu
corresponding to one of the quantum energy levels in
microconstriction.

It should be noted that the contribution from electro
reflected from the confining surfaces is not taken into
count in expression~15!. This contribution is small in weak
magnetic fields~is absent forH50! and is manifested in the
form of a smooth background on theVc(d) dependence.

The scattering of an electron wave at the entrance
the exit of the microconstriction~‘‘forward’’ scattering!

FIG. 5. Dependence of the collector current (I c;F) on the diaphragm
diameter fora5b560°, L/lF55 at various temperatures:T50 ~a! and
T50.01«F ~b!. The curves are displaced along the vertical by 0.1 and 3
units, respectively, and compressed by a factor of 3.
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Experimental and theoretical study of the optical properties of crystalline and

are
amorphous TiSi 2 films

V. N. Antonov, Yu. V. Kudryavtsev, Yu. N. Makogon, V. V. Nemoshkalenko,
A. Ya. Perlov, and T. T. Silakova

Institute of Metal Physics, National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, 36 Vernadsky str., 252680 Kiev-142,
Ukraine*
~Submitted June 17, 1996; revised July 30, 1996!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.23, 327–333~March 1997!

Optical properties of amorphous and polycrystalline TiSi2 films have been studied experimentally
in a wide spectral range (0.5–5.0 eV). The structures in the optical conductivity spectrum
of polycrystalline TiSi2 sample are explained on the basis of comparison of the experimental data
and the calculated data. Theoretical spectra were obtained within the local-density
approximation using the semirelativistic linear-muffin-tin-orbital method~LMTO!. It is shown
that the transition of crystalline TiSi2 to the amorphous state leads to significant changes
in the optical properties. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~97!01103-1#
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The compound TiSi2 is a representative of refractor
metal silicides, which are growing in popularity because
their use in large-scale integrated~VLSI! technology. Be-
cause of its high conductivity, high-temperature stability, a
resistance to degradation, TiSi2 is a promising material for
use as gate electrodes and interconnectors. It would be n
ral to attribute the unique properties of the silicides to spe
features of their electronic energy structure~EES!.

The first stages of most of the technological processe
growing of the disilicides involve formation of metastab
amorphous phases of corresponding compounds. Equ
rium stoichiometric crystalline disilicides are formed as
result of annealing of the metastable amorphous phases.
interesting to study the influence of the transition of the cr
talline phase to the amorphous phase on the EES of titan
disilicide.

It is well known ~see., e.g., Ref. 1! that optical spectros
copy is a sensitive tool for study of the EES of solids. T
practical use of this experimental technique is complica
by the difficulties in interpretation of the experimental spe
tra. To reveal the main features in the formation of the op
cal spectra,ab initio calculations of the band structure an
optical conductivity spectra of crystalline TiSi2 have been
performed using the self-consistent, scalar-relativistic LMT
method within the local spin-density approximation. Such
combination of experimental and theoretical approache
investigation of the electronic structure of solids also op
new possibilities to study EES of the disordered~e.g., amor-
phous! solids.

In this paper we study the optical properties and el
tronic structure of amorphous and crystalline TiSi2, both
theoretically and experimentally.

This paper is organized as follows. Theoretical ba
ground and methods of calculation of the band structure
frequency dependence of the conductivity tensor are
viewed in Sec. 2. Calculated optical properties ofC54 and
C49 phases of TiSi2 are described in Sec. 3. In Sec. 4, t
experimental details are briefly described and the meas
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presented, discussed, and compared with the calculated o

2. CRYSTAL STRUCTURE AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

TiSi2 crystallizes in two different orthorhombic phase
the metastable base-centered structure~C49, space group
Cmcm! and the equilibrium face-centered structure~C54,
space groupFddd!. Both phases have two TiSi2 formula
units per primitive cell. The lattice constants area53.62 Å,
b513.76 Å, andc53.605 Å ~Ref. 2! for theC49 phase and
a58.236 Å,b54.772 Å, andc58.516 Å for theC54 phase.3

The Brillouin zones~BZ! for C54 andC49 structures are
shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively.

We performed first-principles, self-consistent~LDA !4

calculations of the electronic structure using the LMT
method, including the so-called combined correction term5–7

A detailed description of the LMTO method, including i
application to the electronic structure of compounds, h
been given elsewhere.8,9 We only give some details of the
calculations here. The calculations were semi-relativis
i.e., all relativistic effects were taken into account except
the spin-orbit coupling. The angular momentum expans
of the basis functions was up tol53 for titanium andl52 for
silicon The Ti f orbitals have a minor effect on the energ
bands,En

k ; however, it is necessary to include them, beca
thed→ f oscillator strength usually is much larger than th
for p→d or s→p transitions. Thek integrated functions
were evaluated by the tetrahedron method10 on a grid of
more than 400k points in the irreducible part of BZ. From
the energy bands and the LMTO eigenvectors, we calcula
total and orbital (l ) projected DOS functions and the optic
functions~R, s, «1 , and«2!.

The energy band structures of TiSi2 for C54 andC49
structures are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. T
agree well with previous results of Mattheiss and Hensel3

3. CALCULATED OPTICAL PROPERTIES

The linear response of a system to an external elec
magnetic field in the long-wavelength limit is determined

2410241-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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the imaginary part,«2(v), of the complex dielectric function
«̃. We have calculated the dielectric function for frequenc
well above those of the photons and, therefore, we con
ered only electronic excitations. We used the random-ph
approximation and disregarded local-field and finite life-tim
effects.11 The dielectric function is a tensor. However, by
appropriate choice of the principal axes we can diagona
it, which allows us to consider only the diagonal matrix e
ments«̃nn(v) with n5x,y,z. The interband contribution to
the imaginary part of the dielectric function is given by

«2
nn~v!5

8p2e2

m2v2 (
mÞn8

unocc

(
n8

occ E
BZ

uPnn8
n

~k!u2d~En
k2En8

k

2\v!
d3k

~2p!3
, ~1!

where Pnn8
n (k) is the projection of the momentum matr

elementsPnn8(k) along thev direction of the electric fieldE,
andEn

k are the one-electron energies.

FIG. 2. The Brillouin zone for theC49 phase of TiSi2.

FIG. 1. The Brillouin zone for theC54 phase of TiSi2.
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Having evaluated~1!, we calculate the real part of th
dielectric function«1(v) using the Kramers-Kronig~KK !
relation

«1
nn~v!512

~vp
nn!2

v2 1
2

p
PE «2~v8!v8dv8

v822v2 , ~2!

whereP stands for the principal value. The second term
this equation describes the intraband contribution to
«1(v). We disregard this contribution to«2(v) according to
the perfect-crystal approximation~the defects and lattice os
cillations are absent!.

The plasma frequency is given by

~vp
nn!25S e

p\ D 2(
n
E
BZ
d3k@]En

k/]kn#2d~En
k2Ef !. ~3!

We also calculated the optical conductivitys~v! and the
reflectivity R(v) using Eqs.~1!–~3! and the relations

s~v!5
v

4p
«2~v!, ~4!

and

R~v!5UA«̃21

A«̃11
U2. ~5!

FIG. 4. Self-consistent energy-band structure and total density of st
N(E) @number of states/~cell•eV!# for theC49 phase of TiSi2.

FIG. 3. Self-consistent energy-band structure and total density of st
N(E) @number of states/~cell•eV!# for theC54 phase of TiSi2.
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FIG. 5. The calculateds~v! ~a!, «1(v) ~b!, «2(v) ~c!, and reflectivity~d! spectra for theC49 andC54 phases of TiSi2.
We first calculate directly the imaginary part of dielec-
e
c
u

a
th
o

te

o-

peak in the low-energy part of the spectra~\v ' 0.2 eV and
s

e at
the

n

tric function~1! in a wide energy range from 0 to 30 eV. Th
real part of the dielectric function and the other optical fun
tions were then calculated using the above formulas. Fig
5a shows the optical conductivity of TiSi2 for three light
polarizationsEia, Eib, andEic in the energy range from 0
to 7 eV for the two phases. Both phases exhibit strong
isotropy in the main absorption band, which is located in
energy range 2.5 eV,\v,5.5 eV. This absorption is due t
the transitions from the strongly hybridizedp states of Si and
d states of Ti in the valence band to the unoccupied sta
primarily to Ti d-states which have an admixture ofp char-
acter.

For theC49 phase all three polarizations exhibit a n
ticeable dispersion of«2(v) and s~v!. There is a double

243 Low Temp. Phys. 23 (3), March 1997
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\v ' 0.34 eV!. Both maxima originate from the transition
from the 12th to 13th energy band. The maximum at\v
' 2.2 eV exists only forEia and comes from the 12→13
transitions. There are three peaks in the energy rang
\v ' 3.2, 3.5, and 4.9 eV. These pronounced peaks for
polarizationEic are due to the interband transitions 8→14,
7→14 and the superposition of the transitions 8→18,
8→17, 7→16, and 9→19, respectively.

In comparison with theC49 phase the optical absorptio
of C54 phase in the infrared range is weaker. The peak~I! at
\v ' 0.2 eV comes from the transition 11→12. Two broad
maxima at\v ' 0.8 eV and 1.4 eV~II ! are due to the tran-
sitions ~12→13, 14!, respectively. The peak~III ! for Eia at

243Antonov et al.
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TABLE I. Parameters of the heat treatment and structure of TiSi2 samples.
\v ' 2.4 eV comes from the 9, 10→13 transitions. In the
energy range 3 eV,\v,4 eV «2(v) for Eic exhibits a
double peak structure. The same peaks may be seen fo
other polarizations, but owing to optical transition matr
elements their intensity is weaker. The maximum at\v
' 3.22 eV ~IV ! originates from the transitions 10→16,
9→15, 9→14, 8→14, and 11→14 and one maximum a
\v ' 3.8 eV comes mainly from the transition 8→15. There
is a wide maximum~V! at\v ' 4.75 eV for all polarizations
originating from the 7→15 and 9→15 transitions.

These structures in«2(v) ands~v! curves are reflected
in a rather complicated way in the«1(v) and reflectivity
spectra~see Fig. 5c and 5d!.

4. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE, RESULTS, AND
COMPARISON WITH THE THEORETICAL DATA

TiSi2 films with total thickness of 300 nm have bee
prepared by magnetron sputtering of the corresponding ta
onto the^111& monocrystalline Si substrates at 620 K. T
target for sputtering of Ti0.333Si0.667content was prepared b
means of a powder metallurgy technique—cold press
with subsequent sintering. The background argon pres
during deposition was 5•1021 Pa and the deposition rat
was 0.33 nm per second. According to structure analyses
as-deposited films were in the amorphous state. To form
stoichiomentric polycrystalline TiSi2 films, annealing at dif-
ferent~770–1270 K! temperatures was carried out in vacuu
or in flowing hydrogen. The duration of the heat treatme
was 0.5 hour. In this work we obtained and investigate
series of TiSi2 samples~see Table!.

The structure and phase composition of the as-depos
and annealed TiSi2 films were studied using x-ray diffractio
in Cu Ka andKb radiation. It was shown earlier12 that the
gas media influences greatly the kinetics of the amorpho
to-crystalline phase transition and the perfection of the cr
talline structure. The common feature of these processe
that annealing in vacuum leads to a total crystallization w
a lower rate and at a higher temperature than in the H2 me-
dia. It is necessary to note that after annealing at 1070 K
vacuum ~sample 5! the crystalline film consists mainly o
equilibrium, orthorhombic face-centeredC54-phase and a
small amount of metastable orthorhombic base cente
C49 phase. After annealing at 1270 K~sample 6! only C54
is presented in TiSi2 films.

The optical properties~the real «1 and imaginary«2
parts of the dielectric function! of the as-received TiSi2 films

No. of
sample

Annealing
temperature, K

Gas
medium

Film structure
according to x-ray

analysis

1 293 ~as depos.! - amorphous
2 770 vacuum amorphous
3 770 hydrogen amorphous
4 870 vacuum amorphous
5 1070 vacuum crystallineC491C54
6 1270 vacuum crystallineC54
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and of films annealed under different conditions were stud
at room temperature in the spectral range 250–2 500
~5.0–0.5 eV! at a fixed incidence angle of 73° by the pol
rimetric Beattie technique.13

The experimental«1(v), «2(v), ands~v! spectra for
polycrystalline and amorphous TiSi2 films are presented in
Figs. 6–8. The experimental«1(v) and s~v! spectra for
x-ray amorphous TiSi2 films ~samples 1–4! are shown in
Figs. 8 and 9. We see that the experimental optical cond
tivity spectra for the crystalline TiSi2 films, which were ob-
tained by annealing at 1270 K~samples 6!, have the same
structures, and are situated exactly at the same energies
they have lower intensities. According to Ref. 12, this d
crease of the optical conductivity is caused by surface o
dation. Because sample 5 has a cleaner surface, it wil
used as a crystalline sample for further discussion. The
perimental optical conductivity spectrum for polycrystallin
TiSi2 film exhibits a strong absorption peak with maximu
E near 3.9 eV, and some features~absorption peaks! in the
low-energy shoulder, which are marked by arrows and let
A, B, C, andD ~see Fig. 8!. There are two possible expla
nations for the strong increase in the optical conductivity
the near IR region.A is a shoulder of an absorption pea
whose maximum is situated outside the experimentally

FIG. 6. Experimental«1(v) spectra for amorphous~samples 1–4! and poly-
crystalline~samples 5 and 6! TiSi2 films.

FIG. 7. Experimental«2(v) spectra for amorphous~samples 1–4! and poly-
crystalline~samples 5 and 6! TiSi2 films.
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vestigated spectral range. This conclusion agrees with
results of the theoretical calculations. The other explana
is thatA is an intraband Drude-like contribution to the op
cal conductivity spectrum of the crystalline TiSi2. The be-
havior of the«1(v) curve in this region suggests that the
exists a considerable intraband contribution to the opt
conductivity in the NIR region of the spectrum. This concl
sion is confirmed by the results of the resistivity measu
ments of amorphous and crystalline TiSi2 films

12 and by the
absence of a noticeable intraband contribution tos~v! for the
amorphous as-received film.

The overall shape of the optical conductivity spectrum
the polycrystalline TiSi2 film is in good agreement with the
results of the theoreticalab initio calculations; however, the
experimental spectrum is slightly shifted to the low energ
by 0.8 eV~see Fig. 5!. We can therefore relate the absorpti
peakA in the experimental spectrum to the absorption ba
I in the theoretical spectrum, peakB—to peak II, peak
C—to III, peakD—to IV, and peakE—to V and the corre-
sponding electron transitions.

To compare theoretical and experimental data we sim
lated the lifetime effects by broadening the calculated spe
with a Lorentzian of widthd50.1 eV, whered is the in-
verse relaxation time. Since the experimental samples
polycrystals, we carry out the averaging of all three polari
tions. Naturally, such averaging ignores the possibility t
experimental samples may possess some texture.

Figure 9a shows the experimental optical conductiv
spectra for the pureC54 phase and for the mixture ofC54
andC49 phases. It is easy to see that the admixture ofC49
phase to theC54 phase leads to an increase in the absorp
in the IR range of the spectrum. In addition to this increa
the main absorption peak diminishes and shifts to the l

FIG. 8. Experimentals~v! spectra for amorphous~samples 1–4! and poly-
crystalline~samples 5 and 6! TiSi2 films. The curve for sample 5 is shifte
up to 5•10214 s21 and the curve for sample 1 is shifted down
5•10214 s21.
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These effects are in good agreement with the theoretical
~see Fig. 9b,c!.

A noticeable shift of the main theoretical peak from
experimental position (' 0.8 eV) may arise from the failure
of the local density approximation. Another reason may
the inadequate averaging procedure. Figure 9c shows the
oreticals~v! for theEic. As can be seen, these curves ag
much better with the experimental curves.

As was mentioned above, we studied four x-ray am
phous samples~samples 1–4!.

The loss of the translation invariance in the amorpho
state leads to noticeable changes in the optical propertie
TiSi2 ~Figs. 6–8!: significant decrease in the intensity o
peakE in thes~v! spectrum and its shift to the lower ene
gies side; considerable changes become apparent in
«1(v) spectra at\v , 2.0 eV. It should be noted, howeve
that all the features which are typical of the optical condu
tivity spectrum of the polycrystalline TiSi2 films are shown
in the s~v! spectrum for amorphous as-received TiSi2 film.
This means that the short-range order inherent to crysta
C54 phase does not change significantly on transition to
amorphous phase.

FIG. 9. Comparison of the experimental~a! and calculated~b,c! s~\v!
spectra of TiSi2.
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870 K in vacuum leads to certain changes in their opti
properties in the comparison with as-received amorph
sample. These changes are as follows: the high-energy
maximum in thes~v! spectrum located at 3.0–3.4 eV
shifted to higher energies by about 0.5 eV and is split i
two distinct maxima,D andE on curves2 and3. Even more
pronounced influence of the heat treatment is manifested
the «1(v) spectra, especially in the near IR region~see Fig.
6!. Of the TiSi2 amorphous films which we studied sample
which was exposed to a heat treatment at 770 K in flow
hydrogen, must be set aside. We recall that this is an x
amorphous sample. We see~Figs. 6 and 8!, however, that its
optical properties strongly differ from the other amorpho
samples. Moreover, the overall shapes of thes~v! and
«1(v) spectra of sample 3 are very similar to those of
crystalline samples. This result confirms the conclusion
Ref. 12, that the annealing in the H2 media allows us to
obtain better crystalline structure in TiSi2 films with a shorter
annealing time. Thus the amorphous TiSi2 films, which are
indistinguishable by the traditional x-ray structural analys
possess essentially different optical properties. These di
ences, in our view, are caused by slight differences in
short-range order of different amorphous states, which c
not be determined by the traditional techniques.

5. SUMMARY

1. Polycrystalline-amorphous phase transition in Ti2
films leads to significant changes of the optical propertie

2. On the basis of the similarity of the main features
the optical conductivity spectra for amorphous and polycr
talline phases of TiSi2 it is concluded that the main feature
246 Low Temp. Phys. 23 (3), March 1997
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3. Simultaneous analyses of the«1(v) ands~v! spectra
make it possible to record slight changes in the short-ra
order in TiSi2 films, which are caused by heat treatment.

4. Gas media influence strongly the kinetics
amorphous-polycrystalline transition and the quality of t
surface of the film.
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QUANTUM EFFECTS IN SEMICONDUCTORS AND DIELECTRICS
Luminescence and ODMR studies of X-traps for triplet excitons in organic crystals

A. A. Avdeenko, L. M. Buravtseva, V. S. Gorobchenko, and V. V. Eremenko

B. I. Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering of National Academy of Sciences of
Ukraine, 47 Lenin Avenue, Kharkov 310164, Ukraine*
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Kiev University, Department of Theoretical Physics, 6 Glushkov Avenue, Kiev, 252127, Ukraine

A. E. Kravchenko and O. S. Pyshkin

B. I. Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering of National Academy of Sciences of
Ukraine, 47 Lenin Ave. Kharkov 310164, Ukrains

V. I. Sugakov

Institute of Nuclear Research, National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, 47 Nauki Avenue, Kiev, 252650,
Ukraine
~Submitted June 18, 1996, revised August 5, 1996!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.23, 334–337~March 1997!

The excited triplet states of shallowX-traps in neat single crystals of 4,48-dichlorobenzophenone
were studied at liquid helium temperature by luminescence spectroscopy and magnetic
resonance with optical detection. The vibrational phosphorescence bands, the polarization of
phosphorescence spectra, and the triplet zero-field splitting parameters of these traps have been
analyzed. A specific model of the structure defect~a molecule is turned by 180° on its long
axis! has been considered in organic crystals of benzophenone type which consist of molecules
whose dipole moments compensate each other in a unit cell. The calculated depth of such
a dipoleX-trap for triplet excitons in 4,48-dichlorobenzophenone crystals at the account of a defect
molecule relaxation upon its slewing was found to be comparable with the experimental one.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~97!01203-6#
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The electron excitation energy transfer by excitons
real organic crystals can be interrupted because of the e
tence of trapping centers. Those centers are formed by
structure defects and impurities.1,2 In pure crystals the trap
ping centers, the so-calledX-traps, are mainly attributable t
the lattice imperfections.3 Of great interest is to study th
nature ofX-traps. In organic crystals consisting of molecul
with a large dipole moment the structure defects can ind
the appearance of so-called dipole traps.4

In the present paper we will examine the nature
X-traps of a 4,48-dichlorobenzophenone~DCBP! molecular
crystal ~the molecular and crystal structures5,6 are shown in
Fig. 1! by luminescence spectroscopy and magnetic re
nance with optical detection~ODMR!. We studied the low-
temperature phosphorescence spectra and their polariza
as well as microwave transitions between spin sublevel
the excited triplet states ofX-traps in a zero magnetic field
A particular model of the structure defect is studied in
ganic crystals which consist of molecules with a dipole m
ment. The electronic levels of the correspondingX-traps are
calculated.
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4,48-dichlorobenzophenone was recrystallized and zo
refined. Single crystals were grown by the Bridgm
method. Plates about 1 mm thick were cleaved along
bc-plane for measurements. Measurements were carried
in a liquid-helium cryostat at 1.4 and 4.2 K. The crysta
were excited with the emission of a 500-W mercur
discharge lamp which was filtered at 366 nm. The phosp
rescence was monitored at right angles to the excitation p
with a double-grating, 0.8-m DFS-12 scanning spectrome

The spectral slit widths of the spectrometer were 0
cm21. Signals were detected by a cooled FEU-79~S-6! pho-
tomultiplier in a standard photon-counting scheme with lo
signal averaging. A similar optical scheme was used
record the magnetic resonance spectra with optical detec
~ODMR! in the zero field. The crystals were placed in a he
which was connected to a microwave sweep oscillator op
ated at 1–6 GHz, 5 mW, via a coaxial line. The positions
resonance frequencies were determined within accuracy
MHz. For polarization measurements the phosphoresce
was analyzed with a film polarizer and a depolarizer w
placed in front of the spectrometer entrance slit.

2470247-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Phosphorescence spectra

The DCBP crystal phosphorescence spectra at 1.4
4.2 K are shown in Fig. 2. The spectral position of the 0
band of the triplet exciton emission is7 n524 245 cm21

~wheren is wavenumber!. The exciton origin of the band is
confirmed by the temperature measurements: In contrast
the exciton emission, the emission of shallowA-traps is ab-
sent at 4.2 K due to detrapping to the exciton band~the inset
in Fig. 2!. The same vibronic structures of the exciton pho
phorescence and of the traps~Fig. 3! serve as the mos
convincing evidence which confirms that the radiating tra
for triplet excitons are theX-traps.1 In each case the vibroni
mode at 1670 cm21, which is characteristic of the carbony
groups,8 gives rise to the progression. Since the trip
emission is strictly polarized along the carbonyl axis a
along the crystalb-axis,9 the polarization of triplet emission
bands ofX-traps were studied in order to define possib
deviation of the carbonyl axis of defect molecules from t
crystalb-axis. A thorough study shows that while measuri

FIG. 1. The arrangement of 4,48-dichlorobenzophenone molecules in a cry
tal unit cellC2h

6 .

FIG. 2. Phosphorescence spectra of a 4,48-dichlorobenzophenone singl
crystal at 4.2~solid curve! and at 1.4 K~dashed curve!. The inset scale up
the phosphorescence spectrum at 4.2 K in close vicinity to the 0–0 ban
triplet exciton emission.
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the polarization within the accuracy of 3° the defe
molecule dipoles are directed along the crystallograp
b-axis.

ODMR spectra in the zero field of excited triplet states of
X-traps at 1.4 K

Absolute values of the triplet zero-field splitting~ZFS!
parameters D and E8 for different traps~Table 1! were de-
fined using the experimental resonance microwave frequ
cies ~Fig. 4!. It can be shown that because of the way
which the molecules are packed in the DCBP crystal latti
the triplet exciton ZFS parameters nearly coincide with
molecular parameters. Our resonance frequencies for t
are close to those for excitons.10 As is well known,8 splitting
of the excited triplet in the zero field reflects the electr
density distribution over a molecule and therefore is an in
vidual feature of a molecule. As can be seen from Table
the ZFS parameters for different radiation centers are sim
It can therefore be stated that shallow trapping centers in
crystal under study areX-traps. It was shown earlier that ZF
parameters are fairly sensitive to the distortion of the sh
of such nonrigid molecules as benzophenones.11 On the basis
of our data it can therefore be inferred that rotation a

of

FIG. 3. Phosphorescence spectra of a 4,48-dichlorobenzophenone single
crystal at 1.4 K: 0–0 bands~solid curve, top axis of the abscissa!; 0–1 bands
~dashed curve, bottom axis of the abscissa!.

TABLE I. Resonance microwave frequencies (n1 , n2) and ZFS parameters
~uDu anduEu! in the excited triplet states of 4,48-dichlorobensophenone singl
crystalX-traps~D—trap depth!.

X-trap
n1 n2 uDu uEu D

GHz cm21

A 3.687 5.129 0.14843 0.02447 16
B 3.722 5.127 0.14897 0.02365 37
C 3.662 5.060 0.14683 0.02353 65

248Avdeenko et al.
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displacement of a molecule in a crystal are responsible
the structure defects which lead to the appearance
X-traps.

Model of the dipole X-trap

The dipole moments of individual molecules in a DCB
crystal are directed along the carbonyl axes. They are c
pensated for a unit cell~Fig. 1!, and the dipole moment of a
unit cell is zero.

Let us consider a simple model of a structure defect
nondefect molecule is turned on the carbonyl axis by 1
and is then reflected in the plane that passes through
centers of molecules phenyl rings and normal to the crys
lographicb-axis. Thus, the dipole moment of a defect mo
ecule is fixed opposite to that of a nondefect molecule. T
reorientation of the defect molecule dipole leads to a cha
of the interaction energy with the remaining crystal m
ecules. As a result,X-traps for an exciton appear. The stru
ture defects of the above type were detected experimen
in dibenzfuran crystals.12 The trap depth was calculated
accordance with the theory developed in Ref. 4, taking i
account the defect molecule relaxation.

Let us consider the traps for triplet excitons. Bands
such excitations are quite narrow~e.g., the width of one of
the triplet exciton bands in a DCBP crystal is13 8 cm21. It
can therefore be assumed that the electronic excitatio
localized at a separate molecule. Since a DCBP mole
has a dipole moment in the ground state and since
dispersion interaction energy decreases with the dista
much faster than the dipole-dipole interaction energy, i
expected that the main contribution to the trap depth is fr
a change in the energy of the dipole-dipole interaction o
defect molecule with the remaining crystal molecules up
excitation.

Let us label the molecules in a crystal byna, wheren is
the number of the unit cell, anda is the number of the

FIG. 4. ODMR signals in the excited triplet states of differentX-traps in a
4,48-dichlorobenzophenone single crystal at 1.4 K:uDu2uEu and
zDz1zEzmicrowave transitions for A, B, and C traps, where D and E are
ZFS parameters.
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0a° (n50, a5a°).
The trap depth due to the electrostatic interaction can

calculated as

E0a°
dip 5D0a°2Ddip, ~1!

whereD0a° is a change in the energy of the dipole-dipo
interaction of a defect molecule with the remaining mo
ecules following electronic excitation, andDdip is a similar
value for a nondefect molecule. In the calculation we to
into account that the dipole moment is localized at the c
bonyl C5O bond and that at the reorientation the dipo
position characterized by the vectorr0a° changes to the vec
tor rW a° . We can then write

Ddip5 (
mbÞ0a°

V~DPa° ,r0a° ;Pb ,rmb!, ~2!

D0a°5 (
mbÞ0a°

V~2DPa° ,r0a° ,

1rW 0a° ;Pb ,r0a° ;Pb ,rmb!, ~3!

where

V~P1 ,r1 ;P2r2!5
1

«F ~P1P2!

ur12r2u3

2
3~P1@r12r2# !~P2@r12r2# !

ur12r2u5
G . ~4!

HereDPa is an additional dipole moment which a molecu
with a numbera gains at the transition to the excited state«
is the crystal static dielectric constant, and the vectorrmb

passes through the dipole centers of all the nondefect m
ecules. The coordinates of nondefect molecules are ta
from data of the known crystal structure of DCBP.5,6

It can be shown that the calculated values of trap dep
are strongly dependent on the relaxation position of a de
molecule. The relaxation position was determined by
atom-atom potentials. To determine the minimum ener
the defect molecule is moved in three directions along
crystallographica, b, and c-directions and is rotated abou
the carbonyl axis of the C5O bond. The surrounding mol
ecules are regarded as fixed molecules. In the relaxation
sition a defect molecule is displaced by the vectorR with the
coordinates 0.1647a, 0.0647b, 0.2721c, wherea, b, andc
are the lattice constants, and the molecule is rotated abou
carbonyl axis by about 3° with respect to the initial positio
It was used for the calculations of the distribution of char
for a benzophenone molecule.14

The dipole sums~2! and ~3! were calculated by the
Evald–Kornfeld point dipole lattice summation.15 Taking
into account the relaxation of a defect molecule in a crys
and the specific parameters of the DCBP crystal16,17

(uPau52.7D, uDPau 5 0.8D, the direction of the vector
DPa is opposite toPa , and«53!, the calculated depth of a
dipole trap is 93 cm21, which is comparable to that of a
pronouncedX-trap ~65 cm21) ~Fig. 2, trap C!.

The accuracy of calculation of the dipole trap depth c
be improved by taking into account the contribution fro

e
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as
the C–Cl bonds~the dipole moment of this bond is
1.7D) of a defect molecule, and the remaining molecules
a crystal.

Because the disturbance of the crystal molecules nea
to a defect is weak, the energy spectrum exhibits a se
levels connected with these molecules.19,20An energy funnel
is therefore formed.19,20This energy funnel induces trappin
of a triplet exciton by a defect molecule after nonradiat
relaxation through the local levels.

The A and B shallowX-traps in the DCBP crystal phos
phorescence spectra~Fig. 2! therefore do not seem to b
associated with the traps induced by the C trap. This assu
tion is confirmed by the fact that the intensity ratios of d
ferent trap bands in the phosphorescence spectra ch
from one sample to another. It can be assumed that th
traps are also the dipole traps. In this case however, a de
is formed due to the rotation of crystal molecules about
carbonyl axis. This leads to a change in the interaction
tween the dipoles of the C–Cl bond. We plan to contin
studies of the nature of shallowX-traps.

In conclusion, measurements of the low-temperat
phosphorescence spectra, of their polarization, and of
ODMR spectra in zero field in the excited triplet states ma
it possible to infer that in a 4,48-dichlorobenzophenone crys
tal shallow traps areX-traps. A particular model of the struc
ture defect, i.e., a model of the dipole trap, is proposed.

The research described in this publication was made p
sible, in part, by Grants U9J000 and U9J200 from the In
national Science Foundation and Grant ISSEP SPU 04
from the Soros Science Education Program of the Inter
tional Renaissance Foundation.
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LOW-TEMPERATURE PHYSICS OF PLASTICITY AND STRENGTH

ture
The structure, slip systems, and microhardness of C 60 crystals

S. V. Lubenets, V. D. Natsik, L. S. Fomenko, A. P. Isakina, A. I. Prokhvatilov,
M. A. Strzhemechny, and N. A. Aksenova

B. I. Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering, National Academy of Sciences of the
Ukraine, 310164 Kharkov, Ukraine*

R. S. Ruoff

Dept. of Physics, CB 1105, One Brookings Drive, Washington University, St. Louis, MO 63130-4899, USA
~Submitted July 1, 1996; revised September 9, 1996!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.23, 338–351~March 1997!

The structure and microplasticity of high-purity fullerite C60 have been investigated
comprehensively. The crystalline structure, lattice parameters, and phase transitions have been
studied by x-ray diffractometry in the temperature range 30–293 K. It is found that the
temperature corresponding to the orientational order–disorder phase transition isTc5260 K. A
considerable number of regions with stacking faults discovered in the samples leads to
blurring of the fcc→sc phase transition in the temperature intervalTc63 K. The a(T)
dependences of the lattice parameter display peculiarities at the following characteristic
temperatures:Tc at which the lattice parameter jumpDa/a53.331023 is observed, and the
temperaturesT0.155 K, andTg.95 K which are associated with the beginning and end of
molecular orientation freezing. It is shown that the formation of orientational glass is
accompanied by a considerable increase in the width of x-ray reflections. The slip geometry and
the temperature dependence of microhardnessHV are studied in the temperature interval
81–293 K. It is shown that a system of the$111%^110& type is the only slip system in the fcc
and sc phases. The value ofHV depends on the indentation plane:HV

111.HV
100. Below

Tc , the microhardness increases abruptly~by approximately 30%!. The temperature interval of
this anomaly decreases after annealing of the crystal in vacuum. AtT,T0 , theHV(T)
dependence becomes much stronger. It is shown that the hardness of C60 normalized to the elastic
shear modulus is higher than the hardness of typical molecular crystals at comparable
homologic temperatures. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~97!01303-0#
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Fullerite C60 is a typical simple molecular crystal i
which peculiarities of lattice properties such as polym
phism are associated with the thermal activity of rotatio
degrees of freedom of their molecules. The phase trans
observed atTc5260 K ~which is a first-order phase trans
tion according to some indications! does not change the sym
metry of spatial arrangement of the centers of gravity
molecules that form the fcc lattice. A decrease in lattice sy
metry fromFm3m ~fcc! to Pa3 ~sc! upon cooling is due to
partial orientational ordering of molecules.1–3 Neutron dif-
fraction studies2,4 have revealed that the molecules in t
low-temperature phase are in two orientational states tha
nonequivalent from the symmetry point of view, but ha
close energy values. These states are called pentagona
hexagonal configurations and correspond to global and l
energy minima of the noncentral part of molecular inter
tion. They are separated by the energy gap of;0.25 eV.
The number of less advantageous hexagonal configura
decreases upon cooling, but so does the rotational frequ
of molecules. Hence the orientational glass phase is form
even at a fairly high temperature;90 K.2,4–6 Variations in
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dependence of the structural and other physical charact
tics of fullerite crystals.

The high-temperature fcc phase of fullerite, which
dominated by central van der Waals molecular interacti
can be formally treated as a ‘‘plastic crystal’’ according
the classification and criteria proposed by Timmermans.7 A
transition to the orientationally ordered SC phase is acco
panied by an enhancement of the role of the off-central co
ponent in molecular interaction, and must increase the lat
rigidity. Moreover, a change in the lattice symmetry due
such a transition can lead to a change in the crystallogra
of plastic slip.8 Hence, in addition to structural studies, in
vestigations of the parameters of plastic deformation and
systems of C60 crystals as well as their variation in the vicin
ity of the fcc→sc phase transition, orientational glas
formation temperatureTg590–100 K, and other points on
the temperature scale at which anomalies in physical pro
ties have been observed also acquire a considerable sig
cance.

Intense studies of the mechanical properties of fulle
C60 are being carried out at present by several groups. S
or dynamic indentation technique are used for mechan

2510251-11$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. Values of melting temperatureTm , elastic modulim and E,
relative microhardnessHV /m andHV /E for fullerite C60 and materials with

ist
d

testing in most cases because of the small size of the cry
being grown. The first and only stress-strain curve obtai
as a result of compression of a sample with a cross sec
;0.5 mm2 at a constant strain rate is given in Refs. 9 a
10.

Weak van der Waals interactions between molecules
responsible for low values of Vickers microhardnessHV and
the yield stresss0 for fullerite C60 crystals. At room tem-
perature, the typical value ofHV.0.2 GPa,8–12 while the
ratio HV /s0.20.9,10,13 As regards microhardness, fullerit
C60 crystals are comparable to graphite, plastic fcc metal
the gold type, or NaCl crystals. Table I gives a more deta
information on fullerite hardness as compared to other c
ocrystals. It can be seen that for comparable values of ho
logical temperature, the relative microhardness of fullerite
higher than the hardness of typical molecular crystals~except
ammonium in which the orderedP213 structure is preserve
up to the melting point!, fcc metallic and alkali-halide crys
tals. The high relative hardness of ammonium and fulle
C60 in this series of molecular crystals is obviously due
much larger contribution of the noncentral component
forces to the molecular interaction, leading to the format
of an ordered sc phase of C60 below the phase-transitio
temperature.

The physical and mechanical properties of C60 crystals
depend significantly on the past history of the samples:
purity of the initial raw material, the method of obtainin
~either from solution or from the gaseous phase!, the time of
holding in the gaseous medium and its composition, and
lumination. The crystals grown from the gaseous phase
distinguished by higher purity and structural perfection.
present, high-quality crystals with a mass up to 14 mg~and

other types of bonds in the lattice.

m E

Substance Tm , K T/Tm GPa 103HV /m 103HV /E

C60
1400* 0.08 28.4 32 12.3
@14# 0.21 20@22# 26 10

Graphite
3770 0.08 20 50 20
@15# @17#

CH4
90.7 0.22 1.1 3.45 1.3

@16# @18#

Ar
83.8 0.12 1.56 2.37 0.9

@16# @19#

Kr
115.8 0.086 1.83 1.64 0.6
@16# @19#

NH3
196 0.39 3.04 40.5 15.6
@16# @20#

NaCl
1073 0.27 15.5 38.7 7.3 2.8
@15# @21# @21#

Au
1336
@15#

0.22 27
@15#

78
@15#

8.3 3.2

*The estimate is based on the method of nonsymmetrized self-cons
field;14 T/Tm is the temperature of measuring the microhardness reduce
the melting point of the material: we assume that the moduliE andm are
connected through the relationm 5 E/2(11 n), in which the Poisson coef-
ficient n 5 0.3. The microhardness measurements were made on CH4 ,

23

Ar,24 Kr,25 NH3 ,
26 graphite,9,10 Au,27 and NaCl~this publication!.
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size 53333 mm, which are suitable for various invest
gations, can be obtained.

The most interesting effects observed in microplastic
investigations for fullerite C60 are associated with low
temperature structural transformations in this crystal. Ho
ever, x-ray diffraction30 and acoustic studies31 proved that
the nature of phase transitions is determined to a consi
able extent by various defects in real C60 crystals, such as the
inclusions of C70, amorphous phase, and other impuriti
inherited during the crystal growth or transformed as a re
of thermal treatment. This is mainly manifested in the broa
ening of the temperature interval of orientational transiti
and its displacement toward lower temperatures, as well a
a considerable variation of temperature dependences
structural and thermodynamic parameters of C60 in the tran-
sition region.30,31 First measurements of the temperature d
pendence of microhardness of C60 ~Refs. 8–10 and 12! have
also revealed qualitative difference for samples synthes
in different ways. It was found that the value ofHV for
polycrystalline samples grown from solution and containi
impurities of C70 and other phases increases monotonica
without noticeable anomalies as the temperature decre
from 600 to 81 K.10,32More perfect crystals grown from th
gaseous phase clearly manifest the fcc→sc phase transiton a
Tc.260 K,1–3 while the microhardness of such single cry
tals displays a discontinuity in the region ofTc ~Refs. 8 and
12! and a noticeable kink atT0.155 K, which correlates
with a weak anomaly on the temperature dependence of
lattice parameter.12 AboveTc , the hardness of these crysta
is virtually constant in the temperature rang
260–300 K.8,10,12 At high temperaturesT.370 K, an
anomalous growth of the value ofHV with increasing tem-
perature is observed.8

Considerable influence of the surrounding medium
the mechanical properties of fullerite C60 was noted in Refs.
9, 10, and 32 and investigated partially by the nanoinden
tion technique in Ref. 33. It was shown that the stra
hardening was the strongest when the crystals were hel
argon or oxygen due to implantation of Ar atoms or O2 mol-
ecules in octahedral voids in the fcc lattice of C60.

33 For
example, the microhardness and the Young modulus o
crystal placed in Ar atmosphere after 45 h of holding at ro
temperature increased by a factor of;100. Subsequent an
nealing led to restoration of the initial characteristics.

Finally, another important phenomenon was observe33

a change in microhardness as a result of irradiation o
C60 crystal with green light (l5514 nm). The magnitude
and sign of the effect were determined by the gaseous
dium: the crystal was strain-hardened in oxygen atmosph
while in argon its hardness decreased. This peculiar ph
plastic effect is associated with the formation of ap
C–O2 bonds upon the implantation of oxygen molecules
the crystal and with the polymerization of C60 molecules in
the chains in the argon atmosphere. This effect differs fr
the photoplastic effects studied comprehensively for se
conducting crystals34,35 and in irradiated alkali-halide
crystals36 and obviously requires further investigations.

Chemical and thermal etching of the crystal surface

ent
to
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the vicinity of the indentation revealed that the plastic defor-
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mation of fullerite C60 crystals is of dislocation origin.
This means that the peculiarities of the temperature dep
dence ofHV must be attributed to a change in the mobility
dislocations: the high-temperature anomaly can be due to
interaction of dislocations with impurity molecules that d
fuse in the crystal,8 while the enhancement of theHV(T)
dependence in the sc phase below 155 K is associated
the relaxation of orientational ordering of C60 molecules in
the elastic field of moving dislocations.13 However, the slip
crystallography as well as the structure of dislocations
these crystals have been studied incompletely.

This research is devoted to~1! a more detailed descrip
tion of the results of studies of the temperature depende
of the lattice parameters and microplasticity of pure C60 crys-
tal, which were briefly discussed in Ref. 12,~2! an analysis
of slip crystallography in the fcc and sc phases,~3! the study
of microhardness anisotropy, and~4! an analysis of the effec
of crystal annealing on the microhardness anomaly in
region of the fcc→sc transition.

2. MATERIAL AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The samples were obtained from commercial fuller
having a purity of;99.5% by double sublimation in Ar. Th
initial material was placed in a quartz boat of the sublimat
column; argon was blown under a pressure of;1 atm in the
direction of temperature growth; C60 was heated approxi
mately to 920 K during several hours; sublimated fuller
was returned to the column, and the process was repe
According to the results of high-sensitivity liquid-pha
chromatography, the purity of the obtained fullerite w
higher than 99.9%. In addition to fine-disperse fraction w
a grain size 1021–1022 mm, the powder contained isolate
crystals of size;23130.3 mm. Some of the crystals had
larger plane parallel to the$111% direction, some others wer
of the $100% type, while the edges, as a rule, had an orien
tion ^110&. Because of the uncontrollable growth, the fac
ting of individual crystals deviated from the crystallograph
direction. Islets with specular surfaces of the$111% or
$100% type, which are convenient for slip crystallograph
were observed at the faces of the crystals.

The morphology of the surface of initial and indent
samples was studied with the help of an optical microsco
The microhardness measuring technique in the tempera
range 81–300 K was described in Ref. 39. All experime
were made in atmosphere, nitrogen vapor, and in liquid
(T581 K) on the samples not protected from natural illum
nation. The spread in data was reduced by multiple meas
ments on the same sample. A thin layer of the surface be
indented was removed between measurements by sa
polishing with chamois leather impregnated with benze
The relative error in determining the average value of mic
hardness did not exceed 2%. Here we present the ave
values of microhardness calculated from the results of m
surements of 10–20 indentations.

In the case of x-ray diffraction studies, the coarse-gr
sublimated powder was crushed and annealed in vacuum
1 h at 500 K. Such a procedure of annealing made it poss
to obtain samples free of macrostresses with a crystallite
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1024–1025 mm. Sample homogeneity and quality we
monitored from the profile and width of diffraction reflexe
In the course of measurements, the samples were pe
nently in vacuum and were protected from illuminatio
Structural studies were carried out in Cu-K} radiation on an
automated DRON–type diffractometer in the temperat
range 30–293 K by using an original liquid-helium
cryostat.40 The sample temperature was measured with
platinum resistance thermometer. The error in tempera
stabilization was60.05 K, and the error in determining th
lattice parameters did not exceed60.001 Å. The errors in
determining the linewidth and intensity for x-ray reflexes a
presented in the figures.

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

3.1. X-ray studies

An analysis of x-ray diffraction pattern obtained at roo
temperature has proved that the process of dispersion
subsequent annealing did not lead to contamination of
sublimated material with any impurities. X-ray diffractio
patterns contained only reflections from the cubic fcc ph
of fullerite C60. The value of the lattice paramete
a514.161 Å averaged over several measurements is in g
agreement with the data for single crystals.11,41,42However,
diffraction for the crushed material was characterized by
enhanced general background and by the emergence o
ditional pseudo-Bragg diffraction in the form of asymmet
or an ‘‘arm’’ in the ~111! reflection profile~Fig. 1!. The latter
can be due to violation of the stacking order in atomic lay
~111! of the fcc lattice, which lower the symmetry of defe
tive regions of the crystal to the hexagonal symmetry. T
effect of various types of stacking faults on the diffractio
pattern for fullerite C60 crystals is considered in detail b
Vaughanet al.43 Such structural inhomogeneities in fullerit
crystals can lead to a number of anomalies in the phys
properties in the region of orientational phase transition:
formation of the second heat-capacity peak43 and to a notice-
able ‘‘blurring’’ of this transition detected by x-ray diffrac
tion technique~see below!.

X-ray studies in the temperature range 30–293 K c
firmed, in general, the existing concepts concerning str

FIG. 1. The profile of the~111! x-ray reflection of fullerite C60 at room
temperature. The arrow indicates the position of pseudo-Bragg diffract
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tural transforma

TABLE II. Angles and experimental values of intensities of x-ray reflections in fullerite C60 at 32 K.
No. 2Qexp
+ I exp hkl 2Qcalc

+ D~2Q°!

100 6.360
110 9.000

1 11.03 1000 111 11.028 20.002
200 12.741
210 14.252
211 15.621

2 18.07 925 220 18.056 20.014
300 19.161
310 20.208

3 21.21 720 311 21.206 20.004
4 22.17 200 222 22.161 20.009

320 23.078
330 27.228

5 28.02 60 331 27.989 20.031
6 28.76 75 420 28.731 20.029

421 29.456
332 30.166

7 31.53 86 422 31.541 0.011
430 32.210
510 32.865

8 33.53 76 511 33.510 20.020
520 34.767
600 38.886

9 39.48 52 610 39.445 20.035
611 39.997
620 41.082

10 41.56 32 540 41.616 0.056
11 42.19 23 541 42.144 20.046
12 42.65 25 533 42.667 0.017
13 43.21 390 622 43.185 20.025

630 43.698
444 45.209

14 45.74 58 632 45.704 20.036
15 46.17* 35 550 46.195 0.025
16 46.71 95 551 46.681 20.029

640 47.164
722 49.524

17 49.93* 74 730 49.987 0.064
18 50.46 280 731 50.446 20.014

650 51.355
820 54.451

19 54.86 60 821 54.883 0.023
653 55.313
664 62.723

20 63.17 29 850 63.120 20.05
21 63.47* 34 930 63.514 0.044

931 63.908
961 74.121

22 74.82 57 1042 74.852 0.032
1100 75.218

*Structural reflections which belong to a space symmetry group lower thanPa3.
tion occurring during the cooling of C60 crys-
he
rn
th
es
d
-
e
te

Table II also contains the experimental values of the inten-
r-

ed
ce
c-
ruc-

he
s,
tals. The fcc→sc phase transition is accompanied by t
emergence of superstructural reflexes on diffraction patte
corresponding to a decrease in the total symmetry of
crystal as a result of orientational ordering of molecul
Most of the observed superstructural reflexes are identifie
the space groupPa3. A part of experimental diffraction pat
tern atT532 K is presented in Table II, together with th
theoretically calculated reflexes for the lattice parame
a514.043 Å. In addition to the experimental (2Qexp

+ ) and
theoretical (2Qcalc

+ ) values of the reflection (hkl) angles,
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sities ~I exp! of the observed reflections in relative units, no
malized to the intensity of the strongest reflections~111!.
The first column of Table II contains the number of observ
reflections, while the last column shows the differen
D(2Q°) between the theoretical and experimental diffra
tion angles. For large diffraction angles, several superst
tural reflections of the~hk0! type with oddh andk ~marked
by asterisks in Table II!, which do not belong toPa3 sym-
metry and whose intensity is comparable with that of t
main structural reflections in this range of diffraction angle
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are observed. Since powder samples contained a large n
ber of regions with stacking faults with a symmetry low
than that of fcc, it can be naturally assumed that the orie
tionally ordered structure has a symmetry lower thanPa3 in
these regions also. This circumstance can be responsibl
the emergence of additional superstructural reflections
T,Tc . It should be noted that the intensity of such refle
tions must increase with the volume of defective regio
However, we could not verify much an increase.

The temperature dependence of the lattice parameta
~Fig. 2! contains regions corresponding to three characte
tic temperatures. The fcc→sc phase transition is accomp
nied by a jump in the lattice parameter whose relative
crease~Da/a.0.33%! as a result of the transition is in goo
agreement with the results obtained in Refs. 2 and 42.
temperature variation of the lattice parameter in the hi
temperature phase corresponds to the available experim
data.2,5,41,42 The obtained phase-transition temperatu
Tc5260 K which we obtained virtually coincides with th
temperature typical of single-crystal samples.2,11 Detailed
analysis of x-ray patterns revealed the coexistence of the
and sc phases in the vicinity of the phase transition temp
tureTc63 K. The presence of two phases in such a sign
cant temperature interval during an orientational phase t
sition is apparently due to dispersion in the values of pha
transition temperature in defective regions of the crystal. T
regions of short-range orientational order in the parts of
crystal with stacking disorder nearTc is characterized by a
smaller correlation radius of the orientational interaction
compared to the rest of the crystal,43 and hence by a lowe
phase-transition temperatureTc . According to the results on
inelastic x-ray and neutron scattering,44 the regions of short-
range orientational order in perfect C60 single crystal in
which translational disorder of the stacking fault type is n
observed have a correlation length of the order of 40 Å~at
T5265 K!.

At Tg.95 K, thea(T) dependence has a clearly man
fested kink ~see Fig. 2!; this anomaly is also well known
from previous structural studies.2,12 The peculiarity in the
behavior ofa(T), which is observed atT05155 K and about

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the lattice parameter for the full
C60 :Tc is the temperature of orientational phase transition fcc→sc, T0 and
Tg are the temperatures corresponding to the beginning and end o
formation of the orientational glass, respectively.
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which the information is controversial,2,6 was detected by us
more clearly. It should be noted that some other parame
of fullerite have certain peculiarities just in the vicinity o
this temperature~this problem was discussed, for example,
the review in Ref. 6!.

The peculiarities on the temperature dependence of s
physical parameters atT,160 K are associated by Davi
et al.2,4 with the retardation of rotation of C60 molecules
about^111& axes, which is manifested in an increase in t
lifetime of orientational defects~hexagonal configurations o
pairs of neighboring molecules! upon a decrease in temper
ture. Subsequent cooling leads to virtually complete freez
of the rotational motion and to the formation of orientation
glass atT,95 K ~with a fixed relation between pentagon
and hexagonal configurations of C60 molecules!. This ex-
plains the increase in the half-width of x-ray reflections
the regionTg,T,T0.155 K observed in our experiments
The results of measurement of the half-widthD of the profile
of one of the main reflections~which are structural in the
case of an fcc lattice! are presented in Fig. 3. As the tem
perature decreases from 155 K to the glass-transition po
the half-width of the reflection profile undergoes an over
variation of 10–12%. A similar diffraction involving the
variation of the reflection profile half-width was observe
earlier in solid solutions of simple molecular cryst
N2–Ar

45 and O2–Ar
46 during the formation of orientationa

glass in them. However, the glass-formation process in th
systems was accompanied by a more significant broade
of reflections~by more than 70%!. We believe that the freez
ing of molecules in random orientations leads to their no
uniform static displacements from lattice cites. The mag
tude of displacements, and hence the broadening
diffraction reflections, are determined by the contribution
anisotropic forces to the lattice energy. In contrast to t
effect, the noticeable increase in the profile half-width of t
~111! reflection nearTc ~Fig. 3! is due to the superposition o
reflections from two coexisting phases with a small diffe
ence in molecular volumes, while the shape of the tempe
ture dependence of the half-width of the~111! reflection in
the two-phase region characterizes the change in the con
tration of phases upon a transition throughTc .

ite

he

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the half-widthD of ~111! x-ray reflec-
tion.
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We have not discovered any anomalies on the temp
ture dependences of the intensity of structural reflection
the entire temperature range of investigation. As the te
perature decreases, their intensity increases monotoni
~Fig. 4! mainly due to a change in the Debye–Waller fac
as a result of the decrease in the amplitude of mean-sq
displacements of the molecules. A decrease in tempera
belowTg leads to an anomalous retardation of the growth
intensity I (T) ~see Fig. 4!. Since the peculiarities on th
temperature dependences of the physical properties of fu
ites are mainly determined by the behavior of its orien
tional subsystem, it would be interesting to study the te
perature dependence of the intensity of superstruct
reflections. Superstructural reflections typical of thePa3 lat-
tice were studied in detail for C60 single crystals.

43,47–49The
results described in these publications show that a retarda
of the growth of I (T) similar to that shown in Fig. 4 is
typical of most of superstructuralPa3 reflections upon a
transition to a glass-like phase.

3.2. Growth twins and slip crystallography

The polished surface of crystals displayed plane-para
stripes aligned along thê110& directions, which were pre
served after multiple polishing. One of such stripes obser
on the$100% plane is shown in Fig. 5. Such stripes are a
parently growth twins corresponding to$111%^112& systems
typical of fcc crystals. They become visible because of
lective etching of twinned planes and their boundaries un
the action of benzene. Growth twins are typical defects

FIG. 4. Temperature dependences of the intensity of~111! x-ray reflections.

FIG. 5. The growth twin detected on the$100% plane of the C60 crystal as a
result of its mechanical and chemical polishing with chamois leather
pregnated with benzene. The direction of twin boundaries coincides with
^110& direction.
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5–10mm to tens of micrometers. The effect of growth twin
on microhardness was not studied, but it would hardly
significant for a low density of twin boundaries. Howeve
twins do play a noticeable role in the formation of crack
Indentation in the vicinity of twin boundaries always leads
the formation of cracks along the latter. We did not obse
the formation of deformation-induced twins under the act
of a concentrated force, but it cannot be ruled out t
strongly distorted regions of the crystal can contain a la
number of deformation-induced stacking faults in the vic
ity of indentations.

The cubic lattice of fullerite C60 as well as the familiar
habitus of the crystals make it possible to determine una
biguously the slip systems in the high- and low-temperat
phases from an analysis of the pattern of slip traces in
formed regions in the region of indentation~Fig. 6!. It is well
known that a slight slippage in fcc crystals can easily
realized along the octahedral system$111%^110&. For crys-
tals with a sc lattice, the systems$100%^100& or $110%
^100& might turn out to be advantageous from the ene
point of view.8 Proceeding from these considerations, let
compare the pattern of slippage stripes on the sample sur
with the directions of traces of crystallographic plan
$111%, $100%, and $110% on the habitus planes~111! and
~100! of the crystal.

Clearly manifested slippage planes were formed in
vicinity of an indentation for loads exceeding 0.1–0.2
The stripes formed on the~111! plane under a loading o
0.2N (T5290 K) can be seen in Figs. 6a and 6b~at
T,Tc , the pattern is similar!. Repeated indentation unde
the same load~Fig. 6b! only led to a more intense slippag
and elongation of the stripes formed as a result of the pr
ous indentation. Figure 6d shows that the traces of the th
types of the planes$111%, $100%, and $110% on the ~111!
plane of the sample have the same^110& direction. Planes of
the $110% type can have thê112& direction also. These two
sets of traces can be identified only if the crystallograp
direction of at least one of the crystal edges is known. T
triangles of traces turned relative to one another reflect c
verging and diverging slip systems along which the trans
of matter is accomplished in the vicinity of the indentor
the surface of the sample and to its bulk. This explains d
ferent~black and white! contrasts of parallel slippage stripe
in Figs. 6a and 6b. In the case of the$110%^100& system, the
traces in thê 112& direction correspond to the three slippa
planes (01̄1), (11̄0), and (1̄01) from the $110% family,
which intersect the~111! surface of the sample at righ
angles. Naturally, an analysis of the plastic shear pattern~slip
steps! on the$111% plane alone38 does not lead to an unam
biguous conclusion about slip crystallography~especially at
temperatures below the phase-transition point!.

Figure 6c shows the microscopic structure of the d
formed region of the sample indented atT581 K at the sur-
face that deviates slightly from the~100! plane. It can be
seen from Fig. 6e that the pattern of the traces of
$111%, $100%, and$110% planes intersecting the~100! plane
is extremely simple. Remarkably, only the slippage planes
the $111%^110& can be either converging or diverging, form

-
e
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FIG. 6. Slip stripes bear the impression of the indenter on the~111! ~a,b! and ~100! ~c! planes and schematic diagrams of possible slip planes^111&,
^100&, and {110} on habitus planes of the C60 crystal: the first and repeated indentation atP50.2 N andT5290 K~a,b!; and indentation atP50.35 N and
T581 K~c!; the ~111! plane, the direction of traceŝ110& and ^112&~d!, the ~001! plane, the direction of traceŝ100& and ^110&~e!.
ing parallel traces on the~100! plane. The$110%^100& sys-
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Although such a conclusion was made earlier in Refs. 12 and
nd

tud-

-
f-
n

ns.
tem with the Burgers vector lying in the$100% plane natu-
rally is not seen. A deviation of the sample surface fro
~100! leads to the emergence of nonparallel traces~Fig. 6c!.
Different optical contrasts of steps on the surface and t
nonparallelism indicate that the pairs of slippage pla
marked by arrows and forming small angles with one anot
belong to different families$111%^100&.

Thus, our microstructural observations of slippa
stripes and their geometrical analysis lead to the unamb
ous conclusion that only the octahedral slip system$111%
^110& is active at temperatures in the interval 81–300
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38, crystals of two orientations were used only in Ref. 12 a
in the present work for its verification.

The conservation of slip in$111%-type planes during
fcc→sc phase transition is a phenomenon that has been s
ied well in ordered alloys Cu3Au and Ni3Mn.

50 It is possible
that like in these alloys, slip in$111% planes in the ordered
sc-phase of C60 occurs through the motion of partial disloca
tions accompanied with the formation of low-energy out-o
phase boundaries.12 The microscopic nature of conservatio
of slip systems in C60 crystals upon a fcc→sc transition is
undoubtedly interesting and deserves further investigatio
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3.3. Localization of slip

The deformation of C60 crystals by indentation is char
acterized by noticeable localization of plastic shear stra
leading to the formation of clearly manifested steps upon
emergence of a slip stripe at the surface~Fig. 7a,b!. A lens-
shaped shear region is formed as a result of indentation u
a large load applied to the indenter. It resembles a twin
shape, but the height of a step at the surface turns out t
smaller than in the case of a twin in the fcc lattice by a fac
of 2.5. The lens-like shape is due to deceleration of a
strip at cracks restricting its elongation on both sides.

It is well known that slip localization upon indentation
enhanced upon an increase in rigidity of the crystal, for
ample, as a result of doping, irradiation, or cooling.51 This
phenomenon should not be typical of pure molecular crys
~at least in their high- temperature phase!.7 The C60 crystals
investigated by us were initially saturated with Ar atom
which, according to Haluskaet al.,33 can lead to a significan
strain-hardening and a decrease in plasticity even in an
entationally disordered state.

3.4. Microhardness of C 60 crystals

Dependence of HV on the load applied to the indentor.
The dependences of the square (2a)2 of the impression di-
agonal on loadP, obtained on~100! plane at 81 and
290 K, are shown in Fig. 8. The linear relation betwe
(2a)2 andP corresponding to the constancy ofHV(P) was
observed only for loads P<0.1 N at 290 K and
P<0.075 N at 81 K. At higher loads on the indentor, t
material was broken. Cracks in the vicinity of impressi
had no clearly manifested crystallographic direction like
the case of brittle crystals, but the^110& direction can be
indicated as a preferred direction of their propagation.
nitrogen temperatures, crack formation was more inte
~see the inset in Fig. 8! and started at lower loads.

The absence of theHV(P) dependence for the$111%
plane was observed in Ref. 8 at room temperature for lo

FIG. 7. Lens-shaped shear region formed as a result of indentation o
~100! plane in the C60 crystal atT5290 K andP50.7 N: metallographic
microscope~a! and interference microscope~b!.
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ings down to;0.14 N, while in Ref. 28 the microhardnes
for the same plane decreased significantly upon an incre
in load to;0.2 N and only after that it remained unchang
up toP50.8 N. The existence of a wide range of loads f
whichHV(P)5const obviously indicates the homogeneity
the crystals under investigation due to favorable conditio
of their growth. The reason behind a decrease in microha
ness and increasing load~impression depth! observed in
Refs. 9 and 10 could be the concentration gradient of im
rities diffusing through the sample surface.

Microhardness anisotropy.The anisotropy of plastic slip
is manifested in experiments on microindentation of C60

crystals in experiments on microhardness first in differ
values of microhardness for different indentation planes
the same values ofP andT, and second, in a dependence
the impression shape on the direction of the indentor dia
nal. It can be seen from Fig. 8 that the impressions are c
cave if the indentor diagonal is oriented along the^110&
direction and convex if the diagonal is oriented alo
^100&. This is due to the displacement of the material ejec
during the intrusion of the indenter in the slip direction as
other cubic crystals51 ~in the case of fullerite C60, this is the
^110& direction; see the schematic diagram in Fig. 6e!. It
should be noted that the preservation of the shape of
impression upon a change in temperature of indentation i
indication of preservation of the slip system in C60 during the
phase transition.

At all temperatures, the value of microhardness m
sured in the~111! plane was higher than that measured in t
~100! plane~Fig. 9!. The ratio of the values ofHV for these

he

FIG. 8. Dependence of the square of the impression of the indenter on
~100! plane of the C60 crystal on the load applied to the indenter
T5290 K ~curve 1! and T581 K ~curve 2!. The upper inset shows the
impression of the indenter on the~100! plane atP50.25 N andT581 K.
The diagonal of the impression is directed along@011#. The lower inset
shows the impressions of the indenter in the~100! plane forP50.05 N and
T5290 K; the horizontal direction is parallel to@110#.
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planes is;1.25–1.5 in the region of room temperature
which is in good agreement with the results obtained in R
11; as the temperature decreases, this ratio becomes sm
and attains the value;1.1 at 81 K. The anisotropy of hard
ness is probably due to different values of strain hardenin
the material under the indentor, whose intensity can dep
on the direction of indentation̂111& or ^110& ~see the sche
matic diagram in Figs. 6d and 6e!.

Temperature dependence of microhardness.In order to
analyze the temperature dependence of microhardness
used a load;0.05 N, which ensures the satisfaction of t
conditionHV(P)5const in the entire temperature interval
interest.

Figure 9 shows threeHV(T) dependences obtained as
result of indentation of the~100! plane ~curve1!12 and the
~111! plane~curves2 and3!. The absolute values of micro
hardness at room temperature~HV

1005170 MPa and
HV
1115210–250 MPa! are close to those obtained by oth

authors.8,10,11,28The spread in the values ofHV for different
samples of the crystals with the same orientation w
;20%. The same spread was also observed in Ref. 8.

The main peculiarities of the temperature dependenc
microhardness can be reproduced for all the samples,
insensitive to the orientation of the indentation plane, and
obviously associated with specific structure of fullerite.8,12,13

The first of these peculiarities is the athermal nature ofHV in
the high-temperature phase of C60 even when impurity dif-
fusion processes leading to the fixation of dislocations
included.8 This feature is typical of the mechanical properti
of high- symmetry crystals and can indicate that the fcc f
lerite belongs to plastic molecular crystals.7

Two anomalies~namely, the step-wise variation of m
crohardness in the region of the fcc→sc transition and the
kink on theHV(T) dependence in the region ofT;155 K,

FIG. 9. Temperature dependences of microhardness obtained as a re
indentation of habitus planes~100! ~curve1! and~111! ~curves2 and3! for
three different C60 crystals.
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dependence of the lattice parameter~see Fig. 2!. Note that an
increase in microhardness in the sc phase can be partly
to an increase in the elastic moduli for fullerite: the increa
in Young’s modulus during a phase transition is;8%,
while the cooling from room temperature to 6 K causes
increase by 40%.22 At the same time, the step onHV in the
transition region amounts to 30–50%,8,12 while the micro-
hardness increases approximately by a factor of two in
temperature range 290–81 K. The main contribution to
increment ofHV during cooling is undoubtedly associate
with a considerable effect of thermally activated proces
on the slip kinetics~mobility of dislocations!. Among other
things, an increase in the size of the deformation region w
well-developed slip stripes upon an increase in the hold
time under loading indicates the activation nature of slip e
lution ~Fig. 6b!.

Two types of relaxation processes occurring in the el
tic field of a dislocation moving in the sc phase of fulleri
C60 were analyzed in Ref. 13. It was shown that these p
cesses are due to dynamic interaction of dislocations w
rotational degrees of freedom of C60 molecules. Each such
process can make a significant contribution to dislocat
drag. In the immediate vicinity ofTc , the dominant role is
played by the relaxation losses accompanying the interac
of the elastic field of dislocations with the field of the ord
parameter which corresponds to this transition. According
the estimates obtained in Ref. 13, the proposed mechan
can explain the stepwise increase inHV below Tc . In the
temperature range of;160 K, the main role is played by
dynamic losses of the dislocation, which are associated w
the thermally activated relaxation in the system of penta
nal and hexagonal molecular configurations, whose equ
rium is violated by the elastic dislocation field. This dra
mechanism can be used to explain the beginning of a sig
cant increase inHV upon a decrease in temperature in t
region of orientational vitrification of fullerite.

It should be observed that the relaxation of the ord
parameter as well as the activation transitions in the sys
of pentagonal and hexagonal configurations affect the ac
tic properties of the fullerite C60 quite significantly. Hence
the acoustic anomalies must be closely related physicall
theHV(T) anomalies belowTc .

13

Effect of impurities on the microhardness anomaly in t
fcc→sc transition region.The stepwise increase in micro
hardness associated with the phase transition occurs ov
fairly wide temperature interval between 10 K~Refs. 8 and
12! and 20 K or more~Figs. 9 and 10!. TheHV(T) depen-
dences obtained during cooling and heating of the sample
identical to within the measuring error. It is known from
structural,30,52,53acoustic31,54,55and NMR studies,56,57as well
as the data on heat capacity58,59 that the width of the phase
transitionDT and the behavior of thermodynamic properti
of fullerites in the vicinity ofTc depend significantly on the
presence of impurities in the sample. A significant conc
tration of the interstitial impurities of the Cn-type molecular
fragments, N2 or O2 molecular components or other comp
nents of air may not only lower the superconducting tran

lt of
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tion temperatureTc , but also considerably increase the i
tervalDT ~up to;10 K or more!.30

The extended step on theHV(T) dependence during
transition throughTc may also be due to the molecular im
purities trapped by the sample surface from the surround
air or during mechanical and chemical polishing. In order
verify this assumption, we annealed a sample in a vacuum
1023 Torr at 400 K for 24 h. Figure 10 shows that anneali
leads to an abrupt narrowing of the temperature interva
variation of microhardness.

In our opinion, atmospheric oxygen is the most proba
trapped impurity. In contrast to noble gases, oxygen m
ecules affect significantly the intermolecular forces
fullerite28 and determine the peculiarities of the fcc→sc
phase transition to a certain extent.60,61The high mobility of
oxygen in C60, which is due to a low diffusion activation
energy of 0.24 eV,62 is a factor facilitating the saturation o
the surface layers of the sample with oxygen as well as t
purification in a moderate vacuum at a low temperat
(T;400 K). The details of the effect of impurities on th
phase transition in C60 require further investigations.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The crystal structure, the lattice parameters, the h
width and intensity of x-ray reflections of fullerite C60 are
studied by the method of x-ray diffractometry in the tem
perature range 30–293 K. It is shown that the tempera
corresponding to the orientational phase transition in hi
purity fullerite isTc5260 K and that it nearly coincides wit
the value typical of single crystals.

2. It is found that the samples under investigation co
tain a noticeable number of regions with stacking faults
two-phase region with an interval of blurring of63 K due to
dispersion of the of transition temperatures in defective

FIG. 10. Temperature dependences of microhardness in the region o
fcc→sc transition obtained on the same C60 crystal subjected to differen
treatment: the initial crystal polished before the measuring microhard
~curve 1, light triangles!, the same crystal polished after annealing
vacuum~the annealing mode is given below! and holding in air for five days
~dark triangles!; the crystal polished and annealed in a 1023 Torr vacuum
for 24 h at 400 K~curve2; the symbolss andd correspond to different
experiments!.
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Along with superstructural reflections typical ofPa3 lattice,
a number of (hk0) reflections with oddh andk correspond-
ing to a lower symmetry of the orientational ordering
molecules are observed in the low-temperature phase of
lerite. This symmetry can be realized in crystal regions w
stacking faults.

3. The temperature dependence of the lattice param
a manifests three distinct features: the jum
Da/a53.331023 in the parameter at the phase-transiti
temperatureTc , weakening of thea(T) dependence a
T0&155 K, and a kink atTg.95 K, which are associated
with the beginning and termination of molecular orientati
freezing. It is shown that the formation of orientational gla
is accompanied by a considerable increase in the half-w
of structural reflections. Anomalous deceleration of the
crease in the intensity of structural reflections with decre
ing temperature is observed in the region corresponding
orientational glass (T,Tg).

4. Microscopic observations of the surface and crys
lographic analysis of the patterns of plastic shears in
~111! and ~100! planes lead to the unambiguous conclusi
concerning the activity of the only slip system of the$111%
3^110& type in the fcc and sc phases.

5. The temperature dependence of microhardnessHV of
C60 crystals is studies in the temperature range 81–293
The hardness of the fcc phase normalized to the ela
modulus turns out to be higher than the hardness of typ
molecular crystals at comparable homological tempera
values. This fact as well as considerable localization of s
page indicates that the crystals studied in this research ca
be classified as plastic crystals in view of the presence
hardening impurities in them.

6. The microhardness increases stepwise by appr
mately 30% upon a transition throughTc , while at
T,160 K theHV(T) dependence becomes stronger. The
anomalies are regarded as consequences of dislocation
due to relaxation losses during the interaction of the ela
field of dislocations with the field of the orientational ord
parameter~theTc region! and with the system of pentagon
and hexagonal configurations of C60 molecules whose equi
librium is violated by a moving dislocation~the region of
T.160 K!.

7. The increase in the value ofHV during the fcc→sc
transition is observed in the temperature interval larger t
10 K. The width of this interval decreases as a result
annealing in vacuum, which is apparently due to the pur
cation of surface layers from gaseous impurities satura
the crystal during its storage in air.

8. Plastic deformation in C60 crystals is anisotropic,
which is manifested, for example, in the dependence of
value of HV on the direction of the indentation plane
HV
111.(1.25–1.5)HV

100 at T5293 K.
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SHORT NOTES
Theory of magnetoelastic vibrations in spin glass
I. A. Akhiezer,1) D. P. Belozorov, and Z. A. Spol’nik

National Science Center ‘‘Kharkov Physicotechnical Institute,’’ 310108 Kharkov, Ukraine
~Submitted November 15, 1996!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.23, 352–354~March 1997!

The spectra of magnetoelastic vibrations in spin glass are determined in the absence and in the
presence of an external magnetic field. Various cases of magnetoacoustic resonance are
considered. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~97!01403-5#
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nance~see Ref. 1! were studied in detail for substances wi
a long-range spatial magnetic order~such as ferromagnets
antiferromagnets, and ferrimagnets!. In this communication,
we consider magnetoacoustic phenomena in magnetically
dered substances without any long-range spatial magn
order, viz., spin glasses.2!

We will describe excitations of spin glass proceedi
from the well-known hydrodynamic model which characte
izes spin glass as a nondissipative continuous medium w
state is determined by three angles of spin rotations spec
at each point.3,4 Such a description of spin glass is apparen
valid only for low temperatures and small characteris
times~high frequencies!, which is primarily due to the struc
ture of the phase space of spin glass, namely, due to
presence of a large number of valleys which are separate
high barriers and which correspond to different metasta
states of the spin system. At low temperatures, the sys
exists in the vicinity of a given metastable state for a lo
time, experiencing only small deviations; this forms the ba
for a hydrodynamic description of spin glass as a nondi
pative system. It should be noted, however, that a decrea
temperature leads to a further factorization of the ph
space of the spin system into smaller and smaller valle5

the factorization process continuing down to absolute z
temperature. In this case, the dynamics of the system at
temperatures is determined by the existence of degree
freedom which make the main contribution to thermodyna
ics.

Assuming that spin glass is a continuous medium,
will proceed from the Lagrangian

L5Lm1La1L8, ~1!

whereLm is the Lagrangian of the magnetic subsystem:6–8

Lm5
2x

g2 E H ẇW 22sm
2 S ]w i

]xj
D 21gẇW ~H1@H,wW # !

2v0
2w2J d3x, ~2!

La is the Lagrangian of the acoustic subsystem:

La5
r

2 E $u̇22l iklmuikulm%d3x;
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and L8 is the Lagrangian describing the interaction of t
subsystems. HerewW is the angular variable,u is the displace-
ment vector,ui j is the strain tensor,sl ,t are the velocities of
longitudinal and transverse sounds,x is the static magnetic
susceptibility,H is the magnetic field strength,g is the gy-
romagnetic ratio,sm

2 is the rigidity of the spin system,r is
the density, andv0

2 is the local magnetic anisotropy constan
The magnetization is related to the angular variablewW by the
standard relation

M5xSH1
2

g
ẇW D . ~4!

Let us first consider a crystal without an inversion ce
ter. In this case,L8 can be chosen in the form

L85
jArx

g E Ai jlm

]w i

]xl

]uj
]xm

d3x, ~5!

wherej is the dimensionless magnetoelastic coupling c
stant, andAi jlm is a tensor~for simplicity, we henceforth
assume thatAi  lm5ad i jd lm). In the order of magnitude
a}sm

2}sl
2}st

2}1011(cm/s)2; as regards the parameterj, it
must be proportional to (v/c)4 in the case of ideal spin glas
like the magnetic anisotropy constant~herev is the electron
velocity, andc the velocity of light!.6 By varying~1!, we can
easily obtain coupled equations for the vectorswW andu and
determine the spectra of magnetoelastic waves. We will g
here only the final results.

In the absence of magnetic anisotropy and external m
netic field, spin glass can transmit coupled magnetoela
waves with the linear energy–momentum relationv5st8k
andv5sm8 k, wherest85s1 ,sm8 5s2 , and

s6
2 5

st
21sm

2

2
6
1

2
A~st

22sm
2 !1j2a2. ~6!

We note that the velocity of spin waves and velocity
sound have the same order of magnitude; the velocitysm
depends significantly on the magnetic impurity concentrat
cm and temperatureT ~vanishing at the spin-freezing point!.
The resonant relationsm5st ~or sm5sl! can hold in principle
for certain values ofcm andT. In resonance, the couplin
between the magnetic and elastic systems increases sh
~the coupling constant is proportional toj instead ofj2!.
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value of the wave vector, but for all values ofk ~the situation
is similar to that studied in Refs. 9 and 10 for antiferroma
nets!.

In the presence of an external magnetic field~and also in
the case where magnetic anisotropy is taken into acco
i.e., forv0>smk!, spin waves have the frequenciesv l ,t ~for
the longitudinal and transverse waves, respectively! in accor-
dance with Ref. 6, where

v l
25v0

21sm
2 k2,

v t
25Av l

21~gH/2!26gH/2. ~7!

In this case, magnetoacoustic resonance accompanie
an abrupt increase in the coupling between the magnetic
elastic subsystems is also possible. However, the reson
sets in not for all values ofk, but for certain values of the
wave vector which is defined by one of the equations

v l5slk, v t5slk, v l5stk, v t5stk. ~8!

If we disregard, following Ref. 6, magnetic anisotrop
the invariants appearing inL8 in the presence of an inversio
center in the crystal always contain higher-order derivati
as compared to Eq.~5!, and the magnetoelastic couplin
turns out to be very weak~proportional toja2k2, wherea is
the lattice constant!. At the same time, Rusek11 chose the
invariant

U int5LwW curl u ~9!

as the energy density of the magnetoacoustic interact
which leads to a significant coupling between spin waves
elastic waves for crystals with an inversion center. Suc
choice appears as doubtful. Indeed, let us consider a ho
geneous state characterized by a constant value of the a
lar variablewW 5wW 0 . Going over to a coordinate system r
263 Low Temp. Phys. 23 (3), March 1997
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anglevW and noting that such a rotation corresponds to
strain tensor]ui /]x5« i j l v l , we find that the energy of the
system is supplemented with the quantity 2LwW 0vW . On the
other hand, a transition to the rotated system of coordin
does not change the energy of the system; i.e.,L50.

In summary, the magnetoelastic interaction can pla
significant role, as was demonstrated above, only in crys
without an inversion center, where it leads to the emerge
of a magnetoacoustic resonance and the formation
coupled magnetoelastic waves for all values of the wave v
tor k in the absence of magnetic anisotropy and in zero m
netic field.

1!This article was written on the basis of I. A. Akhiezer’s archives.
2!The magnetoelastic interaction in disordered media is considered in Re
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

at
Positive Hall effect in a transition-metal-free amorphous alloy
V. M. Kuźmenko and V. I. Melńikov

National Science Center ‘‘Kharkov Physicotechnical Institute,’’ 310108 Kharkov, Ukraine
~Submitted October 17, 1996; revised December 4, 1996!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.23, 355–357~March 1997!

The Hall effect of homogeneous amorphous Be films of thickness 25–100 nm stabilized with
hydrogen impurity is investigated at 10 K,T,50 K. The value of Hall coefficient
estimated asRH51(1.160.2)310210 m3/C is found to be independent of temperature and
sample thickness. This is the first consistently repeatable observation of positive Hall effect in a
homogeneous nontransition amorphous metal. The observed effect contradicts the
predictions of the theory that the Hall effect in nontransition amorphous metals must be negative.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~97!01503-X#

We investigated the Hall effect in the amorphousterval 25–100 nm. In the course of crystallization
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beryllium–hydrogen @a-~Be~H!# system. Homogeneou
a-Be~H! amorphous films of thickness 125–100 nm we
obtained by low-temperature condensation in ultrahigh~in all
components of air! vacuum under a partial hydrogen pre
sure of 4.6731025 Pa.1 According to our estimates, th
films contained;1 at.% of hydrogen. The superconductin
transition temperatureTc for these films was;10 K.1! The
transition widthDTc determined from the change in electr
cal resistance from 10 to 90% of its value in the normal st
was 0.1–0.3 K. The transition ofa-Be~H! to the stable hcp
phase occurs as a result of sample heating to the temper
Tcr560–70 K and is virtually completed atT.100 K.

Among amorphous metal alloys not containing a tran
tion metal,a-Be~H! films possess one of the highest valu
of resistivityr5250630 mV•cm ~at 13 K!. In the classical
theory, this value corresponds to the electron mean free
l of the order of atomic spacinga.3 With such a strong
scattering, strong deviations from the theory of the Hall
fect based on Boltzmann’s concepts should be expected

We analyzed the Hall effect according to classical te
nique. The magnetic field with inductionB up to 1.6 T was
created by a superconducting solenoid and was applie
right angles to the plane of a rectangular film~B' j , wherej
is the measuring current density!. The polarity of the electric
field potentials in the direction of the vectorj and the Hall
electric fieldEH ~in the direction perpendicular to the vecto
j andB! was determined directly on each sample with t
help of a tester. In all the cases, the vectorsj , EH , andB
form a right-handed system of rectangular coordinates~Fig.
1!, which corresponds to the positive sign of the Hall co
ficient RH ~sinceEH5RH@B,j #!. The Hall voltageUH was
measured with the help of a potentiometer P-363. The va
of the Hall coefficient was calculated from the formu
RH5UHd/(BI), where d is the film thickness, andI the
measuring current.

It was found that for homogeneousa-Be~H! films the
value of RH51(1.160.2)310210 m3/C and does not de
pend on temperature~in the interval fromTc to Tcr!, mag-
netic field ~from 0 to 1.6 T!, and layer thickness~in the in-
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T5Tcr , the value ofRH increases more than fourfold, whil
RH'7310210 m3/C ~at 13 K! after sample heating to
T'650 K and is close to the value ofRH for a bulk poly-
crystalline beryllium.4

According to modern concepts,3 the wave vectorkF is
still a good quantum number and the Fermi surface can
be determined if the electron mean free pathl in an amor-
phous metal is large enough so thatkFl@1. Since the amor-
phous metal has no preferred symmetry axes, the Fermi
face must be spherical, and the properties of the metal m
be described by the theory for free electrons. In this case,
Hall coefficient must be determined by the classical expr
sion

RH5
1

ne
, ~1!

wheree is the electron charge,n5z/V, z is the valence, and
V is the atomic volume.

Indeed for nontransition low-resistivity~r,50mV•cm!,
liquid and solid amorphous metals~alloys!, the experimen-
tally determined Hall coefficients are negative and cor
spond to Eqs.~1! almost exactly.5,6 Deviations are observed
only for liquid5 or solid amorphous6 metals, for which the
value of l is comparatively small~the smaller the value o
l , the stronger the deviations observed!. If the scattering is so
strong thatl'a, and the Fermi level is in the pseudoban
gap~pseudogap!, the Hall coefficient can be successfully d
scribed in some cases by the Friedman formula~see Ref. 3!:

RH5
0.7

neg
, ~2!

where 0.3,g,1 characterizes the depth of the pseudogap
an amorphous semimetal. However, all the corrections in
duced into the classical expression for the Hall coeffici
alter only its value, but do not change its negative sign.

At present, the positive Hall effect, which was first o
served in liquid7 and amorphous8 transition metals, and sub

2640264-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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sequently was also detected in most of high-resistivity am
phous alloys containing a transition metal,9 has received the
following explanation.

The Hall coefficient for nonmagnetic metals with
spherical Fermi surface and isotropic scattering can be
scribed by the formula10

RH5
a

ne
, ~3!

where

a5
]E

]k U]E]kU
21

. ~4!

Here E is the electron energy, andk is the wave vector.
According to Eqs.~3! and~4!, the sign of the Hall coefficien
for free electrons is opposite to the sign of the group veloc
for electrons.

The explanation of the positive Hall effect in the case
liquid and amorphous transition metals was obtained from
analysis ofs-d hybridization of the electron structure.9 Most
of successful explanations of the positive Hall effect we
obtained by taking into account the effect ofs-d hybridiza-
tion on the dynamics of a modifieds-band. It was shown9

that s-d hybridization must lead to anS-shaped energy–
momentum relationE(k) for modified s-states so that the
velocity of an electron group is negative for the Fermi e
ergyEF , and hence the Hall coefficient is positive accordi
to ~3! and~4!. However, such an explanation is not valid f
explaining the positive Hall effect ina-Be~H! films that do
not contain a transition metal. For this reason, the mec
nism of the positive Hall effect in high-resistivity nontrans
tion amorphous metals~homogeneous amorphousa-Be~H!
films are the first example of such metals! remains unclear
and calls for further evolution of the theory.

In the one-band model, the averaged value of the H
coefficient for a-Be~H! films (11.1310210 m3/C) corre-
sponds to about 0.5 charge carrier per beryllium atom, an
density of statesN(EF)RH'1.031047 J21

•m23 ~for both di-
rections of spin!. This value is the ‘‘bare’’ density of states11

FIG. 1. Arrangement of vectorsj , B andEH in the a-Be~H! film, corre-
sponding to the emergence of positive Hall effect in it.
265 Low Temp. Phys. 23 (3), March 1997
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The electron–phonon coupling increases the density of st
at low temperatures by a factor of (11l), wherel is the
electron–phonon coupling parameter. This is the ‘‘dresse
density of states.11 Since l'0.5 for a- Be~H!,12 the
‘‘dressed’’ density of states will be abou
1.531047 J21

•m23. This is close to the value
1.6331047 J21

•m23, obtained earlier by us1 for the same
a-Be~H! films from the upper critical magnetic field@in the
Ginzburg-Landau–Abrikosov–Gor’kov~GLAG! theory#.2!

The closeness of the values of the density of states obta
from two independently determined physical paramete
viz., the Hall coefficient and the upper critical magnetic fie
apparently speaks in favor of the one-band model@and
Eqs.~3! and~4!# for the amorphous beryllium–hydrogen sy
tem. So far, a proper explanation for the negative value
the electron group velocity forEF has not been obtained i
this system.

In conclusion, it should be noted that the positive val
of Hall effect for pure low- temperature beryllium conde
sates was observed earlier also.13,14However, these conden
sates were inhomogeneous and contained, in addition to
amorphous phase, hcp beryllium whose concentration
creased with film thickness. Hence the value of the Hall
efficient for such films increased sharply with thickness, a
proaching the value ofRH for hcp beryllium. In this case, the
positive value ofRH can be explained easily and is not
much interest.

1!For crystalline hcp beryllium,Tc.0.026 K.
2!For such a definition of density of states, the electron–phonon couplin
taken into account, in contrast toN(EF)RH.
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